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“Although it is written in the third person, th[is] book has no
other aim than to present the record of Mr. Stimson’s public
life as he himself sees it. It is an attempt to substitute a joint
effort for the singlehanded autobiography he might have
undertaken if he were a little younger. It follows that we have
made no effort at an external assessment, and in the writing I
have sought not to intrude any views of my own, but rather
to present Mr. Stimson’s actions as he himself understands
them. Thus objective praise and blame are equally
absent…
The major sources of this book are two: Mr. Stimson
himself and his records. If I have held the labouring oar, Mr.
Stimson has h3eld the tiller rope, and the judgments and
Opinions expressed are always his…
In every important sense, then, this is Mr. Stimson’s
Book.”








McGeorge Bundy, “A Note
Of Explanation and AcknowLedgement,” in Henry L. StimSon and McGeorge Bundy,
On Active Service in Peace
Amd War (New York, 1948),
673, 676

“So vast indeed is the set of connections which now bind the
world of power and the world of learning that it is a matter of
the greatest difficulty to isolate particular parts of the
connection for close analysis.
…..I believe there are great opportunities for a much
wider and stronger connection between universities and
governments than we yet have ,,,, What there is not enough
of yet, and what I come to praise, is the kind of academic
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work which proceeds from the same center of concern as
that of the man who is himself committed to an active part in
government. That center of concern is the taking and use of
power itself.
For this kind of work I find no better word than history.”





McGeorge Bundy, “The
Battlefields of Power and the Academy,” in E.A. J. JohnSon, ed., The Dimensions of Diplomacy (Baltimore, 1964).
I, 8-9

PREFACE
On Active Service In War And Peace,* by Jesse Lemisch,
was originally presented in condensed form under the title
"Present-Mindedness Revisited: Anti-Radicalism as a Goal
of American Historical Writing Since World War II," at the
December 1969 meeting of the American Historical Association in Washington, D.C. It received an enthusiastic response at the time. Subsequent media attention and word of
mouth produced a heavy demand for the paper~ *Then, and
in the years since, Lemisch has responded to the requests by
sending out photocopies. But the demand has remained
high, and so he has consented to let New Hogtown Press
print it in its original form in order to make it more easily
available to those who continue to ask for it and others who
may find it useful.
Lemisch responds to New Hogtown's initiative with
reluctance, since he feels the paper has problems and should
be revised, but other work prevents him from doing so.
Under these circumstances, he feels it would be ahistorical
for him to do what he describes as ''some quick protective
word-changing which would have the effect of making me
look retroactively better." The paper expresses the way he
saw and put things in 1969; and so we print it precisely as in

* Lemisch calls to mind the total surrender of the scholar's independence
in the explicitly and militantly uncritical attitude taken by an establishment scholar toward his establishment subject: Henry L. Stimson and
McGeorge Bundy, On Actil'e SnTice in Peace and War (New York:
Harper and Bros., 1948). See, for instance, Bundy's justification of the
World War II internment of Americans of Japanese descent (p. 406).
1After earlier stints as Secretary of War and Secretary of State Stimson
was Roosevelt's Secretary of War 1940-1945. Bundy has progressed Harvard to the Kennedy Administration to the Ford Foundation.[
**

See: Nell' York Times.

Dec. 29, 1969; Jan. 15, !970; [Joseph
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the original. But clearly, as is indicated in the Introduction,
he would do differently in 1975 what was originally done in
1969.
Although "Present-Mindedness Revisited" was written
for delivery at the 1969 meeting of the American Historical
Association, it was also intended as an intial treatment and
framework for a collaborative work with Christopher Z.
Hobson, which was then being planned. The subject of the
work was to be ''academic origins of the ideology of
repression": liberal academic ideologies in the cold war
period and since, with special attention to the universities
and repression. As planned, the work would have contained
extensive material on the historical profession, framed by a
more general discussion of liberal academic ideology and
conduct. This collaborative work was never completed.
Starting from the historical sections of "PresentMindedness Revisited," Lemisch researched and drafted an
extended critical study of the history of the concept of social
utility in the historical profession, from the late nineteenth
century to the post-World War II period. But the material
was immense, and as the manuscript expanded, so did the
work which would have been necessary to put it in final
shape. Wanting instead to return to his primary scholarly
commitment-American history seen "from the bottom
up," especially in the Colonial and Revolutionary
periods-Lemisch withdrew from the collaboration. Meanwhile, during the collaborative phase, Hobson had used the

non-historical sections of "Present-Mindedness Revisited"
as his framework, but had done extensive additional work.
After Lemisch's withdrawal, Hobson continued on his own
and went beyond the framework of the collaboration; he
added much, both in the way of new material and new
interpretations, and ultimately produced a manuscript which
incorporates parts of "Present-Mindedness Revisited" but
goes beyond it, standing on its own under the title The
Ideology of Repression. When Hobson's book is published,
we will have a monumental and detailed study of the role of
liberal intellectuals and the universities in the period since
World War II.
New Hogtown Press
May, 1975

Featherstone], "Scholars and Society," Nen• Repuhlic, Jan. 17, 1970, pp.
7-8; Ronaid Radosh, "Annual Set-to: The Bare-Knuckled Historians,"
The Nation, Feb. 2, 1970, reprinted in Blanche W. Cook, Alice K. Harris,
Ronaid Radosh, eds., Past lmpe1j'ect: Alternatil'(' Essa\'s tn Aml'rican
History (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1973) II, pp. 339-41; Clifford Solway,
'"Turning History Upside Down." Saturday R£'1'iew. June 20, 1970, pp.
13-15,62-64.
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INTRODUCTION

*

Jesse Lemisch's essay, On Active Service in War and Peace,
is the most complete account yet written on the politics of
American historians. It is a carefully documented, explosive
condemnation of the writing of U.S. history.
Since it was written in the late 1960s, the Lemisch paper
has acquired a political history of its own. Its history
indicates the importance of what Lemisch has uncovered
and demonstrates the difficulties that beset the scholar who
attempts to uncover the secret history that the mainstream of
the profession chooses to leave untold. The paper also has a
continuing significance for those interested in the history of
repression in academic life. It speaks directly to the situation
in the United States, exposing the creation of a national
history the themes of which have often been governed by
political bias. That bias, and the repression which has
blatantly attempted to close the historical profession to
radicals and Marxists, did not abate with the Lemisch
expose in 1969, or with the subsequent becalming of the
student and anti-war movements. Canadians would be well
advised to consider seriously the themes that Lemisch
presents: while the Canadian historical profession is considerably smaller than the American, it will be demonstrated
that many Canadian historians, like their American colleagues, have pursued a political course overtly committed
to anti-radicalism. Widespread repression has continued to
the present time on both sides of the 49th parallel.

* Thomas Schofield received his Honours BA in Modern History and
English from the University of Toronto in 197!. He has completed
graduate study in Law and History at the State University of New York at
Buffalo.
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I.
In 1969 the American Historical Association held its convention in Washington, D.C. The war in Southeast Asia was still
the central political concern of the American people. The
convention faced the first major attempts of liberals and
radicals to raise the issue of VietNam within the profession.
An avowedly radical group of historians confronted establishment scholars, creating a marked contrast from the aura
of gentility and decorum which traditionally characterized
meetings of the Association. The Radical Caucus presented
a resolution to the Business Meeting condemning the war in
VietNam; this failed, as did a more liberal version. Radicals
also challenged a tradition within the profession of election
without contest by audaciously running a slate of countercandidates for Association offices. Participatory democracy
emerged as an alternative to the establishment politics of the
Official Nominating Board. While showing some strength,
the counter-candidates lost. The Movement within the
profession had thrown its energies into a host of issues and
had successively followed a broad variety of strategies. But
it emerged from the process somewhat shaken and uncertain
of its role and purpose.
Perhaps fittingly in the context of a learned society,
radical scholarship fared better than radical politics. Discussing the role of radicals at the Convention in The Nation, left
historian Ronald Radosh came close to despair. However,
the significant impact of Lemisch' s paper stood out in sharp
contrast with less successful radical efforts, and Radosh
concluded:
Perhaps defeat was averted by a paper delivered on the final
convention day by Jesse Lemisch, a historian who had been
dismissed from the University of Chicago because his "political concerns interfered with his scholarship." In what may

be the most telling and fundamental critique presented before
the AHA he_ proposed that the supposedly unpolitical stars of
the profes_sJOn (~llan Nevins, Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr.,
Samuel Ehot Monson, Oscar Handlin, Daniel Boorstin and
others) w~re i'!lplicit cold warriors who sought to use history
as a vehtcle m the fight against communism. Lemisch's
paper. .. argued persuasively that what so many object to is
not that a scholar should take a political position but that he
should hold views contrary to establishment shibboleths.'

The Lemisch presentation was an electric moment for a
larg~ part of the American historical profession. He had
pubhcly declared what many knew to be the case, but until
that moment, the charges of anti-radicalism had not been
s~pport~d by systematic documentation. The subsequent
histo_ry IS more sobering. ANew Yark Times account of the
Lemtsch sl?eech foresaw the typical reaction the paper
wo_u_ld recetve by treating it as an isolated phenomenon.
Fail~ng t? note tha~ Lemisch spoke for a significant minority
~fhistonans the Tunes report treated the Lemisch presenta~!o~ as a threat, devoting itself to Lemisch's own conclusion:
Ftre ~s, expel us, jail us. We will not go away. " 2
Lemtsch ~as not ex_actly threatening the profession; he
was prese!ltmg them wtth data. But the historians, to a large
de~ree, stmply excluded his findings from circulation or
se:tous consideration. It is not an accident that the manuscnpt has remained largely underground, surfacing now only
through the efforts of a le!t publisher. The paper's history is
an ~xample of the workmg of repression. It suggests that
radicals ha~e spoke? but found the communicative organs of
the profession hostile to the radical voice.
~hen th_is text was submitted to the American Historical
R:'new edi~or R.K. Webb rejected it. Acknowledging that
his ~etter might seem "singularly rude and condescending,"
Webb nonetheless noted that Lemisch had ··unjustly"
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convicted "a good many of my close friends" of "historical
derelictions." Webb was convinced that Lemisch 's charges
could be more accurately explained, not as a systematic
critique of the profession but as "indiscretions or lapses or
outrageous gaffes by some." He accused Lemisch of seeing
an "anti-radical conspiracy." One particularly open call for
Cold War activism, mentioned in the Lemisch text, was a
plea by Conyers Read that American historians participate
"in what everyone is calling education for democracy."
Read urged the supression of data while advocating ''social
control" as a weapon in the Co1-'l War. Referring to
Lemisch's condemnation of this appeal, and of the silence
with which Read's speech was greeted, Webb asked
Lemisch: "Has it occurred to you to ask how many people
who heard Conyers Read's presidential address must have
cringed with horror?'' 3
Webb maintained that his remarks were not the product of
"some prejudice excited by your attack." However, while
Lemisch 's critique of the profession was being dismissed as
a series of random examples, the rejection of Lemisch's text
was occasion for reflection by Webb upon the state of New
Left scholarship in general:
... I wonder if the activism of the New Left historians
today, unlike the activism you so deplore in your article, may
not be a bar to serious scholarship that can appeal to any
scholar outside the sect itself. 4

The response was similar when the paper was submitted
to the Journal of American History, the major scholarly
journal for the publication of articles on United States
history. Martin Ridge, the editor, wrote back that the "essay
more than any I have read in several years has disturbed
me."; He advised Lemisch to go and read the story of Diego
Rivera, the Mexican communist painter, 6 who included the

head of Lenin among the portraits presented in a mural
painted in 1933 in the Rockefeller Center. Young Nelson
Rockefeller wrote the artist a letter asking that he "substitute the face of some unknown man where Lenin's face now
appears. " 7 Rivera refused, and Rockefeller had the mural
destroyed. The episode became the subject of a. famous
poem "I Paint What I See" by E.B. White. The message
intended for Lemisch was clear: the Journal, like the
Rockefeller Center, was not a proper medium for expressing
a certain point of view.
An outside reader, who commented on the Lemisch
submission for the Journal, told Ridge:
I don't know how you can tell him that he simply cannot do
this, and that he certainly cannot do it in the pages of the
Journal. He probably believes that he can, which says
something about how far he and his ilk are estranged from
civilization. 8

This rejection, like the other one, was accompanied by
phrases about keeping the profession open to all points of
view and by promises that real scholarship would be warmly
received.
Other criticisms were equally direct. John Higham, who
liad earlier raised questions about the sterility of consensus
history, rejected Lemisch' s solicitation of his comments: "I
am afraid that I am not enough in sympathy with the spirit of
your paper to have comments that might be useful to you."
From Higham's perspective, Lemisch's work threatened
good relations between radical students and members of the
profession; emphasis upon "alleged derelictions of behavior" limits the possibility for rational discourse by
lessening respect for good intentions. 9
Many of the historians criticized by Lemisch were still
active in the profession. Students were exposed to their
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questionable work on a daily basis. To argue that Le~isch's
work would create hostility was equivalent to assertmg that
intellectual problems are the work of out~ide a~itators. In
fact, many radical students were challengmg ~heir teachers
and their careers suffered on account of It. What the
Lemisch paper would most effectively do was collate. the
documentation, so authority could be brought to both sides
of the argument. It would no longer be so easy .to assert that
New Left scholars were political and the mamstream free
from bias.

II.
The general reasons, indeed the necessity, for bringi?g
Lemisch's research on anti-radicalism among U.S . historians to a wider audience follow directly from contmued
hostility to radicalism.
.
On the whole, the text has aged well. Much of ?Is
discussion of the historians' role in legitimizing "executive
usurpation" is directly relevant to Watergate. Moreover, the
tone of the 1960s must seem less strident to many who
thought it so at the time, and more nearly a sane ~espon_se to
those years -both within the profession and m national
politics in the U.S. Where the l~nguag~ is ang:y, it se~s the
historical place of the piece and IS a remmder of ~hy this had
to be written and why it was not well received by the
historical establishment. The justification for the harde_ned
attack is based upon crucial concepts. What Lemisch
uncovers is in fact serious business, and the inst~n~es of
anti-radicalism he finds are not individual lapses or mdiscretions as they have been characterized by defenders of the
..
mainstream of the historical profession.
Nonetheless, after reading the above barrage of cntl-

cisms, it is fair to ask whether all is political or whether there
are problems of substance which mar the text. In conversations with this writer Lemisch has pointed to various flaws
and has especially stressed certain points which he would
have dealt with at length had he been able to undertake
revision.
Lemisch acknowledges that there were many other
historians -whom he did not mention -who do not fit the
pattern he described; but the trend he describes must be seen
as the dominant one in the absence of evidence for any other
single competing trend with equal influence. Lemisch presented abundant evidence of such a dominant trend. Those
who would challenge him must produce evidence of an
equally strong counter trend. R.K. Webb's vision of historians "cringing with horror" is inadequate evidence of
such opposition (unless historians are truly inarticulate).
The characterization of the damning passages as mere
individual lapses is in fact additional evidence of anti-radical
bias.
Similarly, the charges that Lemisch is strident, shrill,
excessive and even hysterical are illustrative of a political
stereotype familar in American society (especially to Blacks
and women among others). That which reflects acceptable
values is spirited, while that which offends is rabid, emotional, or off the wall. An establishment that frequently
conducts itself with minimal good manners requires civility
only of those with whom it disagrees.
On the other hand, Lemisch does see some accuracy in the
criticism that he grouped together a wide range of historians
without adequate attention to the differences among them.
For example, the liberal activism of Arthur Schlesinger Jr.
can be distinguished from the conservative activism of an
historian like Daniel J. Boorstin. Lemisch concedes that
there are significant differences among the historians he
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dealt with and that a more sophisticated approach would
develop these differences to advantage.
. . .
It is also true, but largely unnoticed, that such dtstmctlons
are not central to Lemisch's argument. Liberals and c'?nservatives may have their differences, but o~ the questiOn of
anti-radicalism in the profession they are m general agr~e
ment. In fact, Boorstin's dinner engagements at the W~tte
House suggest that their differences on the general questiOn
of activism may be explained by a simple analysis of who
holds the reins of power. 10 In any case the alliance is strong.
And when liberals or conservatives speak of openness or
pluralism within the profession they ~h~re a co_mmon
definition, an acceptance of known outer hmtts, m~rkt~g the
range of the permissible. Within that context,_ elucidatiOn <:>f
the differences between historians like Damel J. Boorstm
and Arthur Schlesinger Jr. would obscure importan_t tru~hs.
Acknowledging the real differences among the htston~ns
treated does not lead to the simplistic pluralist conc~uston
that they are just a diverse and cantankerous lo~ Without
common ideological bonds. They share a common tdeol~~y:
they are hostile to radicalism, and they impose that hostthty
on the past. 11
•
•
•
The more liberal activists of the htstoncal professiOn may
not have openly espoused the dogma ofthei~ more_conservative counterparts. But there is a sense m wh1ch subtle
differences make little difference. Liberals who defended
free speech, while attacking Marxists for abusing ~ts limits,
provided potent ammunition for the conservatives who
demanded censorship and supression. Both were threatening the Left, and each position was a reinfor~eme?t of the
other. Lemisch's data demonstrates that htstonans an~
university intellectuals were in the forefront of_ the antiradical hysteria of the 1950s. Moreover, they con~mued that
role in the attack on the New Left that emerged m the later

1960s. The liberals have deliberately chosen to ignore what
E.P. Thompson has called the "sociology of presentation".
In an extended discussion of the workings of liberal antiradicalism, Thompson points to the manner in which criticism of the Left is used and circulated. Past practice
guarantees that remarks presented in certain forums will be
used out of context in an attempt to discredit and destroy the
Left. Hence the subsequent distribution and use of criticism
must be considered in the original presentation of a critique.
Thompson explained:
If you criticise with stridency, any section of the Left in
certain places ... your criticism is not attended to for the
sake of any particular discrimination which it may contain. It
is ~bs?rbed, instantly, into ideology; that is, it is simply
assimilated as one more noise against the Left, one more
evidence that all the Left has failed,is brutal, all Marxism is
incoherent etc .... [I]t is a veritable trophy to be hung at the
cloudy altar of the established godsY

This is as true injudgements of the past as it is in discussion
of present events. And it is not a fact of extraordinary
subtlety: the more liberal of the anti-radical academics have
found themselves holding hands with their more conservative brethren.
Some readers and listeners took "Present-Mindedness
Revisited" as an exhortation to desert the ideal of scholarly
objectivity. As the New Republic put it: Lemisch's rebuke
against establishment activists was "well-deserved, although it was never entirely clear whether Mr. Lemisch was
finding his enemies wanting by the standard of neutrality, or
whether he was repudiating the standard altogether." 1 3
Although the essay exposes the extent to which "mainstream" historians have used their history as a vehicle for
expressing their political commitments, it hardly constitutes
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a call for radicals to emulate them. Actuall~, Lemisch
believes that historians of all political persuasiOns s_hould
become more aware of their biaseS. 14 He has _reJ~cted
"relevance" as a primary goal while clinging to a behefm the
importance of striving for objective validity in history.
This position has it problems. The dem~nd fo~ relevance
in the late 1960s was political. Scholarship, which l~rgely
existed in service of the status quo, could be used also m the
attempt to change the world. In practice, the standards of
truth were often battered in the attempt to get to the part
where the world changed. Whatever social cha!lge can be
wrought by service to a relevance in which trut? Is obscur~d
or ignored can only be accidentally progressive,_ and _will
more likely be regressive or insignificant. To th~s wnter,
Lemisch creates a false dichotomy. Relevance IS n?t an
obstacle to objective inquiry. Rather it is dubious that It can
be avoided. Its presence pervades the histori~al process and
its force must be recognized rather than wished away. It
appears at the outset in the choice of subject matt_er as the
first object to which such inquiry must be apphed. And
subsequently, questions of relevance i~fluence every aspect
of the research: what data, what questions do we ask of the
data, how much data, and what interpretive results. are
indicated from the evidence uncovered? That many wnte~s
have sacrificed their objectivity in the service of relevance Is
a non sequitur; evidence pointing to a danger, but not
a necessary result. 15
(Right or wrong, Lemisch's stance is illustrated .in the
titles of some of his other writings. In another session on
"radical history" at the 1969 AHA meeting he. presented a
paper entitled:" 'What's Your Evid~nce?' R~di~al ~cholar
ship as Scientific Method and Antt-Authontanamsm, not
'Relevance'." Earlier, at a founding meeting of the ~ew
University Conference he had written "Who Will Wnte a
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~ft History of Art While We are all Putting Our Balls on the
Lme?" 16)
One final.co~ment should be made to put this paper in the
context of Its time and place. "Present-Mindedness Revisit~d'' was an attack on establishment history and histonans, and, as such did not reflect Lemisch's critical view
of certain trends emerging on the Left at that time. For a
cr.iti9ue of elitism, authoritarianism, and male chauvinism
Withm the "movement", and a defence of "rationalism"
see Lemisch, " 'If You Gatta Ask, Man, You'll Neve;
Know'. " 17

III.
''From the extreme left there have been few contributions
to Canadian historiography," wrote Robin Winks of Yale in
l%6, :·for ~anadian scholars reflect their nation is being
essentially liberal-conservatives." Citing deficiencies in the
writing of Canadian history, Winks focused upon the lack of
an adequate study of the "national parks system." 18 Canadian historians have often denounced Marxism and dismisse? t~e importance of radical historical interpretation;
Wmks comments are part of the mainstream tradition.
Among those who have expressed sentiments hostile to
radicals are. A .R. M. Lower, Donald Grant Creighton, Hilda
Neatby, Gad Horowitz, Frank Underhill, H.N. Fieldhouse,
an~ John Bartlet Brebner. As a group, they span almost the
enttre range of "legitimate" political opinion in Canada. No
matter what their disagreements in other areas, generations
of Canadian historians have shared values hostile to
~ad.ica.lism. Within this almost universal agreement, the
mstgmficance of radical alternatives has been taken as a
given, something that need not be proved.
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omitted fro!ll the content of university curricula, and belittl~d ?Y re~tewe~s: 17 The hostility with which Ryerson was
dismissed ts typified by Gustave Lanctot's short review of
The. Foundinf? of Canada in the Canadian Historical
Re1·t~w: Characterizing the book as "predetermined and
predtcttve all the way to the last line," he asserted that
~yer_son's co?clusion was "automatic." Lanctot quickly
dts~!~s~d t.~e Idea of the "people's_exploitation by the ruling
~}ass
~s . undocumented assertiOn," despite Ryerson's
. extensive mformation." Ryerson "missed a fine opportunIty to pen a more detached story of Canada's march to

A.R.M. Lower advised his readers that "d?ctrinaire
ideas, such as Marxism, have had l~ttle influe~ce m Can~da
except negatively, by way of delaymg the logica~.evolutt?n
of industrial society." 19 Creighton declared C_anad~an
history was a sadly imperfect vehicle for the ~xemph_ficatton
of the Marxian verities." 20 Neatby wrote disparagmgly _of
21
the "Marxian myth of the class struggle." Gad Horowit,~
observed that Canadians "do not speak the same language
as "other worldly" Marxists. 22 He pointed out that c~m
munists, like catholics and fascists, "relate to the wo~ld m a
paranoid manner."!) J.B. Brebner speculated that It was
"quite tempting" to take the "development~ of Canada ~nd
the United States as examples for the refutation of a Marx tan
24
or economic interpretation of history.'' Fieldho~se argue?
that "we have never known ... a Left exclustvely antichristian or proletarian" .25 Underhill ?egan his search for
the Canadian identity with the conclusiOn that the L~ft ~as
weak in Canada. He dismissed the significance ofradi~ahsm
(owing to the lack of an eighteenth centur~), t.hen. fai~ed to
mention its existence at any subsequent pomt m his dis_cussion. Liberalism was affirmed as essential to th.e fabnc of
Canadian society. 26 Each of these assertions pomts toward
two truths:the weakness ofaLeft or Marxist exampl~ in !he
writing of Canadian history and an inh~rent a~ti-r~dicahsm
.on the part of a great many of the traditional histonans. The
Left largely failed to rebut the assertions. presented by ~he
mainstream but one might still test the evidence upon which
those concl~sions were made. The resulting ~nswer mu~t
inevitably be: a combination offaith and establishment poll-

democracy."'~

Present day events, especially the early days of World
Wa_r II. and the Cold War, triggered the worst of the
anti-radtcal excesses of Canadian historians. When the Cold
War emerged in ~anada, it did so largely in the guise of
fundamental Amencan political positions. Underhill boldly
declared the "self evident truth" that "some effective form
of North Atlantic alliance is essential for the preservation of
our western civilization. " 29 Liberals looked to the United
State~ to spearhead that alliance; conservatives were less
certam that historic British leadership should be dispossessed.
But even ~anadians \YhO questioned the northward export
of c;old Wa~ Ideology were inclined to accept the truth of its
baste premises; they sought a Canadian contribution that
would be distinctive while supporting the general position of
the "Western World." In a 1954 essay, "Canada and the
Col_d_ War?" Donald Grant Creighton eyed the Cold War
pohttcal situation from a critical northern perspective:

tics.
.
Many historians refused to seriously consider a Marxist
interpretation when it was offered. St~~ley R~erson was for
years unable to get a teaching position; his boo~s ~ere
published on theLeft but were excluded from readmg hsts,

matte~s, in which we are much less directly
Canadians are even more disposed to accept the ·
la_te_st advice ~rom Washington as the modern equivalent of
divme revelation. For the past eight years the nation which

. In other

conceme~,

I
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.
advertising has been enga~ed ~n
virtually mvented mo~~d the greatest sales campaign m
what can only be d~scn e ~~the Cold War in an exclusive
history' the campatgn ~o se t fthe Western world. Canada,
American package, tot ere~. o t of the domestic market,
which was treate~ as an a/~~-~ promotion. To put it in
received _the full tmpa~th oare :n reality most appropriate,
commercial terms, whtc W
s outselling every other
American packaged Cold W art wa to one in the Canadian
brand of packaged Cold . ~r en f other Western countries
market. The poli~ies and o~t~ons;en they agreed with those
were given_ prommenc_e ch~e t:ewcontradictory decisions ~r
of the Umted States: an
reat Britain, France of India
views of such countnesdas ~ chievous doubtfully loyal, or
were depicted as unsoun , mls
'
Communist-inspired. Jo

· h" bservationsofCold War
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Address to the Canadian Historical Association in 1957.
Reviewing the historical writing of the previous twenth-five
years, Creighton focused his attack upon the "Liberal
interpretation of Canadian history." 32 Like the American
Cold War package, it too took on "something of the awful
grandeur of divine relevation. " 33 Creighton tied the practitioners of the liberal interpretation to the Liberal government in power: "the professional scribes of the Authorized
Version were caJled to Ottawa. " 34 Creighton rejected one
political view on the grounds that politics were incompatible
with "the careful and imaginative study of the facts of
Canadian history." But he also articulated a political
position of his own; "the Marxian economic interpretation
of history" was adopted by "victims of superior propaganda" who accepted a "doctrine which was alien to their
experience and unremunerative for their purposes.'' 35
Creighton offered no evidence to support his own political
pronouncements, but he lectured his fellow historians as to
the limits of modem political options:
How wrong we were! How imitative, how gullible, how
truly colonially-minded! Only now has it become possible for
us to realize the enormous extent of our deception. The War
and the twelve years that have elapsed since its conclusion
have ended our dreams and given us instead a continuous
existence of terrible reality; and, in all this grim period, there
has been no disillusionment greater than the world-wide
disillusionment in the twin revolutionary doctrines of Marxism and North American continentalism."

Creighton thought those "twin revolutionary doctrines"
could be dismissed in a single sentence; Canada had a
"distinct and separate political identity" and "stood consciously aloof'
from the "commonplace revolutionary
8
movements. "' If this were true, it was not well supported
by Creighton's arguments. His formulation of the "twin
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revolutionary doctrines" was in most respects identical with
the prevailing American view. The Cold War theologian
Reinhold Neibuhr was expressing a similar two world
model-the American forces of good resisting the communist forces of evil. Creighton had accepted the basic
construct without question, but he sought a Canadian place
within the model. What he actually opposed was not so much
anti-communism or Americanism but the liberal view that
Canada was helpless in the unfolding world struggle. It was a
rejection of the conclusions of men like J .M.S. Careless who
were pessimistic about Canada's role within the two worlds:
"it is by now a truism that we live in a two power world,
where very few nations can hope to count as entities in the
bleak pattern of world power. " 39
Marxism, as well as Americanism, has had a larger role
than Creighton could envisage. If Creighton were correct at
last-no longer gullible or deceived-how is it that the
disillusionment appears not to have been so world-wide after
all? At the very least, the Cubans, the Khmer Rouge, the
Vietnamese and others failed to get the message. And a New
Left, some of it frighteningly Canadian, emerged in spite of
Creighton's news that the "extraordinarily bad fit" of
revolutionary ideology was exposed in the l950S. 40
As should be clear by these examples, Creighton, like the
liberals he excoriated, had his politics and he let those
politics influence him in his historical work. His perspective
was essentially Cold Warriorite, is spite of his distancing
himself and Canada from certain aspects of that struggle.
The politics and ideologies he opposed were "alien"; the
values he cheiished were essential Canadian truths.
The liberals were fundamentally in agreement with the
conservatives as to the central features of Cold War society;
they differed in their "pragmatism" which meant greater
limitations of Canadian autonomy and an acceptance of
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War was an expression of civic duty. But Left politics were
circumscribed by the responsible limits of civil liberties, by
the understanding that academic freedom was a term of art
designed to promote a peculiar image of university autonomy, without granting licence to express controversial
political perspectives.
That establishment historians in the United States were
politicized is a central theme of the Lemisch paper; that the
limits on political expression were carefully drawn is also
documented. In Canada, somewhat similar evidence exists
demonstrating a narrow but gradually expanding circumference of permissible expression. In 1959 Underhill declared:
"in Canada it is still slightly improper for professors to
become too interested in current politics. " 43 In view of the
many Cold War speeches which were not criticized, it seems
necessary to amend this statement with more detail. Some
academics have been criticized and penalized for their
politics while others have not. Underhill himself put it more
clearly, expressing a central theme of Lemisch' s essay in
Canadian terms in a March 1936 Canadian Forum article
entitled "On Professors and Politics:"
Why then the outraged indignation of so many respectable
people at the present activity of a few professors in politics?
Can it be that the real offense just now consists in the fact that
the professors concerned have mostly taken the radical side?
There have been several recent incidents affecting the
teaching profession in Canada which make one wonder
whether this may not be the real motive behind the solicitude
for kee-ping our institutions of learning out of current
controversy. We have the curious coincidence that when
Professor Norman Rogers of·Queen's goes into politics as a
member of one of the respectable parties no question seems
to arise as to the propriety of his actions, but when Professor
W. H. Alexander of Alberta tries to run as a Labour candidate

.
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What were the ulterior motives of the Communi.sts? Across
Canada, with World War II raging, an estimated ?ne
hundred and fifty members of the ~rty -~ere herded mto
internment camps without trials; their pohtlc~ ~er.e a thr~at
to the security of the empire. 49 General civil. h~ertan~n
principles did not protect communists when their views did
not coincide with those of the government.
Academic freedom has not been a greater guarante~ of~he
right to express oneselffreely. In the 1890s Mac Kenzie Kmg
and other students at the University. ~f To:on:o went ~n
strike to protest the University admmistration s cancellation of lectures by socialist Phillips Thompson and labour
leader Alfred Jury .50 The strike was o.pposed by Art~ur
Meighen who became a prom~~e~t figure m _the Co~servative
party; King, the liberal pohttctan, repu~:hate? hts student
constituency and the first strike at the Umverstty of Toronto
ultimately failed.
The situation was somewhat similar in the attempted.firing
of Frank Underhill from the University of Toronto Htstory
Department in the early 1940s. Under~ill ~as still at t?at
time a Fabian socialist and had been act~ve m the format10n
of Canada's social democratic Cooperative Co_mmonwealth
Federation (subsequently the New Democratic Party). He
had often been censured for controversial remarks and had
entered into a gentleman's agreement with President Cody
of the University of Toronto that he would not furthe_r spe~k
out ofturn. In the summer of 1940, however, ~~derhill agam
became a subject of controversy by committmg the most
cardinal of sins; he attacked the constitutional monarchy ~nd
the British connection. At a meeting of the Canadian

Institute of Economics and Politics at Lake Couchiching,
Ontario, he was reported to have uttered a remark to the
effect that the British flag should be made of wool that it
might shtink with the rest of the empire. 5 ' His comments
touched off an outraged indignation in important circles.
Senator Arthur Meighen wrote to the Minister of Justice
deploring Underhill's conduct and asking that "an example
be made ofthis man." Underhill's remarks were "disloyal";
"he and his ilk" should "be given to understand" that "they
must behave. " 52 A substantial portion of the press appealed
to the Board of Governors to have Underhill dismissed.
Premier Hepburn and other leaders of the Provincial Government were in agreement, but the Board failed to act upon
the resolution. 53
The Underhill controversy flared up a second time in
January of 1941 after President Cody, in the 1890s tradition,
cancelled another lecture by a labour leader. Sponsored by
the C.C.F. Club, the lecture was entitled "Hepburn Must
Go" and was labeled "indiscreet" by the University
administration. 54 Underhill disagreed, and his continued
controversial visibility rekindled the attempt to have him
dismissed. Students, including C.C.F. Club President Kenneth McNaught, organized in support of the right to free
speech, against the political attack and the closing of the
University to a somewhat leftward point of view. Creighton
was the only historian in the U. ofT. Department who did
not lend his name in support of Underhill's continued
appointment. 55
Underhill, essentially a liberal historian, kept his position,
but it was not a significant victory for free speech or
academic freedom. 56 Consensus in repression is the central
lesson to be learned from what transpired. Among
Underhill's unacknowledged supporters were members of
the Young Communist League. When they in turn were
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attacked for their politics, there was universal agreement
that the limits of free expression did not extend to Communists. The student newspaper, The Varsity, asked all
those students receiving the Young Communist League
leaflets in support of Underhill to bring them, with the
envelopes, to the paper offices in Hart House and Univers_ity
College. The editors promised to collect the subversive
material and turn it over to the R.C.M.P. 57 The SecretaryTreasurer of the Students' Administrative Council told a
Globe and Mail reporter: "They are getting very bold when
they will defy both the city police and the R.C.M.P." 58
Conservatives, like Meighen or Creighton, have nev~r
suffered from attempting to speak out in support of their
politics; they have seldom been confronted for att~mpting_to
deny that right to others, Liberals and sometime soctal
democrats, King, Underhill, McNaught, eta/., moved part
way toward opening the range of dialogue within_ the university and that is perhaps significant. But the dialogue_ ~as
never been open and in each case there were some- Phillips
Thompson and the Young Communist leafleters -who were
excluded from participation altogether: they looked to a
more radical perspective and fared less well at the academy.
In part this may be explained by the very structures of the
University. In 1958, when Claude Bissell was invested as
President of the University of Toronto, Donald Creighton
was there to lend a hand. As chairman of the Department of
History, Creighton spoke on behalf of the faculty in welcoming Bissell to his new appointment.

governments in the world, is fundamentally a constitutional
monarchy. Constitutional monarchies and universities are
both creations of the medieval world; and what, in modem
times, could be more emphatically medieval than the complica~ed r~lationships and hierarchies of this nineteenth century
umversity?' 9

It was a nineteenth century university governed by medieval
principles; the same principles that Creighton had sought to
Impose upon the Cold War and the general fabric of
Canadian society. The students and junior faculty were,
deliberately or inadvertently, absent from the ranks of
Creighton's "Peers of the Realm." By the end of the next
decade, they would be very much present and the inroads of
student power would soon make it unlikely that they would
ever be forgotten again. Like the also forgotten "lower
orders" of Creighton's cherished medieval past, the students were in revolt.
Within the universities and within the Canadian historical
profession an attitude hostile to radicalism has flourished.
We must incorporate an awareness of that fact into our
historical and social analysis. At the same time we must be
careful in the way we interpret the evidence of anti-radical
bias. It may still be argued that things in Canada were
different from the events that Lemisch describes in the
United States. But there is a history of anti-radicalism within
Canadian universities and among Canadian historians. If
repression has in fact acted differently in Canada, it will only
be demonstrated by careful study of what has occurred. We
h~ve a full length study of the American historical profesSion, but we have barely anticipated a similar attempt to
study Canada. To assert that Canada is the same or different
it is necessary to do so comparatively on the basis of
research and the compilation of data. It is not necessary to
assert that there is a one to one relationship between events

We are all here: heads of Universities and Colleges, deans
and directors, chairmen of departments, senior professors
and administrators, members of the Senate. These, sir, are
your chief barons, the peers of the realm. For do not be
deceived by the modem republican connotations of the word
"president." The University of Toronto, like all the best
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in the two countries; it is not possible to ignore the important
similarities.

IV.
The Lemisch essay on the U.S. historical profession presents a remarkable combination of history .and c.urrent
events. An anti-radical history manifested Itself m the
contemporary world through historians active in th.e p~oces
ses of repression. The organizatio.n of the .profes~Ion mto a
self-policing group and the archmc and hier~rc~Ical structures extant within the universities played a sigmficant ~art
in the closing of the university community to the radical
voice.
.
.
Lemisch demonstrated that the American h1stonans put
their politics into the past in the characterization of what was
important, of what took place as his~~ry ·. But he also
exposed the workings of thos~ same pohtlcs m t~e present,
demonstrating many of the divergent forms which repression could take. Some radicals were fired or expelled, but as
Lemisch documents, anti-radicalism often took more subtle
forms. The extraordinary and well publicized case wa.s not a
particularly good measure of the e~tent of repressiOn by
hostile active conservatives and liberals. The gra~uate
student ritual, the whole process by which. one achieves
status and recognition within .t?e professi.on, ~~s been
designed to eliminate the "pohtically un~mtabl~ b~fore
they were "admitted" as practicing professi?nal his~o~Ians.
Once the historian was admitted or established Withm the
profession, repressiondi? notg? aw~y. In the e.ar~y 1970s, as
staid a body as the Amencan Htstoncal Assocmtion ~xpres
sed concern for the rights of historians. A committee ?f
inquiry was established to investigate violations ?facademic
freedom and the dangers posed to the professiOn by such

violations. The committee reported in late 1974 confirming
the presence of widespread political fear among members of
the historical profession:
There is cause for concern about the state of academic
freedom within the profession. Despite the fact that there can
be no sure knowledge of the absolute level of infringement on
the rights of historians nor any firm basis for knowing
whether the trend is up or down, there are many allegations
of unfair treatment and there is ample evidence that a
significant proportion of the profession perceives injustices
being done.
The sources of these threats to academic freedom are
multifold. Though historians view administrations and
Boards of Governors with more suspicion in this regard than
they view faculty groups, history departments themselves
are not immune from criticism. 60

It might be added that a survey dominated by the views of

established faculty members is somewhat misleading in
establishing the sources of threats to academic freedom.
While the report noted inadequacies in insuring fairness in
initial appointments, academic freedom is still largely construed in terms of advanced scholars with established
credentials. In practice, rights are determined by the place
occupied in the system. Departments may be the single most
repressive element in controlling the thoughts and lives of
students; deans and senior administrators could still be the
source of pressures brought to bear on senior members ofthe
faculty.
Additionally, status within the university and higher
education network is not the entire determinant. Privileged
access -and lack of access -to source materials can be
crucial factors in establishing who can write what kind of
history. To a large degree, a handful of editors associated
with a small number of scholarly journals retain the capacity
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to decide which historical work will be disseminated to the
broader historical profession.
The description in this introduction of the way Lemisch's
manuscript was received is but one example of a more
general reaction, a more general process of exclusion. Not
every form of repression ends in an overt fight at the
barricades. The resignation of Marlene Dixon from the
Sociology Department at McGill University in Montreal in
1975 is an important case of a phenomenon much more
widespread. When she came up for re-appointment, she
chose not to go through the process. Had she done so, she
might very well have secured her position on the basis of her
scholarship, in spite of her left politics. Nonetheless, she
chose not to fight and she made it clear that it was an
atmosphere of perceived repression at McGill that was
responsible for her decision. To be victorious, within the
context of a hostile environment, is to be a partial victim
-unable to work effectively, unable to lead a fully meaningful life. 6 '
Anti-radicalism within the universities did not end in 1969
when Lemisch completed his manuscript. The subversion of
academic radicalism has continued. There is an immense
amount of data with which to update a critique of the kind
made by Lemisch. 62 The passing of the era of the New Left
creates an illusion of campus tranquility which belies the
reality. Repression, which was exposed in moments of
movement strength -such as the Lemisch presentation at
the American Historical Association Convention-continues unabated and now largely unmitigated by a
radical student presence.
Tolerance that greeted early movement activism disappeared as liberals learned that they could not channel radical
grievances into a limited demand for reforms that corresponded with their own liberal objectives. The New Left was

viewed benignly while it was a distant force, but hysteria and
open repression emerged when the New Left continued as a
significant movement in opposition to liberal and conservative politics.Themost brutal repression has occurred in the
years after Lemisch wrote his essay. Nowhere is the change
in attitude more clearly portrayed than in the eidtorial pages
of the Journal of Canadian Studies.
In 1968 the Journal editors looked upon the student
movement calmly, expecting more activism, but still aware
that there were understandable causes and legitimate grievances underlying the world-wide student actions:
Last autumn's student demonstrations at Sir George Williams and McGill Universties seem small stuff beside the
anarchic displays of power at Columbia, in the West German
Easter riots, and at the University of Paris. These infectious
manifestations, while each rooted in local circumstances
imply important things in common about modern univer:
sities, centralized political authority, and the goals of industrial society. The startling impact of "student power" in
1968, and the momentum created in dozens of places in the
western world, make virutally certain that militant student
action will continue rather than fade away. Behind events,
too, there are structural changes that will sustain this action.

Three years later the editors voiced a much greater degree of
alarm -though the events they pointed to were much less
dramatic. The attitude of students was absolutely dangerous
and the fight was on for the preservation of civilization:
An interested observer may be permitted to comment that
real threat to civilized political life may not come from
either an unchecked liberalism or(as the liberals may have it)
from a reactionary and irrational conservatism but from
s?mething which stands against both. It is necessary to consider whether liberalism and conservatism are in some sense
allies in a common stronghold which is now under
t~e
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siege.
We should not fool ourselves: the present attack upon the
political process is not just an attack upon our particular
political institutions or upon the "old parties" (for which
read all parties). It is an attack upon civilizaiton itself.
The rejection of rational thought ... on the part of intellectuals is reflected, amplified, and taken by their students to its
inevitable conclusion .... To give only one minor example:
a recent front-page editorial on university government in the
Carleton student paper sneered at the faculty ("being members of the intellectual elite") for believing that "all things
can be solved through reason rather than power struggles".
This is the real crisis of civilization .... It is also the
special problem of those of us who are involved in the work of
the universities, whose primary concerns are the activities of
our own minds and the activity of those minds who it is our
task to educate. 64

The editorial indicates that repression is alive and well
-with old themes from the fifties and sixties carried on into
the seventies. At the same time it demonstrates the manner
in which repression can escalate and change its form. The
very existence of hostile political remarks in such a journal
raises issues. The political orientation which led to the
establishment of the American Studies movement in the
United States is described by Lemisch. Canadian Studies is
an analogue~ similar concerns led to its development. The
Journal q("Canadian Studie.;·, and by implication the conservative editorial politics expressed therein, are a product of
the Canadian Studies Programme at Trent University in
Peterborough, Ont. a programme financially backed by the
Ford Motor Company ofCanada. 65 Canada's largest corporation, like other groups in society, has an interest in
nationalism and in the political directions of the nationalist
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movements. In a more general sense, universities continue
to respond to the business and governmental interests that
sustain their existence.
The American-Canadian analogue should not surprise us.
What has happened in the United States also happens in
Canada for understandable reasons. The interaction between the two societies is intense~ as long ago as 1928 Frank
Underhill was urging Canadian historians to "set ourselves
to study what American historians are doing in the rewriting
of American history. " 60 And to Creighton's lament, many
historians did so. lfthat U.S. history was political, conservative, anti-radical, what effect did that have upon the Canadians who set forth to study it?
During the 1960s the Canadian university system grew
extremely rapidly; whole departments were staffed with
academics originating from the U.S. campuses described by
Lemisch. A few were radicals in search of asylum. But many
were conservative professors expatriating themselves in
hopes of avoiding the political protest that surged across the
United States; when they crossed the border they found
many like-minded Canadians who shared their reactionary
point of view. In addition, the structure and purposes of
Canadian and American universities are similar. Where the
structures foster authoritarianism, hierarchy, elitism, and
conservatism, some form of protest and response can
perhaps be anticipated regardless of the location. Much of
the student movement of the 1960s was international,
emerging in Europe, in Canada, and in the United States.
Moreover, Canadians have traditionally gone to U.S.
graduate schools in great numbers. The attitudes encountered there have shaped the Canadian culture and university
system in diverse subtle and unsubtle ways. In the wake of
general and growing concern over the meaning of such
influence, any in-depth study ofthe politics of the American
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academy is of immense interest.
Anti-radicalism remains difficult to document. It occurs in
sylvan Burnaby, B.C. as well as New Haven, at junior
colleges as well as major universities. And the combined
working of repression and tolerance continue as the New
Left, to use Lemisch's own description, recedes back into
the quotation marks from which it came. When radicals are
not strong, they can be ignored in general or destroyed when
they act on their principles. A senior and conservative
professor at the State University of New York at Buffalo
recently pronounced that the "New Left was as dead as
Banquo' s ghost." But when he asserted that in his department "of approximately thirty-five men, there is no one you
could say was ofthe New Left persuasion," he neglected to
add that Gabriel Kolko and others had left Buffalo in justified
anticipation ofthe repression of a new university administration; that Lemisch was across cmpus but not in the history
department; that a few women, some active in New Left
politics, were subsumed under the description "approximately thirty-five men. " 67
On that same campus, in May of 1975, ten students were
arrested and many injured, when university administrators
vetoed student government plans for support of the Attica
Brothers, victims in a series of current political trials
stemming from the prison uprising of September 1971. 68
Suspensions followed the "Due Process" guidelines which
had emerged under liberal impetus as universities sought to
define the fashion in which they would deal with dissent. The
arrests also demonstrate the developments arising from the
1960s whereby police -and sometimes armies -have become a legitimate presence on campuses. Long gone are the
days of the self-governing and self-policing university. The
alliance between administrators and outside firepower has
become entrenched, and through usage is now largely
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unquestioned.
This writer is not an expert on the subject of repression in
the years since 1969. In referring to specific cases, it is not
always possible· to discern the patterns or to establish the
identity of victims on a broad scale. What follows is
admittedly impressionistic and incomplete. To present anything like an accurate or complete picture would require a
tremendous amount of research. But most of us know of
specific cases on campuses where we live or work, on
campuses with which we are familiar. Those cases exist in
sufficient quantity, and have been sufficiently documented
in the press, so as to support the thesis that intense
repression is present in a campus atmosphere marked by
insecurity, economic uncertainty, and the scramble for
grades or tenure.
One might consider the role of senior administrators and
government officials in the decisions not to hire Professor
John Seeley at the University University of Toronto and the
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education; one might be
concerned by the active role of such historians as W.H.
Nelson, J .B. Conacher, Desmond Morton, Kenneth
McNaught, and Michael Bliss in the emotional condemnation which led to subsequent suspension of graduate students Bill Schabas and Tony Leah for their acts in opposition
to the on-campus presence of Edward Banfield at the
University of Toronto. Some of those historians labeled the
student demonstrators "thugs" and wrote ofthe importance
of preserving academic freedom. Yet, when Seeley, whom
they considered to be of the Left, was denied due process in
the consideration of his appointment they remained
strangely silent and their views on academic freedom could
not be heard. 70
Equally disturbing is the political firing of Jeffrey Forest
and Hugh Miller at Renison College in Waterloo, Ontario; 71
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and the continued struggle for re-instatement of Mordecai
Briemberg and others purged from the Political ScienceSocology-Anthropology Department at Simon Fraser University in Burnaby, B.C. 72 There is a struggle taking place
between radical and establishment economists on many
campuses; in many instances-includin? San J~se St_ate
University in California, Lehman College m New York City,
and the University of Massachusetts in Boston -that struggle is resulting in political dismissals and the loss of jobs. 73 In
Arizona, FBI agents sent an anonymous derogatory letter to
a college committee reviewing a radical philosopher's teach•
ing contract. 74
Such examples could be continued for an e_xt:nsi~e
number of pages. Still, some may see cause for optimism m
several recent developments. The Committee for the Rights
of Historians within the American Historical Association
has come up with an orderly set of guidelines in a move
towards protecting the job rights of historians. On the one
hand, the committee and its work represents a step forward
in the struggle for due process; on the other hand, t~ere a~e
features of the report that are inadequate -especi~lly m
establishing protection for divergent life styles and m the
implementation of enforcement procedures. With the exception of discussion enforcement is left in the hands of the
American Associa~ion of University Professors as it was in
the past. 75 Similarly, much has been made of Affirmative
Action Programs and the active recruitment of Blacks,
women and other minorities on U.S. campuses. It may
represent some progress, but there is ample evidence that
much alleged compliance is a mere sham; that many
universities are unwilling or unable to bring about effective
change in a significant fashion. 76 Like protective fa~tory
legislation for women in the late nineteenth ce~tui}' '. hb~ral
efforts to redress the shameful practices of d1scnmmatton

and exploitation may lead to other abuses causing yet other
kinds of harm.
On the broad view, it is not possible to adequately discuss
the subject of repression in the 1970s in a short essay. Its
theoretical underpinnings and practical effects are too
complex to emerge without detailed study. Nonetheless,
repression has its effect, in part governing the way historians
and other academics are hired and fired, in determining the
kind of work they can do and the kind of reception it will
receive. It has a hand in the kind of programmes that are
established and funded, and in the curtailment of other kinds
of inquiry. Repressive forces help to dictate which interests
are served on campuses and they emerge in alliances with
cops and guns in the supression and coercion of "subversive
elements''. At the same time, the workings of repression can
be more subtle, effecting a kind of tolerance for dissent that
exists within the rules while simultaneously placing intolerable burdens on those who it appears to tolerate. As one
reads the Lemisch essay with its details of past horrors, it is
important to keep in mind the ways in which the struggle
continues. All is not history; repression is a continuing part
of our immediate daily lives.

v.
It remains perhaps curious that this manuscript is being
published in Canada, although its content deals exclusively
with U.S. historians and events centered on U.S. campuses.
The reasoning is easily explained. The interlocking nature of
higher education -especially as between the two
countries- has been discussed and is easily documented.
Events centered in the United States are important in the
repercussions they have in Canada and elsewhere.
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Secondly, Lemisch' s study is important as a statement of
the possibilities, going far beyond the actual subject matter
he undertakes. As part of an expanding literature which
critically examines the professionalization of knowledge and
the role of the University in curbing radicalism within the
academic disciplines, it demonstrates what can be done
methodologically. 77 The reader can translate from this data
to other subject areas -political economy or perhaps English literature -until a gradually developing critique encompasses the entirety of higher education. Lemisch presents a general invitation to consider the masked content, the
politics, of scholarship. We are convinced that his invitation
can only be profitably accepted.
Thirdly, what Lemisch has written about the U.S. historical profession is of particular importance to an analysis of
Canadian history. As this introduction has gone some way to
suggest, the evidence is available to compile a similar study.
Parallel themes seem to emerge. It is not yet possible to
assert with confidence that the situation is the same or
different. But it is impossible to dismiss the questions
without the careful compilation of data.
The central thrust of Lemisch' s paper is the questioning of
history as it has thus far been written. The sharp exposure of
the myths that uphold the U.S. historical profession points
to the general vulnerability of establishment history written
in defence of establishment politics. It suggests the value of
such a critique and encourages the research which will
uncover the past in Canada-both within and without the
academy.
Finally, Canadian and American academics -like employers, Premiers, and Governors -have often linked their
fortunes. To their great lament, radicals have sometimes
responded with a fraternalism of their own. In 1841, Major
General M'leod of the Patriot Army described the events of
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the late uprising in Upper Canada. He advised that "the
friends of freedom" not despair, and directed his work to a
distinct audience:
The work is designed for the information of those numerous
generous hearted citizens of the United States, who so nobly
and manfully avowed their sympathy for the oppressed
Canadians ....
By publishing Lemisch's paper in Canada, we may continue
that respect among "the friends of freedom". For as M'leod
asserted in 1841: "The contest is only suspended, not given
up. The people are getting prepared, they will succeed. " 78
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I. Introduction:
The "Present-Mindedness" of the
New Left
In April of 1967, the Organization of American Historians
devoted a session of its annual meeting to ''American
Historiography and the New Left." While several of the
accused New Left historians lurked about the -would you
believe?-Red Lacquer Room of Chicago's Palmer House,
and while one even sat on the dais, Professor Irwin Unger
discussed their work.'
''No discipline should be without a dialogue,'' said Unger:
it was healthy for profession, and "in any case the questions
the Left asks are ... apt to be the interesting ones.'' But
what of the Left's answers? The New Left was, he said,
"negative," "bellicose," "acerbic," and their "conviction
of America's total depravity" led them to a history which
Unger. . often seemed to think so absurd that merely to
summarize it was to refute it. 2 Plunging into the New Left's
psyche, Unger wondered whether the "real purpose" of one
of them was "to dethrone the leading representatives of the
'establishment'." He saw others striking "an adolescent
blow for independence'' in their attack on the New Deal: ''in
rejecting it they are rejecting their fathers and their fathers'
faith.'' 3
"Present-mindedness" was the central theme of Unger's
critique. In its view of America's earlier foreign relations,
the New Left was "obviously projecting onto history its
present cold war fears and frustrations." Their "harsh
judgment of nineteenth-century reform" was dictated, "in
the first place," not by the facts, but by "ideological
predispositions." In these and in other areas, the New Left
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was using "scholarship as an opportunity for a political
harangue," showing a contempt for w~at U~ger called
"pure history" ("history that h~s n,~t enlisted m the good
fight"), and instead was confusmg the ~~~ths of the past
with the needs of the present and future.
In their present-mindedness the New Left had revealed a
"bad temper" and had "often failed to play the schola_rly
game by the most elementary rules of fair play," allo~mg
"the tone and rhetoric of the picket line and the handbtll to
invade their professional work." There w~s, ~nger fe~t, a
kind of paranoia here, a "sense of persecutwn. _And, sm~e
their fear that an "academic establishment" mtght use tts
"professional power to proscribe dissent and encoura~e
conformity" was "largely anticipatory," it seemed, m
Unger's word, "excessive."'
.
. .
As it happens, the fears of Amencan L~ft academics are
not so much anticipatory as retrospective, based on a
conservative reading of history which says that, unfortunately, the future may not turn out to be ~o different ~rom the
past. As we shall see, a very selective perception and
memory on the part of non-Left historians has obscured t~e
horror of the 'fifties -which were not so long ago. In Its
memory of the 'fifties, and the 'forties, and of the decades
before the New Left shows itself to be more respectful of
6
the pa~t than are its ahistori~al critic~.
,
:
As for the 'sixties, by the time Davtd Donald s pole~tcal
review of Towards a New Past appeared in the Amencan
Historical Review, 7 the evidence fo: ~is claim t~at New Left
historians were at prestige universtttes was thtrty-three per
cent too optimistic." Some time before Unger had spoken,
Norman Pollack had left Yale. At the time, Staughton Lynd
was following a similar path. 9 I had been dropped b_y the
University of Chicago after my first term_ as asststant
professor because, as the chairman of the htstory depart-
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ment explained, "Your convictions interfered with your
scholarship." 10 During the summer after Unger spoke, Lynd
was denied one job at Chicago State College -explicitly
because of his "public activities" -and another at the
University of Chicago, because he showed "badjudgment"
in commenting on my own experience there. Meanwhile and
subsequently, Lynd was rejected by a number of other
institutions in the Chicago area, including one whose president explained that his reasons for vetoing an appointment
were "ad hominem."
Lynd's experience has been the worstofthose mentioned:
in plain English, he is being blacklisted. But the employment
picture for Left historians has not been all bad, and many
have good jobs. On the other hand, even the most successful
among them have found their opportunities narrowed by
their politics. 11 Some of those with tenure have been frozen
out by their departments in diverse subtle ways, and
sometimes not so subtly.
But in repression, as in other matters, the view from the
top down is inaccurate: we do not measure what is happening in a society so much through the experience of those
whose names we have heard as through the experience of
those whose names we have not heard. For many of these,
especially younger radicals in graduate school and dependents within an atrocious hierarchy of caprice and injustice,
for them political discrimination has been blatant. Expulsions, Joss of fellowships, and poison pen letters of nonrecommendation are common. All in all, although the radical
voice on campus is far from silent, there is abundant
evidence of attempts to suppress it. The radical teacher
knows that someone in his class is taking notes for the FBI,
the House Un-American Activities Committee, or the local
red squad, 12 and he knows that, for all the talk of violence on
campus, the most violent things which have happened on
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American campuses have been the killing of Blacks at
Orangeburg' 1 and the nearly successful attempt to murder
and to mutilate Left sociology professor Richard Flacks in
his University of Chicago office. ' 4 To dismiss so lightly as
did Unger the reality of repression is to lend support to it.*
So this is more than a tempest in a Palmer House. The
sociology and politics of the academic world -which views
are rewarded, which penalized, and, and, more simply, who
is fired and who is hired-directly affect our view of
Amedca's past and thus of its present and future. Unger
spoke of those historians who seemed to him to be unwilling
to play by the rules of the game. What of those who make and
enforce the rules? Here Unger found little to criticize. It was
true, he acknowledged, that some of the New Left's elders
had been influenced by "a conservative political bias" and
exhibited a "self-congratulatory" quality; but "more common among them" was "a political neutrality which, however inadequate for citizenship, is certainly useful for
scholarship. "' 5

II. Repression after World War II
It is the purpose of this paper to examine the contention that

American historiography since World War II has been
politically neutral. ' 6 A fu11 account would have to begin with
the central fact of American politics in those years: the Cold

* ln 1969, when Lcmisch was writing, the most violent acts on campus
were yet to come. His examples now seem temperate in the wake of the
Kent State and Jackson State Massacres in the Spring of 1970. Though we
arc often told these days that the campuses have "returned to the 'fifties"
in their complaisance, it is not certain that the most violent occurren~e.s
are behind us. And as the Lemisch account of the 'fifties makes clear-tftt
were true that students have returned to a former time, those times were
grim ones. -editor's note

War. We cannot undertake are-examination of foreign policy
here. But we can note _that a new revisionism'' is suggesting
~~at th~ non-~~ft ~hich u~~s the passive-sounding term,
contam_ment, while recoiling at "imperialism," may be
les~ ~recise and further from cool analysis than are the wild
activists whose abuse of the language they abhor· that while
J~e Stalin ~as har~ly the avuncular old fellow p~rtra;~d by
Life maga_zme du~ng World War II, he may have been weak
and acqUiescent m 1945, and less aggressive than Harry
Truman; that a proper attention to historical continuities will
~how th_at tlie Soviet Union of the 'sixties, known to the
m_ter~atwnal ~ew Left as hardly the friend, and-together
With Its _subo~dm~te Communist Parties -often the enemy of
rev?lutwn, Is, m that sense, little different from the
natw~alist Soviet Union of the 'forties; and that the same
at!ention to continuity will show that such barbarities as
VIetnam, far from being aberrations, are consistent with a
cen_tr!ll !rend in _American foreign policy. And this new
revisi':msm, restmg partly on the reading of documents
unavmlable at the time but also on information and an
analysis which was readily available to any critical mind at
the time, is suggesting that it was quite possible to see
through both sides of the Cold War as it was happening.
External aggressiveness, internal repression:'" those were
the years of what has come to be called McCarthyism. But
McCarthy did not invent McCarthyism: consider the 1946
Wi~consin se~atorial campaign, in which Joe hopped on the
antJ-Commumst bandwagon only after Norman Thomas*
ha~ sug~ested. (~t the forty-sixth annual picnic of the
~Isconsm Socmhst Party) that McCarthy's opponent was a
fellow-traveler." ' 9 Writing in 1950, Carey McWilliams
*L
.
~mg-t~me lea~er of the U.S. Socialist Party and its perennial
Prestdenttal candtdate. -editor's note
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described McCarthyism as the "direct outgrow~h" of Harry
Truman's 1947 loyalty program. In words whtch go far to
suggest how repression starts in this country -fr?,~ above,
not below -McWilliams went on to say that tt was a
foregone conclusion" that once a loyalty test had been set
up, someone else would come along to challenge the
adequacy of the test. 20
•
•
••
The almost total failure of non-Left h1stonans cntlca!ly to
examine liberal anti-communism is one aspect o~ the
present-mindedness of these historians. A full explor_atJOn of
this topic is beyond the scope of this paper. Suf~ce ~~ to sa~
that when the domestic history of the Cold War IS wntten, It
will take a new look at people like Thomas an~ T~uman, and
at the anti-communist clauses of such orgamzah?ns as the
American Civil Liberties Union and t~e Committee for a
Sane Nuclear Policy. 21 It will note that liberals were no less
anti-communist than McCarthy: wha~ they OPJ?Osed was the
anti-communism which competed w1th ~nd disrupted what
they saw as the necessary anti-commumsm of government
agencies. 22 And the logic of liberals le? them 1? se_e the
liberal's proper role as one of cooperatiOn. _Leshe Fiedler
urged what he described as "a troubled and difficult cou~se:
what seems to me the truly liberal one" -speak agamst
McCarthy while naming names ("as if,to 'ra~' were the worst
of crimes"). 23 Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. s patience grew short
with those who felt that it was "somehow below ~he b~lt
even to report on Communist Party activities o~ to identify
its influence. " 24 Harvard Law professors Zechanah Chaf~e,
Jr. and Arthur E. Sutherland advised against u~e of the F1fth
Amendment: "The underlying principle ... IS the duty of
the citizen to cooperate in government." 21 The ACLU found
the FBl' s violations of civil liberties "happily infrequent, " 26
and Schlesinger urged amateur red-hunters .to defer to J ·
Edgar Hoover: "We need the best professiOnal counter-
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espionage agency we can get. . . " 27
All, oft~ is deeply aff~cte.d the academic wC?rld. During the
later forties and early fifttes there was a senes of investigations of education by every level of government. American
colleges and universities emerged with a reputation for
having stood up to McCarthyism. The truth is quite
different -another instance of the selective memory of the
non-Left. How did academics respond to investigations and
other pressures?
There were many brave words about academic freedom.
Robert Maynard Hutchins ofthe University of Chicago told
the state's Broyles Commission of "the miasma of thought
control, "zR and Harold Taylor's Sarah Lawrence told the
Bronxville American Legion that teachers "may not be
deprived of any rights they hold as citizens." 29 Charles
Seymour of Yale pledged to oppose any "hysterical witch
hunt. " 30
Meanwhile, academics were being fired. Those who
cooperated with the red hunters were usually safe, but those
who did not, especially those who took the Fifth Amendment, were subjected to tremendous pressures by their
institutions; those who refused to give in were suspended,
censured, or fired. Tenure made no difference. With variations, this was the pattern at -to name a few
places- MIT, at Harvard, in the city colleges of New York,
in Washington, in California, in Michigan, Colorado, at
Rutgers, NYU, and Chicago, at institutions of all sizes and
descriptions. 3 •
How can this be? How can liberals have spoken out for
academic freedom while firing those who tried to assert their
freedom? Part of the answer lies in the fact that liberals did
not intend for the benefits of academic freedom to apply to
all academics. Thus, when Harold Taylor spoke oft he rights
of teachers, he meant those teachers who met the tests of
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"candor, honesty, and scholarly integrity .... " Communists could not meet the tests, and they could neither be
given nor retain "the responsibility of memb~rship in the
Sarah Lawrence Faculty." 32 At Harvard, Prestdent Conant
spoke up for academic freedom, while stating that, so far as
he knew, there were no Communists there. If there were
any, "I hope the Government will ferret them out ~nd
prosecute them." 33 Nathan Pusey, who followed him,
agreed and stated that Harvard was unalterably oppos~d to
Communism. 34 President Seymour of Yale, and A. Whitney
Griswold who followed him, agreed that Communists should
35
not and would not knowingly be appointed to their faculty.
At Chicago, Hutchins put the University on recor.d as being
''opposed to communism.'' After all, since the Umted Sta~es
government had entrusted Chicago with what Hutchms
proudly called "the most momentous m~litar~ secret in
history" (the first chain reaction), the Umversity must be
clean. "The faculty number 1 ,000," said Hutchins; "None
36
of its members is engaged in subversive activities."
What this meant in practice was that the universities
protected those who cooperated with the committees an~
got rid of those who took the Fifth Amendment. This
position was sanctioned by the highest authority. In March
of 1953 the Association of American Universities adopted a
statement which said that membership in the Communist
Party "extinguishes the right to a university posi~ion," .and
that it was the duty of professors to cooperate with legislative inquiries, even when they abused their powers:
" ... invocation of the Fifth Amendment places upon a
professor a heavy burden of proof of his fitness to hoi~ a
teaching position and lays upon his university an o.bli~att?n
to re-examine his qualifications for membership m Its
society.'' The statement was approved by DuB ridge of
California Institute of Technology, Kirk of Columbia, Buck

of H~rvard, Killian of MIT, Miller of Northwestern, Dodds
of Pri?ceton, ~eald of NYU, Sproul of California, Kimpton
of Ch1cago, Gnswold of Yale, and presidents and chancellors of twenty-seven other institutions. 37
The AAU drew the line between what it called "freedom"
and what it called "duty. " 38 Just as Hutchins, Taylor,
Conant, Seymour, and Griswold had done earlier it was
defining the point at which permissible dissent became
impermissi?le. T~man had done the same with his loyalty
order, as did the hberal organizations which had excluded
Commun~sts. All. of these individuals and groups were
engaged m drawmg the line. Radicalism, of course, will
alway~ be ~efi~ed. by those in positions of power within
est~bhs~e? mstttutJO~s as pas.sing over the line. By focusing
the1r ~ctlvtty on d~awmg the hne- rather than opposing the
v~ry Idea of settmg up such a line -these liberals were
simply e~pressing their anti-radicalism, their underlying
conservattsm.
. (The.re is another sense in which the firings were not at all
m~ons1stent with academic freedom. The term is often
misunderstood. W?at it means, most basically, is the
freedom of academics to regulate their own affairs without
out.side intervention. In this sense, it is like similar freedoms
clmmed by such professions as law and medicine. These
freedoms are thought to help the advancement of the field
and this, in turn, is thought to work in the public interest~
The t.ruth may be quite different, as such guilds as the
Amencan Medical Association clearly indicate. These fields
are extremely hierarchal in their internal government, and
each has a self-conscious ideology which sees that hierarchy
as necess~ry and good and which dismisses the possibility of
dem?crat1c rule as harmful to the field and thus bad for the
pubhc. 39 Thus assertions of academic freedom are assertions
that final power to make academic decisions should rest with
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those who rule the profession: they cherish the freedom to
clean their own house. Thus the same "academic fre_edo~"
which was used as justification for a purge by academic ehtes
is quite correctly used as a sanction agains~ other interf~r
ences, such as assertions by students of claims over admissions curriculum, and hiring, and demands by younger
faculty for due process. All of these are indeed interferences
with academic freedom.)
The result of all this was a deeply repressive atmosphere,
an era of blacklist, 40 a time when academics went to jail for
daring to invoke the First Amendment, 4 ' _and the S_upreme
42
Court proclaimed the iegitimacy of their mcarcerat10n. It
was no wonder that in this atmosphere, a man who read of a
professor's anti-HUAC activities tried to kill ~im _w_ith a
shotgun in his Berkeley office, and succeeded m kilhng a
graduate student. 43 Nor was it a~lY wonder th~t the students
of the 'fifties were called a silent generatiOn. Teache~s
worried about what their students would say about the~r
lectures and to whom they would say it; they changed their
reading lists and grew jumpy about classroo~ discussions.
Some, the American Association of University Pro~essors
reported in 1957, began their lectur~s with stateme~~s
disclaiming responsibility for any vtew expre~sed;
I
habitually keep all my classes as confused as posstble as to
my own views," said one. 44 ("We've never had mo!"e
freedom," wrote John Roche of Haverford College and the
American Civil Liberties Union in 1956.) 4 ' As they changed
their teaching, they changed their writing. So it_~a.s that the
university was purged of audible radical_ cnt1~1S~, and
academic thought grew slovenly and stulttfie? m Its onesidedness. If ideas have consequences, all of this was bound
to have effects in the world outside the academy.

III. The Ideology of Anti-Radicalism
In those years, American intellectuals were constructing an
ideology which said that radicalism was at best an anachronism and that it was both unwise and unnecessary.
Reinhold Niebuhr* -whom Walter LaFeber has called the
most socially influential American theologian since
Jonathan Edwards 46 -spoke out as much against the "illusions" of traditional liberalism as against those of contemporary Communism when he ridiculed "utopian visions of
historical possibilities." Rejecting what he called "the
heady notion that man is master of his fate and the captain of
his soul," 47 Niebuhr said instead, "Nothing that is worth
doing can be achieved in our lifetime .... " 4 ~ Isaiah knew
that "every desperate effort to establish security will lead to
a heightened insecurity.'' Niebuhr attacked the idea of
planning, the "impossible dream" of achieving human
happiness, the idea that history could be "rationally ordered." History was uncontrollable and incomprehensible,
experience would triumph over dogma, "common sense"
over "abstract theories." Condorcet was wrong. 49
Interestingly, Burke- "the great exponent of the wisdom
of historical experience as opposed to the abstract
rationalism of the French Revolution" -was right. 50
Niebuhr's liberalism was closer to traditional conservatism:
there was no room in it for people who try to make the world
over in accord with schemes of what might he rather than
what is.
Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., shared Niebuhr's admiration
for Burke. 51 Man could not be "reformed by argument" nor

* A pro~inent Prote~tant theologian active in the affairs of the U.S.
De mocrattc Party. -edttor's note
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"liberated by a change in economic institutions." _"All
important problems are insoluble," a~nounced Sch_lesmger
with a certainty that matched Ntebuhr at . hts. most
54
lugubrious. 53 Progress and perfectibility were_ IllusiOns :
"
the womb has irrevocably closed behmd us . · ·
55
s~c-urity is a foolish dream of old men ... ." Thus history
was tragedy, turbulent and unpredictable, beyond human
control. 5 6
Niebuhr's influence on Schlesinger was clear an~ ~as
freely acknowledged. 57 Underlying N_iebuhr' s I?esstmtsm
was a conception of human nature which S~hlesmge~ ~lso
shared. Niebuhr attacked the modern rejectlO~ of_ on~mal
sin and asked us instead to reject "Jeffersoman ~llus10ns
about human nature": the idea of even "potentially mnoc~nt
men" was "an absurd notion."ss Schlesinger lo~ked with
most respect to those doubters and skeptics, men_ h_k~ _Freud
and Kierkegaard, who had "chart[ed] possibilities of
depravity. " 59 Schlesinger enlarged the chart: man was at
best "imperfect" or "weak"; human experience revealed
"anxiety guilt and corruption"; thee were "dark a~d
subterra~ean forces in human nature," "fire and treason" m
the blood "aggressive and sinister impulses." Freud had
renewed the belief in "the dark, slumbering forces of the
will " and the "human love of aggression" which Fre~d
sa~, Schlesinger found underlying "all soCial
arrangements. " 60
The darker side of human nature was a fundamental ~nd
recurring element in the anti-radical ideology of the 'fif!Ies.
Niebuhr and Schlesinger talked about man as they perceived
him to have been and assumed th<;tt that yvas the way h~ mus~
be: that was his nature. Leavmg aside the questiOn ~
whether their perception of man in history ~as correct_-It
seems to me at best a gross and unsophisticated. readmg-there remains the question of whether man must m fact be

what he has. been.
These
ideologues
of the 'fiftie s answered
.
I
.
yes, an d t h IS Is an a most defimtely conservative B k
··
b
d
, ur ean
positiOn, uttresse , more recently, by conservative 1 _
ments in Freud. But this [the question of human nature] ~se
question for science, and neither Burke nor Freud i~
sc_ience. Science, too, has been as ideological as history,
With a strong tendency to document conservative argu-ments. But we have solid evidence, especially in social
psychology, that the idea of"human nature" is itself a myth,
that man will kill if his society invites him to and refuse to kill
if his society invites him not to; that a man whose chemistry
indicates "physiological arousal" will feel himself to be
either joyful or furious, depending on what his social context
invites him to be; that clinical psychology has severe limits
as a predictor of human behavior, since it is a complex
interplay between individual variations (which have never
been adequately described by clinicians) and social
expectations -not the fire and treason in the blood -which
determine human behavior. Thus man is, in large part, what
society makes him, or allows him to be, and to read his
nature back from his conduct in past societies is circular,
redundant, and superficial. 6 '
With psychology so full of conservative ideology as it has
been, from Gustave LeBon to Freud to the present, it would
take great arrogance to say just what human nature is, or
even that there is such a thing. Those who did so adhered not
to science, but to faith -a kind of dark faith, a mythology
about human nature which, as we shall see, was a major
element in the anti-radical ideology.
Despite the impossibility of utopia and the insolubility of
all problems, America seemed, to Niebuhr and Schlesinger,
to have solved most of its problems and to have become "a
kind of paradise of domestic security and wealth.'' Niebuhr
fell into what seem somewhat unchristian ecstasies over our
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"opulence," our movement "toward the ultimate in standards of living," "standards ... beyond the dream~ of
avarice of most of the world.' '" 2 Schlesinger felt that anxiety
was not a part of most American lives; the quantitati~e
problems had been solved, 63 and there remained, he wrote m
Esquirl:' in 1960, only "pools of poveity" to. be "'"?,opp~d
up. " 64 Thus, wrote Niebuhr, we had achieved social
harmony" and "social peace." No wonder a Eu~op~~n
visitor was so deeply impressed by ''The absence of signific6
ant social resentments in American life. " '
This stability, this placidity, was due both to our afflue.~ce
and to the fact that we had, in Niebuhr's words, "eqUilibrated power'':
We have attained a certain equilibrium in economic society
itself by setting organized power against organized power.
When that did not suffice we used the more broadly based
political power to redress disproportions and disbalances in
economic society. 66

This idea-that in America government was not th.e
instrument of the privileged classeS, 67 but rather that tt
operated so as to equalize the weak and the strong and had
succeeded in producing an equilibrium, a consensus -was. a
central·element in the ideology of the 'fifties. It appeared m
the work of John Kenneth Galbraith as "the concept of
countervailing power""" and it pervaded the social scie~ce
of the era under the n·ame of pluralism.'''' The pluralists
envisioned not a power elite, but a multiplicity of elites, of
which none is strong enough to dominate. Politics consists of.
bargaining, brokerage, compromises among these e~it~s.
Daniel Bell wrote: "Democratic politics means bargammg
between legitimate groups and the search for consensus."'"
Compromise had been achieved pragmatically and ~on
ideologically. Those few problems remaining in A?lencan
society required not ideological but rather techmcal and

non-political solutions. 7 ' The age of ideology was over: this
was the "end of ideology."
The ideology which called itself end of ideology had a very
negative view of radicalism and of the participation of
masses of people in politics. "The tendency to convert
concrete issues into ideological problems, to invest them
with moral colour and high emotional charge,'' wrote Daniel
Bell in Encounter, "is to invite conflicts which can only
damage a society." Fortunately, the two parties competed
with each other for power rather than for virtue and had
often been indistinguishable in their principles: "the constraining role of the electoral system" was a good thing. ' 2
Ideological politics disrupted the smoothly functioning system of compromise among informed elites. Such politics
were bad, and since social problems could be solved in
simpler ways, there was a hint not only of wickedness but
also of lunacy about those who felt the need to depart from
normal channels. People on the Left tended to see conspiracies about them; they were given to mental disorder,
"lonely and frustrated people," said Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.,
"craving social, intellectual and even sensual fulfillment
they cannot obtain in existing society." 73
Such was the message of the end of ideology, and
especially of its leading popularizer, Eric Hoffer, the favourite proletarian philosopher of Dwight Eisenhower, Lyndon
Johnson, 74 and Eric Sevareid. 75 Hoffer reduced revolution to
psychological aberration. 76 He never stopped to consider the
actual grievances that led revolutionaries to frustration.
Having denied the substantive reality ofthe real grievances
which have led to revolution, he proceeded to construct a
general psychological typology of revolutionaries. In that
typology mass movements were interchangeable, since they
were composed of the same kinds of people. By this
standard, Communists and Nazis, Left and Right, were
indistinguishable. Thus, the liberals who adhered to end of
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CIA. Th~r~ was a conspiracy, and the very people who
were ~lmmmg that conspiracies were only activities or
fantasi~s of the Left were at best dupes, at worst liars, hoist
on their own petard. 82
I~ end .of ideology was anti-communist, anti-radical,
anti-populist-and CIA ideology to boot-that does not
necessarily make it false. The truth may emerge from service
to. even the worst of patrons. But since we are concerned
~Ith the writing ~f .history, and this was an ideology which
mflu~nced the wntmg of history, we must know whether it
was m \act true or false. We must, insofar as we can, test the
end of Ideology.
On~ o~ the ~ests o_f social science is prediction. Without
ent~nng mto di~cussion about the possibility of constructing
a science of society, we must note that, by any standards the
world of the 'sixties is totally unrecognizeable when ~een
through the lens of end of ideology. Stability, social harmony, consensus: people. in power long for them, but they
know that the system which was supposed to provide them
has .shown its incapacity to do so. Those who do not fit
D~~tel Bell's definition of "legitimate group" are no longer
WIIhng to accept as "democratic politics" a system which
excludes them. Foreign visitors no longer marvel at the
absence of significant social resentments in America. The
events of less than .a decade show end of ideology to have
been a useless predictor, and this suggests that it was never
an adequate description of reality.
A?~ther. way of testing end of ideology is to make
empmcal mquiry into origins of reactionary movements
such as McCarthyism. If the end of ideologists were correct:
we would find that such movements have originated from
be: low,. not above, from the grass roots rather than from
~htes, m short, that the evils we have experienced have
mdeed flowed from an excess of democracy.
I have suggested above that McCarthyism had very

ideology saw mass movements as unruly, a threat to
stability, and at the same time, conservative or reactionary.
The great threat to society came from below, not above,
from a tyranny or despotism of the majority, not the
minority. 77
Thus the pluralists saw mass conduct as reactionary, and
by complementary reasoning, they saw reactionary conduct
as typical of the masses. The Populists of the late nineteenth
century were seen as retrogressive, utopian, and anti-semitic. John Roche could write of the South and choose only the
lynch mob as an example of "direct democracy." 7 ~ And if
the Populists were reactionary, McCarthy was a populist,
another excess of democracy. Viewed in the pluralist model,
McCarthy's vigilantism was a disruption of the consensus
from below, an attempt to impede pluralist politics by an
intrusion of grassroots populism. Thus, Leslie Fiedler saw in
McCarthy the ''sour dregs of populism,'' ''an extension of
the ambiguous American impulse toward 'direct democracy'
with its distrust of authority, institutions, and expert
knowledge .... " McCarthy's support came from "the
resolutely anti-intellectual small-town weeklies" and from
"working-class districts." McCarthy was the inheritor of
"the bitterest and most provincial aspects" of an earlier
populism. 7 "
The ideology described above and the people who expounded it had some fairly specific organizational locations
in Americans for Democratic Action, founded in 1947, ~o and
in the Congress for Cultural Freedom, founded in 1950. 81
Both organizations were dedicated to the struggle against
communism, and their ideology was in part a sanctification
of their anti-communism. When the end of ideologist spoke
of the pursuit of utopia, it was the USSR that he had in mind;
the true believer was a communist. As it turned out, the
Congress for Cultural Freedom was underwritten by the
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respectable, elite ongms. This analysis is confirmed and
fully documented in Michael Paul Rogin's excellent study,
The Intellect 110 Is ond Me Co rt hy. First of all, Rogin has
tested the pluralists' contention that there was continuity
between McCarthy and earlier agrarian radicalism and found
it invalid. Testing the contention in the Senator's home
state, Wisconsin, Rogin finds entirely different social bases
for McCarthy and lProgressive Senator Robert] LaFollette.
McCarthy rose on a conservative constituency, the traditional source of Republican strength. Progressivism in
Wisconsin "mobilized poor Scandinavian farmers against
the richer areas oft he state"; McCarthy "rose to power with
the votes of the richer German inhabitants of the farms and
small cities in southern and eastern Wisconsin .... " Those
counties which had been Progressive "tended to oppose
McCarthy more than other counties in the state."" 3 Elsewhere, Rogin finds a similar discontinuity: in North Dakota
ISenator] William Langer "had his agrarian radicalism in
common with opponents of McCarthy and his McCarthyism
in common with opponents of agrarian radicalism." McCarthy did not represent any "new" American Right -just the
"old one with new enthusiasm and new power. "x~
In Rogin's analysis, McCarthy emerged from conservative rural politics -which is far from mass politics, but rather
the politics of local elites. Thus, for instance, Leslie
Fiedler's contention that McCarthy's support by small-town
newspapers was an indication that McCarthyism was
another movement toward ''direct democracy,'' continuous
with Populism, is practically reversed when examined more
carefully. Small-town newspapers in fact had an enduring
record of opposition to agrarian radicalism; such newspapers are generally the voice of conservative local business
interests, and it was these small-town business people who
formed a part of McCarthy's base. Thus, Rogin notes,
McCarthyism was a movement by a "conservative elite-
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,-;-fron: precin.ct. workers to national politicians .... " It
. flounshed .w1thm the normal workings of American politics~ not rad1cally outside of them" and was "sustained not
by a revolt of the masses so much as by the actions and
inactions of various elites.""'
Thus McCar.thyism was more elitist than popular, and it
wa~ promoted by a faction within the Republican Party

wh1ch was more concerned with Communism, Cold War,
and Korea than was the country as a whole. Aficr these and
more liberal elites established communism. as an issue
McCarthy jumped on the bandwagon. In power he wa~
su~ported by moderate Republicans who did not want to
split the Party, by conservative and southern Democrats
and by liberal anti-communists who promoted the issue.~~
Thus McCarthy is evidence for the evils of too little
democracy, not too much.
The broader implications of Rogin's study have yet to be
f~ced by historians. Mass movements, he concludes function, positive_ly "to overcome the political conserv~tism"
and the resistance to change among [the] better-educated
better-in~ormed .... " Pluralism, which justifies rule b;
those ehtes unhampered by popular radicalism, is thus
properly seen as ''a liberal American venture into conservative political theory." 8 7
If we look to t~e evidence concerning other popular
movements, there IS much support for Rogin's thesis. In
other research, Rogin has found the early support for George
Wallace stronger among the middle and upper class than
among the working class. "Is 'middle-class authorita~an.is~' a more fruitful concept than working-class
authontanamsm?" he asks. 88 J. David Valaik has examined
the attitudes of American Catholics on the Spanish Ci vii War
and has shown that the conclusion that Catholics were
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pro-Franco is elitist and over-simplified. James Farley,
Fulton J. Sheen, Father Coughlin, Senator McCarran, the
Knights of Columbus, the Brooklyn Tablet, Our Sunday
Visitor, and the Holy Name societies -the elite, the
hierarchy -yes; but Valaik shows that Roose':elt and
machine Democrats erred when they equated the attitudes of
"monsignors and diocesan editors" with the attitudes of
Catholic laymen, nearly two thirds of whom failed to
concur. HO
The war in Vietnam offers another instructive test for the
thesis that the masses are more conservative than elites. We
all remember those public opinion polls that Lyndon Johnson carried around in his pocket. Those polls seemed to
indicate that the public approved of Johnson's handling of
Vietnam, and that whatever pressure came from below
favoured greater escalation rather than de-escalation. 90 But,
what, happened when, instead of asking grossly and simply,
"do you approve of President Johnson's handling of the
situation in Vietnam?" polls-takers instead presented respondents with a wider range of policy alternatives? The
Stanford/NORC [National Opinion Research Corporation]
poll (February-March, 1966) found that while sixty-one per
cent said that they approved of Johnson, eighty-eight per
cent were willing to negotiate with the Vietcong, fifty-four
per cent were willing to hold free elections eve~ ~f the
Vietcong might win, and fifty-two per cent were wllhng to
allow a coalition government including the Vietcong. In
addition, those opposed to the President were more likely to
be "doves" than "hawks." 9 ' "The country is far ahead of
the Administration," wrote the New York Times. 92 In other
words, when presented with a broader range of policy
alternatives than those offered by the vacuous bipartisan
politics of the Johnson era, the people chose peace while
governing elites conducted war.
The New Hampshire primary of 1968 confirmed the
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Stanford Poll and offered another dramatic instance of
popular intervention against elite conservatism. A similar
intervention had occurred in the anti-war vote of 1952. And
in 1964, the electorate had chosen peace and .had been
over-ruled by an elitist politics which invites usurpation by
those in power. 93
How do we quantify this, and balance it against such data
on the other side as the California vote on Proposition 14
[which would have outlawed discrimination in housing] in
1964, the New York vote on a civilian review board [of the
police department] in 1966, and all the other referenda with
conservative results? I do not know. There would seem, at
present, to be no clear basis for a generalization either way.
Certainly the data would not justify our moving into a mythic
realm of noble workers and unerring electorates. Neither
does it justify a complementary mythology about noble elites
and the superior trustworthiness of uncommon men. And
that is the problem with end of ideology: it asks us to
substitute faith for research. Until the research is done, the
most conservative of judges will have to conclude that the
case for end of ideology is far from proved.
It is possible to construct a program of research which
might give us some answers to fundamental questions about
the comparative political conduct of elites and masses. To
begin with, such a program would do research on mass
movements. This such pluralist manifestoes as The New
American Right failed to do. 94 Second, when such research
was undertaken, instead of stopping at the point where it
detected what it felt to be bad popular conduct, it would,
rather than concluding that that was human nature, proceed
to ask, why? If lower-class whites throw rocks at blacks,
shall we consider our work done when we conclude that
lower-class whites are racist, or shall we ask, why? If voters
are found to be apathetic, to what extent is that a reflection
on them, to what extent a reflection on the choices which the
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political system offers them? If the public seems to approve
of Lyndon Johnson, shall we conclude that they are hawks,
or shall we see how they respond to genuine alternatives? In
each case, the premature conclusion of research betrays a
polemicist justifying his faith, not a scientist.
Finally, a sensible program of research on this question
would have to apply to the conduct of elites the same
standards of criticism which it applies to the conduct of
non-elites. To prove the pluralists' case, they must show
that referenda produce more conservative results than do
legislatures. When they are considering the conservatism of
the electorate, they must also consider the Tonkin Bay
Resolution, various repressive laws -Smith Acts, McCarran Acts, Mundt-Nixon, the draft and its domestic and
foreign effects. If voters can be bought and sold, so can
legislatures, and judges, too. Pluralists did an intensive job
of exposing what one of them has called the "problematics"
of democracy ;9 ; but they seem entirely to have surrendered
their critical sense when it came to the "problematics" of
rule by elites. In the absence of such a balanced criticism,
what we have is assertion, not evidence, not research but
faith -what we might call the anti-democratic faith. 06
There is clearly about the end of ideology an uncritical
admiration of elites, and the ideology finally becomes
synonymous with elitism. Only ideologists unquestioningly
accepting elitism as if it were objectively valid could have
entertained without amazement Daniel Bell's equation of
"democratic politics" with bargaining among "legitimate
groups.,,,, Only the true believer could let pass without a
double take such phrases as Irving Kristol's "vulgarization
of the democratic idea. "n The same elitism was there when
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., wrote in Encounter "On Heroic
Leadership and the Dilemma of Strong Men and Weak
Peoples." Schlesinger saw the popular resistance to strong
men as rooted in emotion and "envy" of those whom he
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called' 'superior persons.'' The popular fear that ''dominant
personalities imperiled free institutions" ignored the fact
that a strong leader need not be a dictator if his ''personal
style" embodied democratic values. As an example of such
values, Schlesinger quoted Woodrow Wilson:
The instructed few may not be safe leaders except in so far as
they h~ve communicated their instruction to the many,
except m so far as they have transmuted their thought into a
common, a popular thought. ... The dynamics of
[democratic] leadership lie in persuasion. 9 "

Underlying this faith in the instructed few was an attitude
of condescension and sometimes scorn of the uninstructed
many. Thus Niebuhr noted that there was "no guarantee
that poverty will be accompanied by the virtue of humility.''
If the poor had virtues, that did not mean that their
resent~ents were virtuous: "invariably," they "fail to
recogmze the root" of "the evils from which they suffer" in
themselves and instead ''wrongfully assume" that such evils
"are solely the consequence of the peculiar malice of their
100
?PPre~so~s .... "
Niebuhr extended this kind of argument
mto ajusttfication for imperialism, in which the victims seem
more to blame than the oppressors. The victims were in fact
beneficiaries; had not "imperialism" -he put the word in
quotation marks as if it were some native's fantasy -brought
technical skills and education? (He also used quotation
marks when noting that the industrial world was "white"
and the non-technical world was "colored.") A nation such
as Indo-China, which was held "in tutelage," became
obsessed with ''the idea that all of its ills flow from the
imperial occupation." "This is never the case " stated
Niebuhr with a certainty which seems to cont;adict the
ambiguity which is one of his favourite themes. After all, if
the colonial nation was "deficient in capacities for selfgovernment," then "political confusion and economic
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chaos" would follow upon "emancipation." Another reason
for delaying decolonization lay in ~he fact !hat "few of the
non-industrial nations have suffictently htgh standards of
honesty to make democratic government viable." Oriental
culture he noted "never inculcated an individual sense of
respon~ibility to the larger community." Niebuhr's amazing
discussion of Asian character and institutions was, as one
historian put it gently, "not untinged with
condescension."'"'
Perhaps the best comment with which t~ close _a discussion of end of ideology comes from C. Wnght Mtlls:
If the phrase "the end of ideology" has any mea_ning at ~II, it
pertains to self-selected circles of intellectuals m the ncher
countries. It is in fact merely their own self-image. The total
population of these countries is a fraction of~ankin? .... '!'o
speak in such terms of much ofLatin-Amenca, Afnca, As1~,
the Soviet bloc is merely ludicrous. Anyone who stands m
front of audiences -intellectual or mass -in any of these
places and talks in such terms will merely be ~hrugged ?ff (if
the audience is polite) or laughed at out loud (1fthe aud1ence
is more candid and knowledgeable). The end-of-ideology is a
slogan of complacency, circulating amo~g the I?rematurely
middle-aged, centered in the present, and m the nc~ We~te~n
societies. In the final analysis, it also rests upon a d1sbehef m
the shaping by men of their own futures -as history and as
biography. It is a consensus of a few provincials about their
own immediate and provincial position.'" 2

IV. Historians as Activists: I
What were historians saying in those days? In February of
1953 Daniel J. Boorstin, then at the University of Chicago,
testified before the House Committee on Un-American
Activities which was investigating Communist methods of
infiltratio~ in education. Boorstin was a cooperative wit-

ness: he brought no lawyer, and he named several people,
including two former room-mates, as Communist Party
members.' 03 He felt that Party members should not be
permitted to teach in public schools or in universities. Since
he had left the Party, he had been "active" in his opposition
to it.' 04 How, Representative Moulder asked, had Boorstin
expressed his opposition to the Party?' 0 ' Boorstin replied
that his opposition had taken two forms: first, "an affirmative participation in religious activities .... '' ' 06 The second
form of his opposition had been
an attempt to discover and explain to students in my teaching
and in my writing, the unique virtues of American democracy. I have done this partly in my Jefferson book which, by
the way, was bitterly attacked in the Daily Worker as
something defending the ruling classes in America; and in a
forthcoming book called The Genius of American Politics,
which is on the presses at the moment.
I have written articles and book reviews for a commentary
[sic] magazine which is a strongly anti-Communist
journal. ... 107

Later in the hearing, Boorstin was asked whether he had
engaged in any other anti-Communist activities since he had
come to Chicago in 1944:
Not that I can recall, sir. I am not basically a political person
and I am not active politically. I do feel that the most effective
way to fight communism is -the one effective way in which I
may have some competence is by helping people to understand the virtues of our institutions and their special values as
these emerged from our history, and I have tried to do that.'""

While taking an aggressive position on one of the central
political issues of the day, Boors tin protested that he was not
a political person. A year later, Allan Nevins answered the
Saturday Review's question, "Should American History be
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Rewritten?" "Yes."' 09 Nevins was especially concerned
that "the architects of our material growth -the men like
Whitney, McCormick, Westinghouse, Rockefeller, Carnegie, Hill, and Ford" should be granted by historians the
enhanced stature which they deserved. 110 We will consider
what this meant substantively below. What is of interest at
this point is the rationale which Nevins offered:
The striking shift in our character and our world position in
the last half century, of course, has some direct results,
already visible, in our interpretation of history ....
We may look forward ... to a more appreciative attitude
toward our material strength, and to a more scientific
treatment of the factors which have created this material
power. In the past our historians were apologetic about this.
They condemned our love of the dollar, our race to
wealth ....
Without denying that some accompaniments of our swift
industrialization were atrociously bad we can now assert that
this historical attitude was in part erroneous.

Why?
The nation grew none too fast. We can see today that all its
wealth, all its strength were needed to meet a succession of
world crises -and we still dwell in a crisis era. Had we
applied restrictions to keep our economy small, tame, and
timid we would have lost World War I. Had the United States
not possessed the mightiest oil industry, the greatest steel
industry [etc.] ... we would indubitably have lost World
War II.
Were we significantly weaker today in technical skills, in
great mills and factories, and the scientific knowledge which
gave us priority with the atomic bomb and hydrogen bomb:
ail Western Europe would be cowering -we ourselves would
perhaps be cowering -before the knout held by the Kremlin.
The architects of our material growth ... will yet stand forth
in their true stature as builders, for all their faults, of a

strength which civilization found indispensable.

And in the future, Nevins concluded, historians might say:
The era in which the United States, summoning all its
strength, led democracy in winning the First World War, the
Second World War, and the ensuing struggle against the
Communist tyranny, was one of the imposing eras of history.
It stands invested, in its own fashion, with something of the
radiance of the Periclean era, the Elizabethan era, and the era
of Pitt and the long struggle against Napoleon. 111

Little comment is necessary. Nevins explicity related his
revisionism to the Cold War. Like Boorstin, Nevins was
fighting Communism through history and clearly using the
past for contemporary ends. Nevins revelled in contemporary American power and simply asked those on the American side of the Cold War to be more appreciative of the
origins of that power. His logic seems inescapable and, I
believe, correct. And the converse seems equally true: those
who were somewhat more critical of American policy were
freer to see the past more clearly. 112
In his 1950 Presidential Address to the American Historical Association, entitled "Faith of an Historian," Samuel
Eliot Morison had seemed at times to endorse an activist role
for the historian. 113 The historian "should feel a sense of
responsibility to his public" and "he will inevitably try to
answer some of the questions that contemporary society
asks of the past. ... " But Morison made it clear that he
meant this quite differently from the way Charles Beard, the
debunkers and the dialectical materialists meant it. Beard
had probably contributed ''more than any other writer,
except Henry L. Mencken, to the scornful attitude of
intellectuals toward American institutions, that followed
World War I." Some of Beard's writing was closer to
"imprecatory preaching" than to "history in the accepted,
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traditional sense of the word"; he was a good example for
young historians "of what happens. when a hist~rian .consciously writes to shape the future mst~ad of ~o tllummate
the past. ... "114 History had to ~e wn~ten wtth a proper
balance ~me sure, Morison called tt. In tts absence he saw
the historiographical situation as '' unb~lanced and unhea!:
thy, tending to create a sort of neohbe.ral stereotype.
Although professing himself to be somethmg of a Jef~erso
nian Morison saw the need for "a United States history
written from a sanely conservative point of view .... '' The
historian, Morison warned, "owes respect to trad~tion and
to folk memory . . . historians, deal gently wtth your
people's traditions!" Beard and others had "ignored wars,
belittled wars, taught that no war was necessary and no war
did any good, even to ~he victor." ~~~is~~ thus held
historians largely responstble for youth s spmtu~l unpreparedness" for World War II: they "should hav~ pomted out
that war does accomplish something, that warts better than
servitude .... " The years from 1920 to 1940 were "two
woeful decades" when historians were "robbing the people
of their heroes, ... insulting their folk-memory of gre.at
figures whom they admired .... " In doing this, the historians had "repelled men of good will and turned other men,
many not of good will, to Communis~."'';
.
While attacking Beard's present-mmdedness, Mon.son
had argued for the claims of heroic tradition as agamst
historical truth, had held those historians less respectful than
himself of those traditions responsible for turning people to
Communism, and had offered, to boot, a precise academ~c
translation of the slogan, ''better dead than red.'' It IS
another measure of the present-mindedness of the profession that no one seems to have noticed the ludicrou~ne~s.of
an admiral wrapping himself in the mantle of obJectivity
while haranguing his audience on the glories of war and the
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evils of pacifism." 6
In the Harvard Guide to American History, Morison
expressed himself more bluntly, urging the historian to a void
a" 'smart aleck' attack on popular beliefs .... ""' He also
delineated more specifically the activist role which he saw as
appropriate for the historian. 118 The historian, he said,
should be "active and vigorous" and should find ways to
make himself"solid" in his community. Some of these ways
were: delivering centennial and founders' day speeches,
addressing clubs, lodges, and patriotic societies, and providing data for anniversary pageants and broadcasts. The
historian should cooperate with "patriotic and ancestral
societies such as the Colonial Dames, Daughters of the
American Revolution, and Daughters of the Confederacy
instead of regarding them (however strong the provocation)
as natural enemies." '' 9
Others were finding ample reason not to cooperate with
the D.A.R. (Daughters of the American Revolution).
Morison's politics are his own affair, but it is undeniable that
he has politics. He exhorts to an activism which favours,
rather than opposes, the traditions which he admires. He
invites the historian to support patriotic societies and
celebrations, but not to support communists, nor socialists,
nor even civil rights or labor. The instruction to become
"solid" with the community in one which, bv definition,
bars radical activity. Morison's partisanship iscclear; and his
exclusions clearly draw the line between what is appropriate
and inappropriate activism for the historian. It is incontestable that he is endorsing activism, so long as it is of the
appropriate sort.
Elsewhere in the Harvard Guide, Morison spoke on
another aspect of activism. The historian, he said, "should
have frequent recourse to the book of life.'' Those who had
fought in wars, for instance, could "read man's doings in the
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past with far greater understanding than if they had spent
these years in sheltered academic shades." 120 Similar words
came at about the same time from a younger Harvard
historian, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. "American historians,"
he said, "spend too much time writing about events which
the whole nature of their lives prevent them from understanding. Their life is defined by universities, libraries and
seminars . . . I gained more insight into history from being
in th~ war and working for thegovernment than I did from
my academic training." 121 That Schlesinger's experience in
government informed and enlivened his writing there is no
doubt, and Morison's experiences at sea and elsewhere did
the same for his writing. But this is not simply a question of
literary art. It is again a question of politics. The profession
endorses the activism of a Democratic Party politician, the
activism of an admiral and official naval historian. But the
profession is hardly ready to endorse and admire the
involvement of those who actively oppose the admirals and
the party politicians, the veterans of the anti-wars. Ask
yourself: would Arthur Mann have written admiringly of
Staughton Lynd, as he has of Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., that he
"writes history as he votes and votes as he writes. To a
spectatorial age his ardent commitment to a cause has been a
salutary countervailing tendency. [Schlesinger writesl ...
from the inside, with life, color, passion, drama, and
conviction." 122 Certain convictions are seen as aiding scholarship, others are seen as interfering with it. In that
distinction the profession expresses its ideology and its
politics.
Perhaps the Sameul Eliot Morison Prize for me sure should
go to the A.H.A. Presidential· Address which preceded his.
In 1949 Conyers Read spoke on "The Social Responsibilities
of the Historian.'' He set out to define ''the responsibilities
of those who disseminate history, to those whose pattern of
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the past is one of the most important factors in their pre
t
b h .
d .
.
sen
e a_viOr an m ~heir future plans and hopes." The Communists, the Nazis, and others had their versions of his to
"Wh a t part , " Re_ad as.k e d , "are we as historians to playryin·
what ~verybody ts callmg education for democracy?" The
expenence of the preceding twenty-five years had shown
that words were weapons: "Dr. Goebbels understood that
Mr. Molot~v unde_rstands it." It was too late in world histor;
for n~utrahty. Tht~ meant that historians must "recognize
certam fun~amenta_l values as beyond dispute." They must
carry back mto their scrutiny of the past ''the same faith in
the validity of our democratic assumptions which, let us say,
the astronomer has in the validity of the Copernican
theory." And what if the past turned up data which seemed
to question these assumptions?
We shall still, like the doctor, have to examine social
pathology if only to diagnose the nature of the disease. But
we must realize that not everything which takes place in the
laboratory is appropriate for broadcasting at the street
comers.

The call for suppression was integrated into the demand that
historians declare war on the Soviet Union:
Confronted by such alternatives as Mussolini and Hitler and
la~t. of all Stalin have imposed, we must clearly assume a
mthtant attitude if we are to survive. The antidote to had
doctrine is better doctrine, not neutralized intelligence. We
must assert our own objectives ... and organize all the
forces of our society in suppoti of them. Discipline is the
essenttal prerequisite of every effective army whether it
~arch under the Stars and Stripes or under the Hammer and
Stckle
Total war, whether it be hot or cold, enlists
e~ery?ne ~nd calls upon everyone to assume his part. The
htstonan ts no freer from this obligation than the
physicist ...
0

0

••
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This sounds like the advocacy of one form of social control
as against another. In short, it is."'

Let Irwin Unger speak of political neutrality; Conyers
Read knew better. The message from Read and the rest was
activist, militant, and anti-radical, urging rewriting and
suppression. ' 241t is wrong to think of the historians of the
'fifties as engaged in ''passionless research.'' John Higham,
to whom we are indebted for the first general critiques of
consensus history, was perhaps too close to the events that
he was describing to see that the American celebrationists
were in fact quite passionate men, intensely committed,with
a moral vision of their own. It is not true, as Higham wrote,
that such handbooks as the Harvard Guide "ignored"
"moral evaluation." Nor is it true that scholarship was
moving towards a "moral vacuum." While Higham was
urging the historian to be a "moral critic," that is precisely
what these passionate and committed historians were doing,
renovating the entire American past in a veritable riot of
present-mindedness, in defiance of all historiographical law
arid order. 1 2 5

V. American History Rewritten

126

Writing in 1958, Daniel J. Boors tin described the American
colonies as "a disproving ground for utopias. "' 27 Massachusetts succeeded because the Puritans were a practical
people who "resisted the temptation of utopia"; they were
"concerned less with the ends of society than with its
organization and less with making the community good than
with making it effective ... " 128 Boorstin's non-ideological
Puritans were indeed effective: they built a strong and
homogeneous society and maintained that homogeneity by
excluding those who did not agree with them; when that did

not work, they killed them. Just as Boorstin says, intolerance was a "source of strength." ' 29
The Quakers were the special victims of that intolerance.
What might seem to some a moving and heroic story of a
quest for religious liberty is, for Boorstin, little more than a
tale of true believers getting their just deserts. The Quakers
were engaged in a "Quest for Martyrdom." Boors tin finds
their appetite for suffering insatiable and ridicules their
"bizarre and dauntless spirit": "Never before perhaps have
people gone to such trouble or travelled so far for the joys of
suffering for their Lord ... Never was a reward sought
more eagerly than the Quakers sought out their crown of
thorns." 130 Thus Boorstin ignores the substance of what the
Quakers suffered for, reduces their struggle to sickness, and
sacrifices them to a higher value than freedom: consensus
and social stability. The ideological challenge must not be
allowed to weaken the pragmatic society.
In Pennsylvania, where the Quakers ruled, their tolerance
was a source of weakness: non-Quakers "poured in," until
the Quakers were in the minority. Thus Boorstin dismisses
Pennsylvania as a failure, which it certainly was, if your ideal
is a stable, homogeneous society, free of dissent. The
Quakers also failed because of the "uncompromising obstinacy" with which they held to their beliefs. Theirs was "the
curse of perfectionism," and they spoke to the 1950's as an
"example of the futility oftrying to govern by absolutes."'"
Boorstin ridicules Quaker policy toward the Indians and
quotes with approval Benjamin Franklin's more hawkish
line: "I do not believe we shall ever have a firm peace with
the Indians till we have well drubbed them." Boors tin
dismisses as "unrealistic" and "inflexible" Quaker policies
which built on the insistence that Indian grievances were
rooted in abuse by the English. The Quakers failed to
understand "the character of these unfamiliar people"; their
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view of the Indian was based on "false premises about
human nature." To reject someone else's ideas about human
nature as false, one must have ideas of one's own. In this
instance, Boors tin is saying either that the Indians' "character" was inferior or that "human nature" is in some inherent
sense evil. Neither case is proved, and in this context, the
argument amounts to an apology for genocide. l.l2
In describing the failure of Georgia, Boorstin offers
persuasive evidence that planning for the colony was
unrealistic. But his conclusion goes somewhat beyond his
evidence: no plan made in Europe could fit America. Thus
the focus shifts from the specifics of the plan for Georgia to
the idea of planning itself, and this broader focus gives
meaning to the terms which Boorstin uses to describe the
colony's failure: "London Blueprint for Georgia Utopia,"
"Death of a Welfare Project." The present-mindedness of
all this is undeniable: just as it was "extravagant" for the
trustees of Georgia to attempt to master the new world, it is
unrealistic and utopian for men today to think that they can,
by the application of reason, master a hostile
environment.' 11
In Boorstin's pessimistic view of human nature and of
human possibilities, we may find more than a hint of
Reinhold Niebuhr. Indeed, it should be clear that Boorstin's
view of early America has much in common with the outlook
of the anti-communist ideologues of the 'fifties described
above. In addition to the distinctly Niebuhrian
views just mentioned, we have detected end of ideology, the
dangers of ideology, of radicalism, and even of dissent.',.
This is, as we have noted above, a distinctly Burkean
complex. In the second volume of Tilt' Americans, while
approving of Burke, Boorstin condemns his great radical
adversary, Tom Paine, in Burkean terms. Paine's Common
Sense, says Boorstin (contrasting it with John Adams'
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Thoughts on Go1•ernment) was "crude," "hardly a profound or durable theory of government," a propagandistic
amalgam of "simples and absolutes." 13 ' The unfavourable
picture of Paine as the archetypal radical, proposing utopian
schemes and trying to make the world over from a blueprint,
was most fully developed in Cecelia M. Kenyon's "Where
Paine Went Wrong."' 36 Here Paine is described as the
"Peter Pan of the Age of Reason," a "prophet," a
"crusader." Rather than looking to experience, Paine
derived his principles from "preconceived" ideals; "He
reasoned from first principles, normative principles .... ";
"Logic and Reason were his guides .... " We know from
Burke just how harmful all this is, and there is no essential
disagreement between Kenyon and Burke. The key to
Paine's unrealism is his failure to understand human nature.
There is, says Kenyon, a "dark side of human nature"
which the "immature" Paine was unable to see.' 37
Kenyon's Paine was a man of"zeal" and "devotion" who
was "quite prepared to renounce his life .... "She suggests
that politics was a form of therapy for him, a way in which he
"'found himself,'" expressing his "profoundest urge ... ":
"His was an all-or-none temperament, and he was happiest
when he devoted his all to a noble cause." 138 This complex is
familiar to readers of Eric Hoffer. Writing in 1951 -the same
year that The True Believer was published-Kenyon got
there without Hoffer's help: the ideas were in the air. 139
The attack on Paine is also an attack on communism.
Forrest McDonald, like Reinhold Niebuhr, 140 identified the
two pejoratively . 141 And, to Kenyon, Tom Paine writing
Common Sense is equated with Karl Marx writing The
Communist Man{(esto: both are utopian, unrealistic,
simplistic. 142
Stanley Elkins' abolitionists are also true believers, and
Elkins' portrayal of the society in which they moved is
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The charitable reader might suppose that powerlessness is in
itself enough of a cross to bear, but Elkins condemns
abolitionists and intellectuals for having "no vested interest," for their opposition to "the system," to the church,
to businessmen as a class, to the government, and the poll
tax, to political parties, indeed to "the Constitution
itself." 147 In all this, there seems not the vaguest realization
that, under certain circumstances, such institutions might
indeed be worthy of opposition. Is it prima facie ridiculous
to oppose businessmen as a class? Is it simply a manifestation of deep guilt for Emerson to describe the pervasiveness
of the evils of the business society: "by coming out of trade
you have not cleansed yourself. The trail of the serpent
reaches into all the lucrative professions and practices of
man. Each has its own wrongs." 148 Is it ludicrous for an
anti-slavery movement to speak against political parties
which countenance slavery, and is it ludicrous for such a
movement to see the Constitution as protecting slavery, and
thus to oppose it? Describing Thoreau's refusal to pay a poll
tax without relating his act to the Mexican War is like
describing the tearing and public burning of small scraps of
paper in the 1960's without mentioning draft cards or
Vietnam. Thoreau's conduct brings Elkins to an almost
Boorstinian ire against the dissenter, with a suggestion of
unpatriotism: it was the very state against which Thoreau
was protesting which had allowed him to contemplate
alternatives; "Could he have foreseen it, this might well
have confounded Theodore Parker's grandfather, who had
commanded the militia on Lexington Green." 149
If one starts with the assumption that institutions are, per
se, good, and one is thenceforth unwilling to examine the
substance of criticisms of specific institutions, this is simply
to say that one starts with the assumption that those who
attack institutions are, by definition, wrong. This is an

strongly influenced by pluralism, consensus, and end of
ideology. 143 Elkins asks, as had the abolitionists, what is the
best way to deal with institutionalized social problems? He
answers that those committed to institutions and sensitive to
them are best equipped to deal with them. In order fully to
understand institutions -and thus to know how to subvert
them -the intellectual must have ''some sort of daily orientation to institutions .... " I can think of a fairly
specific daily orientation to bad institutions: opposition. But
for Elkins, daily orientation seems to be synonymous with
membership and endorsement. Thus, a man such as Thomas
Jefferson was well equipped to deal with slavery because his
"mind operated under the balanced tensions created not
only by a repugnance to the system but also by a commitment to it." "Our best social thinking occurred" in the late
1780's because "men with specific stakes in society, men
attached to institutions and with a vested interest in one
another's presence, men aware of being engaged with
concrete problems of power" were writing and debating. 144
We might well ask where such an analysis leaves those
opposed to the system, especially those who come to their
opposition in what are, after all, among the most frequent
ways, as non-members and non-beneficiaries, people
without specific stakes.
By the 1830's those in America's intellectual centre "had
no close commitment to any of society's institutions," and
thus they were "men without responsibility." 141 The Transcendentalists were
men without connections. Almost without exception, they
had no ties with the sources of wealth; there were no lawyers
nor jurists among them; none of them ever sat in a government post; none was a member of Congress; they took next to
no part in politics at all .... Not one of them wielded even
the limited influence of a professor. ... 146

.,
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anti-radical assumption: by ignoring the substance of the
radical critique, it assumes that substance has nothing to do
with the critique. This is Elkins' assumption, and it is part of
a generalized assault upon reformers, whose motives are
seen as irrational. Thus Elkins asserts that "in the history of
American reform no direct connection can be found between
the extent of a given social evil and the intensity of the
reform activity directed against it." (One wonders how well
institutional politics would stand up to such a test.) Guilt is
the irrational force which has driven American reformers;
t~e lack of a confession box seems to play a major role. 150
The abolitionist is, then, like Hoffer's true believer, the
man driven by a "fever" to a "root-and-branch solution."
He is, again like the true believer, very similar to his
adversary at the other extreme of the political spectrum: in
the years before the Civil War, "polar opposites" in North
and South both expressed themselves with "a simple moral
severity.""' It perhaps tells us more about the 1950's than
about the 1850's that there were writers in the recent decade
who cited attacks on social horrors and evaluated them
primarily as reflecting the psychological defects of the men
who uttered the words. Finally, abolitionists, too, are
surrogate Communists, especially in their use of such allies
as John Quincy Adams, whom Elkins describes as "the very
prince of fellow travelers." 152
A decade before Elkins' Slavery, Arthur M. Schlesinger,
Jr., had published a brief but influential article entitled "The
Causes of the Civil War: A Note on Historical
Sentimentalism." 15 3 Although the essay's presentmindedness seems not to have been noticed at the time, it
was, among other things, a justification for the Cold War.
Credit is due to Schlesinger: the essay represented a real
advance over the interpretation of the Civil War which it
attacked, and since that advance was in what seemed a
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humane direction, the underlying acceptance of the necessity of the Cold War was missed.
Schlesinger's essay was a response to such Civil War
"revisionists" as James G. Randall and Avery Craven, who
had argued that that war was "needless" and "repressible"
and could have been avoided had it not been for a "blundering generation" of politicians. Schlesinger correctly noted
that the revisionists had to demonstrate that a nonblundering
generation could indeed have achieved a peaceful
solution -without preserving slavery . 154 Schlesinger argued persuasively that the revisionists could provide no such
demonstration.''' A generation of young historians- including this one ' 56 -greeted with enthusiasm what they
took to be Schlesinger's central message: slavery was a
moral issue, and the claim that it could have been resolved
but for blundering amounts to an apology for slavery, or at
least to an excuse for its preservation.
Some of us took Schlesinger's argument as implying an
attack on the idea that the abolitionists were meddlers,
troublemakers, fanatics and neurotics who refused to let
things work themselves out. In fact, Schlesinger accepted
without argument the contention that the abolitionists ll'crc
"neurotics and fanatics." Although he differed with the
revisionists in seeing the rise of the abolitionist challenge as
"inevitable," he was by no means convinced of the
~bolitionists' virtue and indeed suspected that "people who
mdulge in criticism of remote evils may not be so pure of
heart as they imagine .... '' '''
But if Schlesinger was more in agreement with the
revisionists on the nature of the abolitionists than might at
first have appeared, his disagreement with them about the
Civil War, and war in general, was nonetheless fundamental.
Schlesinger's critique of the revisionists seems to make good
sense as an analysis of the causes of the Civil War. But the
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essay was more than that. Schlesinger described the slavery
problem as "peculiarly recalcitrant." To say that the
problem had a solution short of war was to engage in ''broad
affirmations of faith: if only the conflict could have been
staved off long enough, then somehow, somewhere, we
could have worked something out." Such an attitude, said
Schlesinger, raised questions which went beyond the narrow
question of the causes of the Civil War: "the whole modern
view of history" -of which Civil War revisionism was only
one part -was characterized by "optimistic sentimentalism." Schlesinger saw in Randall "a touching afterglow of
the admirable 19th century faith in the full rationality and
perfectibility of man. . . . " But "the experience of the 20th
century has made it clear that we gravely overrated man's
capacity to solve the problems of existence within the terms
of history." Expounding on another 'fifties theme,
Schlesinger stated that a more realistic awareness of
''human nature'' would bring us to accept ''the unhappy fact
... that man occasionally works himself into a logjam, and
... the logjam must be burst by violence." The revisionist
view expressed a' 'characteristically sentimental conception
of man and of history." The truth of the matter was that
''Man is generally entangled in insoluble problems; history is
consequently a tragedy in which we are all involved, whose
keynote is anxiety and frustration, not progress and
fulfillment. ... "
"All
important
problems · are
insoluble : .. , " Schlesinger had written at the same time in ·
The Vital Center. 1 ' 8
Sentimentality, tragedy, the depravity of human nature,
man's inability to control history: these were the central
themes of Schlesinger's political writings at the time, and
they were also the central message of his essay on the Civil
War. He subtitled the essay, "A Note on Historical Sentimentalism." The term "sentimentalism" appears fre-
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quently in his writings on contemporary affairs, and there
the word has a fairly precise meaning. Schlesinger shared
Niebuhr's critique of "sentimental optimism"· the "sentimentalists," Schlesinger wrote in The Vital C ;nter were
one with "the utopians, the wailers"; it was a "senti~ental
belief in progress" which was at the core of what Schlesinger
called "Doughface Progressivism." At about the same time
that ~e wrote of the Civil War, elsewhere Schlesinger was
worned about the progressive, the "fellow traveler," "softened up ... for Communist permeation and conquest" by
h_is "se~tim~ntality." In Sc.hlesinger' s vocabulary, "sentimentalism was an expressiOn of contempt, emerging from
a Burkean complex, and used especially to describe those
who hoped fora solution to the Cold Warshortofhot war. 1'"
Schlesinger's Soviet Union was -like the old South -a
slave system, a totalitarian society, in which totalitarianism
was intensifying rather than moderating as time passed. In
the. So_uth, the reaction to abolitionism produced ''the
extmctton of free discussion" which meant "the absolute
extinction of any hope of abolition through internal reform'':
"With the book-burning, the censorship of the mails, the
gradual illegalization of dissent, the South was in the process
of creating a real machinery of repression in order more
eff~ctively '.to defend its existence."' 160 (Interestingly,
whtle Schlesmger seemed to accept the idea that the closing
down of Southem·socieey was, at least in part, a response to
outside hostility, he ridiculed the idea that the Soviet Union
was "surrounded by capitalist aggressors" and saw instead
"a conspiratorial paranoia," "the psychoses of
totalitarianism").1 61
''A society closed in the defense of evil institutions thus
creates moral differences far too profound to be solved by
compromise." So wrote Schlesinger of the South. His
writings in the years after World War II said the same things
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ofthe Soviet Union. The differences between the U.S. and
the U.S.S.R. were uncompromiseable: the U.S.
must surrender neither "military strong points" nor "standards and values." 162 Conceding the value of Schlesinger's
interpretation of the Civil War -clearly, his convictions
informed his scholarship-we must still ask whether it is
legitimate to generalize from the Civil War to the Cold War
and to wars in general. If the Civil War revisionists were
wrong, does that mean that the revisionists of more recent
wars are also wrong? To say so is to impose assumptions
about history and human nature on the data rather than to let
the generalizations flow from the data. Argument that
slavery was central to a thus unavoidable Civil War is not
evidence that the First World War was unavoidable, a war
for democracy. Argument that the Ci vii War was a struggle
between slavery and freedom is not evidence for a similar
polarization in descriptions of the Soviet Union and the
United States in the twentieth century.
Schlesinger's position had a great deal in common with
Admiral Morison's call, at about the same time, for historians to take a more positive attitude toward war than had
Charles A. Beard. Morison's attack on revisionism aimed at
the same attitudes toward war which lay behind the Civil
War revisionists whom Schlesinger criticized. Schlesinger
replaced Morison's brassy militarism with an apparent
fatalism, more in tune with the ideology of the 'tifties. A busy
activist for an aggressive policy, Schlesinger somberly
announced that things, not men, were in control, and we
must be prepared to accept the consequences of our inability
to control history. Schlesinger's "note on historical sentimentalism" was a retroactive declaration of the conclusions to which the Cold War had brought him.
While Boorstin, Kenyon, Elkins and others were putting
earlier American radicals on the psychiatrist's couch, the
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same treatment was being applied to the Populists. Oscar
Handlin, Richard Hofstadter and others were developing a
new and distinctly unfavourable view in which a movement
previously thought radical and progressive exposed an
underside: retrogressive and utopian, anti-semitic, nativist,
and irrational. Adopting this view, the end of ideologists also
linked a deplorable past to an unpleasant present. Populism
became a precursor of McCarthyism. In various writings,
Norman Pollack attempted to restore the picture of the
Populists as progressive, not retrogressive. Taking a new
look at the human cost of industrialization in this country,
Pollack found the Populists' vision clear and their critique
sound. The Populists responded to real, not imagined,
oppressions. "What stands out about the Populist mind,"
wrote Pollack in his "Fear of Man," "is an affirmation of
man, a faith in man's capability to shape his own history.'' 163
Why, then, Pollack asked, "did historians embark on the
denigration of Populism, and why did the recent interpretation gain such widespread acceptance?" If an affirmation of
man was at the heart of Populism, Pollack concluded, the
attack on Populism expressed a fear of man. Pollack saw this
attack as part of a general rejection of radicalism in the
American past. The celebration of consensus meant the
rejection of any disturbance to the status quo, and thus the
rejection of social protest and striving to make the world
over. In all of this, Pollack saw an extreme presentmindedness: historians were using research about the origins
of authoritarianism as "a shield to hide behind while reading
current biases into the past." And the present-day values
which were preoccupying these historians were the outgrowth of the Cold War and McCarthyism. More precisely,
they were McCarthyism. The rejection of Populism constituted a capitulation to McCarthyism and an identification
with it: ''theconsensus framework and McCarthyism'' were
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"actually one and the same underlying trend." '
The suggestion that a school of historians which thought
itself primarily liberal was in fact McCarthyite won Pollack
few friends among historians. Oscar Handlin accused
him -along with other defenders of Populism -of Manichaeanism, befogging the issue, and "glaring ... failure of
analysis." 165 Irwin Unger saw in J?ollack's language "the
verbal small change of twentieth century academic
radicalism" and originated his charge of "inadmissible
present-mindedness." 166 Pollack had in fact offered a brilliant analysis, the first major step by an historian towards an
understanding of the contemporary meaning of consensus
.) and pluralism as conservative politics. Pollack's earlier
insights have been confirmed by Rogin, who, as we have
seen, shows discontinuity between Populism and McCarthyism and has described the conservative and elitist content
of pluralism. ' 67 In the context of the present analysis, the
attack on Populism can be clearly seen as but another front in
the end of ideologists' war on the "sentimentalists," those
who did not share the anti-democratic faith, those who
asserted that man could indeed make his own history, those
who refused to accept social stability as a definition of
democracy.
While Populist stock was falling among historians, the
stock of their adversaries, the Robber Barons, was rising.
We have noted above the Cold War rationale offered by
Allan Nevins for a more appreciative attitude toward these
''architects of our material growth'' (not ''Robber Barons,''
said Nevins; Arthur Schlesinger agreed).' 6 H Nevins practiced what he preached: his doctrine was reflected in his
admiring biography of John D. Rockefeller. 169 Noting that
"Our Industrial Revolution cost us ... infinitely less than
Russia's," Nevins reminded the reader that but for our swift
industrialization, "the free world" might have lost World
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Wars I and 11.' 70 Thirteen years before, Nevins had published another biography of Rockefeller. Although Rockefeller had clearly emerged as a hero of American enterprise, the
earlier Nevins had found grounds for criticism of some of his
methods. Nevins had rationed his criticism, but he could not
avoid some of it when he described Rockefeller's labour
policies. He offered evidence that Rockefeller employed
labour spies, and concluded:
... the liberal activities of John D. Rockefeller, Jr., in
promoting the industrial representation system in various of
the former Standard companies, indicate that numerous
employees became discontented with the paternalistic
system.'"

Here is the same sentence as it appears in the 1953 edition:
... the liberal activities of John D. Rockefeller, Jr., in
promoting the industrial representation system in various of
the former Standard companies, opened a new era in lahor
relations.' 72

The transformation seems worthy of a Soviet Encyclopedia. Something which is evidence in 1940 of some
dissatisfaction on labour's part is converted, in 1953, into a
feat of industrial statesmanship. Herbert Aptheker pointed
out the discrepancy between the two editions in 1954, but no
one was listening.l7l
The title of Nevins' 1953 biography, Study in Power,
reflected the 'fifties historians' rising admiration for the
powerful rather than the powerless. Rockefeller the
businessman was the beneficiary of this admiration, and so
were leaders in general. Michael Rogin has described a shift
in Richard Hofstadter's attitude toward leadership. In 1948
Hofstadter felt that it was safer that the public be "overcritical" of its leaders rathcr than "overindulgent" towards
them; seven years later he focused on the dangers of the
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overcritical attitude, the popular suspicion of power. 174 The
same Nevins who admired Rockefeller's power wrote in the
Nell' York Times that "a nation without leadership is a
rudderless ship." He saw in our system of checks and
balances defects as well as virtues: the "fear of unrestrained
power, of dictatorial tendencies" had led the Founding
Fathers to place "obstacles" in the way of political
leadership. 175 We have seen similar attitudes in Arthur
Schlesinger, Jr.'s admiration of "Heroic Leadership."
The desire for strong political leadership focused on the
office of the President, and the area of his powers which
drew historians' greatest attention was the making of foreign
policy. Schlesinger wrote of strong men and of the instructed
few and, as he read the record of American history, it
seemed to him that the "temporary devolution of power"
from the legislature to the president during wartime "can
take place without permanent harm to democratic
institutions." 1 ' 6 This ideology generally combined a distrust
of the people with a feeling that the Constitution had been
made for a simpler time and was not adequate to the
exigencies of decision-making in the atomic age. The
complexities of the modern era required quick, centralized,
secret decisions. One of those who expressed those attitudes
most forcefully was Thomas A. Bailey, who wrote in 1948,
... because the masses are notoriously short-sighted, and
generally cannot see danger until it is at their throats, our
statesmen are forced to deceive them into an awareness of
their own long-run interests ...
Deception of the people may in fact become increasingly
necessary, unless we are willing to give our leaders in
Washington a freer hand. In the days of the horse and buggy
we could jog along behind our billowy barriers with relative
impunity, but in the days of the atomic bomb we may have to
move more rapidly than a lumbering public opinion will

per~it . ·.. ~he_ yieldin? of some of our democratic control of
foretgn atfatrs ts the pnce that we may have to pay for great
· 1 secunty.
· 177
er
Ph ystca

Early in 1951, the United States was at war in Korea.
Harry !ru~an had sent troops to Asia without congressional
authonzatJon. As Senator Robert A. Taft saw it, the
President had "usurped" power and violated the Constitution. A Republican congressman introduced a resolution
requi~ng that congress give formal authorization before any
Amencan troops could be sent out of the country in the
future. 1 7 ~ Henry Steele Commager offered a partisan defense
of Truman's conduct in two articles in the New York Times
Magazine. m To Commager, the issue seemed hardly worth
disc~ssing: the principles involved in the assault on presidential power "had no support in law or in history." 1 ~o The
~onstitutional issue had been settled time and again, clearly
m favour of presidential power: "It is so hackneyed a theme
that even politicians might reasonably be expected to be
familiar with it." 1 ~~ After he had offered his constitutional
documentation, Commager turned to history and found "no
basis in our own history for the distrust of the Executive
authority.'' Such distrust proceeded ''not out of real but out
of imagined dangers. It is rooted not in experience but in
fears." The assault on the executive power was
"dangerous."'~ 2 It could lead to a substitution for the
Presidential system of' 'a bastard product ofPresidential and
parl~amentary ... "which would "destroy the constitutional
fabnc of the Republic." And to tie the President's hands
under conditions of modern warfare was to "invite
aggression. "Is3
Commager, Nevins, and others were obviously, to borrow
~phrase from Irwin Unger, "projecting onto history" their
present cold war fears and frustrations." Commager had
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justified the presidential power to send troops to Asia
without congressional authorization. All of this led quite
directly to Vietnam -to a legitimization of executive usurpation, decision-making without the involvement of the people
or their representatives -and official lying. ' 84
A persistent theme of the period was an interest in
"American Character." Those who wrote on the subject
expressed themselves with confidence and largely uncritically. Underlying the quest for an American Character were
certain assumptions which constituted a political ideology.
To describe a national character generally meant to assume
uniqueness and a high degree of unity, consensus, classlessness, lack of conflict. The portrait of the national character
thus drawn defined evidence of disunity, conflict, class as of
secondary importance, if indeed it was acknowledged that
there was such evidence. In other words, the national
character as described was an expression of pluralism and,
as such, it excluded blacks, the poor, radicals. Consider, as
one example of. many, the class and racial assumptions
implicit in Henry Steele Commager's generalization that
America is "a paradise for children. "' 85
This ideology was institutionalized in the new field of
American Studies, which thought of itself as a "movement"
and added to the college curriculum courses rich in ideological content.' 86 Some of the field's central themes were
reflected in such books as David M. Potter's P('op/(' <~(
P/('nfy, which parodied socialism while constructing a
theory of American Character on the contention that "a
thousand measurements of our ... plenty" indicated that
abundance was "a basic condition of American life."'"All of this, as I have indicated above, made for poor social
science, if prediction is a measure of social science. And the
end-of-ideology historians did not hesitate to make predictions. In the area of foreign policy, Henry Steele Commager
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s~w ~e~, ''outside of Russia and her satellites,'' looking with
misgivmgs on the prospect that America should "control the
course of world history in the second half of the twentieth
century."' 88 Looking ahead to 1970, he foresaw a decreased
military budget and a pooling of resources by "the more
affluent peoples of the Western Hemisphere" in order "to
help the peoples and nations of Asia, Africa and Latin
America."' 89 Looking further ahead, toward a "Brave
World of the Year 2000," Commager foresaw a United
States expanding and perfecting "the role which it so
generously assumed when it launched the historic Marshall
Plan." By 2000, he said, America could be, "to the new
worlds of Asia and Africa and Latin America, what Athens
and Rome were to the peoples of the ancient world, what
England and Holland and France were to the Western world
of the seventeenth to nineteenth centuries." ' 90 This was all
seen within the context of benevolence, without power or
military connotations. And for those who were worried
about a militarized America, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., offered
reassurance: "There is no evidence of the development of a
unified military position on political questions," he wrote in
1949; "the appearance of generals in public life at this time is
due as much as anything to the fact that they are men of
ability, exempt from partisan criticism and used to working
for the government at a low rate ofpay."' 9 '
In the area of domestic prophecy, we have already noted
Schlesinger's prediction of an end to poverty once those few
remaining pools were "mopped up." (Earlier, Schlesinger
had seen in Herbert Hoover's 1928 vision of the imminent
end of poverty "the smugness of that incredible decade ").' 92
As for the racial situation, Schlesinger saw this as largely a
Southern matter and he was optimistic: " ... the South on
the whole accepts the objectives of the ci vii rights program
as legitimate, even though it may have serious and intelligi-
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ble reservations about timing and method." m Commager
foresaw progress in race relations and in education, public
health and conservation, and further movement toward a
classless society. 194 In 1959, Allan Nevins foresaw similar
gains and constructed a dialogue in which Booker T.
Washington looked at 1970 and found it good:
"What strikes me most ... is the remarkable rise in the
homogeneity of the population. So many city people have
moved to Scarsdales, Newton Centers, Bryn Mawrs and
farther out. ... So many women have moved into offices
and the professions that the sex line is blurred, too ....
Social mobility remains high.
But the great gain is the Negro's. So many have moved into
the North and West, so many have gotten into industry on the
same assembly lines with whites, so many have pushed into
business and lately even the professions, that the color line
begins to blur, too."

"You mean," Nevins had Emerson remark, "that whereas
the country used to be a medley, now in 1970 people begin to
regard themselves as all Americans together." 195
The leading non-Left historians in the period since World
War II have, as Unger said of the New Left, "confuse[d] the
truths of the past with the needs ofthe present and future.'' It
is simply ludicrous to speak of these men as "politically
neutral." Nonetheless, present-mindedness is not all bad,
and the activist historians of the 'fifties might take some
consolation from the words of Staughton Lynd, an activist
of the Left, who has written, in defense of presentmindedness, "Wie es eigentlich f?CII'esen* is an elephant
with many sides, and if a scholar grasps that leg which is
closest to him he nevertheless lays hold of something that is

* A reference to Otto Von Ranke's argument that history "should be
written the way it really was." -editor's note
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really there." 146 What the pluralists laid hold of was the
one-party nature of American politics.
In 1956, Daniel Bell wrote that "ideological" movements
had repeatedly failed in the politics of pragmatism and that
"moral indignation" had played a small role "in the political
arena." IV; Five years before, Cecelia Kenyon had said much
the same thing about the politics of the Revolutionary era.
Defining Paine as outside of realistic politics, she had noted
that, "Indeed, for a revolutionary age, the length of the
political spectrum from Right to Left was amazingly
short." 198
It is my impression that Bell and Kenyon are correct in
their description. Certainly in the early period, I am more
impressed with the agreement between such men as Jefferson and John Adams than with the differences between
them. 1v 9 One might even take a stab at a general consensus
interpretation of Jeffersonians and Federalists: both agreed
that gentlemen should rule. 200 Pluralist historians working on
other periods have done a successful job of establishing
consensus as the central theme in the political arena, to use
Bell's phrase.
But the fundamental error of the pluralists was a too easy
identification of the political arena with the whole society.
Bell's definition of "democratic politics" as involving
"bargaining between legitimate groups" gives the game
away. For who is to decide what is a legitimate group? In
practice, it is those with power. Thus from the very
beginning, certain groups have been defined as not qualified
for full participation in American politics -especially
women, poor people, and nonwhite people. Our politics has
been a politics of exclusion. In a sense Bell is an authentic
Jeffersonian: both are more elitist than democrat.
The pluralist writing history revels in the freedom from
conflict, the absence of real issues in American politics. The
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obverse of this is a more realistic definition of those politics
as essentially one-party. The "pragmatic," "nonideological" party of the legitimate elites has ruled: call it
Democratic, call it Republican, through much of our history
(with certain notable exceptions) it makes, as the pluralists
have shown -with reams of documentation -little
difference. 2 " 1
What has been the cost of a politics of exclusion? Our
politics have been unreal, purchasing placidity by avoiding
real issues, real suffering. By the pluralists' own description,
the central theme of the American political tradition has
been vacuousness. Thus, for many years, earlier in this
century, there was a consensus within national politics
concerning black people: there was no problem. The din of
congressional consensus masked the anguish and suffering
of millions. The bipartisan foreign policy of the post-war
years made another political consensus, and when it came to
Vietnam, alternatives were defined not in terms of what sane
men and women dwelling in the real world proposed, but in
terms that made sense only to the people who inhabit the
insulated world of our politics.
Thus, viewed realistically, in order to find two parties in
America, we must define the "pragmatists"-who, of
course, have their ideology, too -as one, and the
"ideologues" as the other. But the latter have been barred
from politics as "illegitimate," and the pluralists' is only the
latest of many attempts to justify that exclusion.

VI. The Ideology of Repression at the
End of the 'Sixties
In the late 'sixties, the repression came down again: after a
few years of relative tolerance of the New Left, American
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elites moved once again back to normalcy -back to intolerance and repression. The ideology of the 'fifties was still
very much around, often expounded by the same people.
Social scientist Daniel Bell was predicting and planning for a
year 2000 when, since the only remaining problems are
technical rather than political, social science will replace
politics as the way of dealing with those remaining
nonideological problems. 202 "It's an idea whose time is
coming," said Daniel P. Moynihan. Michael Harrington
called it ''one of the most radical suggestions put forth by a
responsible body in our recent history. " 203 Meanwhile,
Harrington revived another aspect of the anti-democratic
faith by pinning the war in Vietnam on what he called "a
populistic President.'' 204 And something called the International Association for Cultural Freedom, "a Paris-based
alliance of liberals that seeks to advance the cause of
thought," was bringing togetft>er, for that purpose,
McGeorge Bundy, Kenneth Galbraith, Arthur Schlesinger,
Jr., George Kennan, Daniel Bell, Richard Hofstadter, Edward Shils, and C. Vann Woodward. 205
Eric Hoffer, transmuted into the official philosopher and
workingman's representative on presidential commissions,
held forth on the racial situation, shouting, "Rage is cheap.
Rage is easy. Rage is a luxury. What is really needed is for
Negroes to trust each other, to help each other. " 206 And,
pounding his fist, the philosopher shouted his views on
student activism: "we need more chancellors who delight in
battle, ... who love a fight, who get up in the morning and
say: 'Who shall I kill today?' " 207 "It would have been a
wonderful thing," said Hoffer concerning Columbia, "if
Grayson Kirk got mad and got a gun and killed a few." 20 "
It is on campus, where the professors are, that the
ideology of the 'fifties emerged most clearly in the late
'sixties as the ideology of repression. 209 In the fall of 1967, an
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orientation program at the University of Wisconsin recommended that incoming freshmen read The True Reliever.
Psychiatrist Bruno Bettelheim described student activists as
true believers, "very, very sick," "paranoiacs," trying to
resolve the oedipal conflict, "having"-like Unger's
historian-rebels-' 'to beat down father to show they are a big
boy. " 210 John Roche saw psychiatric roots, too: the radicals
were "alienated students" who "want to be loved." 2 "
While at Berkeley, Lewis Feuer described the student
movement in this way:
The conglomeration [of students] acts as a magnet for the
morally corrupt; intellectual lumpen-proletarians, lumpenbeatniks, and lumpen-agitators wend their ways to the
university campus to advocate a melange of narcotics,
social-perversion, collegiate Castroism and campus
Maoism. 2 "

Four years later, expatriated to Toronto, Feuer could not get
the horrors of Berkeley out of his mind, so he wrote a book,
explaining it all in terms of generational conflict; generalizing from his own experience, he attributed many of the
disasters of the modern world to student radicals. 211
In these interpretations the activists are called Nazis or
''storm troopers'' as often as they are called Communists. 214
Nathan Glazer compared the success of the Free Speech
Movement at Berkeley to the· success of Lee Harvey
Oswald. Before ascending to Harvard, Seymour Martin
Lip set, another veteran of the troubles at Berkeley, likened
the Free Speech Movement to the KKK and the White
Citizens' Councils. Lipset saw another familiar pluralist
theme: manipulation of the majority by "a few
extremists." 215 In a somewhat antic press conference during
the 1969 University of Chicago sit-in, a Nobel Prize-winning
cancer researcher saw clear evidence of outside agitation
and international Communist conspiracy. 216 And Franklin

L. Ford of Harvard suggested the conspiratorial nature of
the 1969 Harvard sit-in with evidence which almost precisely
duplicates that which had been offered two centuries before
to explain the Boston Tea Party: the demonstrators arrived
with chains, crowbars, and "a large supply of miscellaneous
keys."ll7
In other words, the pluralists simply applied their model to
their own turf. Stability and equilibrium were the goals of
society, and since the society called itself democratic, then
stability and equilibrium must be democracy. Student activism, like other mass movements as seen by the pluralists,
''threatens the foundations of democratic order,'' said
Lipset. 218 What Glazer called the "anti-institutional bias" 219
of the New Left was disruptive, anti-democratic, and those
who disrupt the equilibrium, whether within the university
or in the larger society, must be evil, sick, outside agitators.
Stem measures would be necessary to deal with what
Jacques BarzunofColumbia called ''student despotism. '' 220
And so the repression came down, on students and faculty
alike, and once again liberals justified it in the name of
freedom. In April of 1969 the American Civil Liberaties
Union sent to 350 colleges and universities a statement
which drew the line, in the name of academic freedom,
between permissible and impermissible dissent on
~am pus. 221 Immediately the document became a loyalty test
m the hands of university officials interviewing prospective
faculty. 222 Once again, as so many times before, liberals
were initiating and legitimizing repression.
Similar statements came from the American Association
of University Professors. 223 In its doctrine and conduct the
AAUP has been limited and sometimes directly repressive.
The organization's stand on "extramural utterances" holds
the faculty member to narrower standards than those
existing for the non-academic. When the faculty member
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"speaks or writes as a citizen," his "social position in the
community imposes special obligations." Thus the AAUP
condones, under undefined ''extraordinary circumstanc~s," "the disciplining of a faculty member for exercising
the ng.hts .of free speech guaranteed to him as a citizen by the
ConstitutiOn of the United States .... " According to the
AAUP, a faculty member violates the "standard of
academic responsibility" by "incitement of misconduct or
conceivably some other impropriety of circumstance. " 22 : In
other words, by the AAUP's standards, a faculty member
"":'h?, t? take .one instance, supports non-violent but illegal
civil disobedience is probably guilty of "unprofessional
conduct."
In addition, a recent statement by an administrator that
academic freedom in a sense begins with tenure 225 is in
accord with the spirit of AAUP doctrine. The AAUP states
that it "does not ordinarily exercise jurisdiction" when
"institutions or individuals decide that a non-tenure relationship is not to be renewed at the conclusion of a contract
peri.od. " 226 And in practice the AAUPdeals only with abuses
agamst .Ja~·ul!y .of. the institution in question, refusing to
extend Its JUriSdiction to those not hired. These two refusals
eliminate from the AAUP'sjurisdiction the vast majority of
the current cases. In short, AAUP doctrine protects the
powerful and legitimizes the abuse of the powerless.
When I told the Associate Secretary ofthe AAUP that I
?ad been di~missed in part because of participation in a sit-in
m 196~, he nposted, ''w~s it disruptive?'' 227 Staughton Lynd
was r~Jected !or an appomtment at Roosevelt University for
wha~ Its presid~nt called "ad hominem" reasons: Lynd, the
p~esident ~xplai~ed, w~s "publicity prone," a photograph of
him carrymg a picket sign had appeared in a newspaper, he
ha~ been spoken of unfavourably in Harper's and in a
Chicago newspaper column and was quoted as making
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statements unacceptable to the administration. The AAUP
found no prima facie case of a violation of academic freedom
to justify investigating the matter, and left it at that. 228
If the National AAUP often legitimizes repression, local
chapters and officials have been known to play leading roles
in initiating and cooperating with repression. One historian
who participated in a peaceful demonstration on the sidelines during a ROTC parade, was fired summarily and
ordered to hand over student records by noon the following
day; his class was taken over by the acting president of the
campus AAUP. 229 When it was revealed that the University
of Chicago was applying political tests to prospective
freshmen, the former head of the local AAUP co-authored a
document justifying the practice. 230 Some of my own instruction in the value of working within institutions came from
participation in an attempt to run a partial slate of candidates
for office in the University of Chicago chapter of the AA UP.
Confronted with the first dissent seen within the organization in years, the chairman moved the voting ahead of its
announced place on the agenda, cut it off abruptly in the
middle when more members entered the room, and acted so
intemperately that the distinguished professor who we had
nominated for president left the room in disgust.
In the late 'sixties, just as a decade before, academic
freedom meant the freedom of universities to do the firing
themselves, without outside intervention. Thus, the New
York Times urged government to keep its hands off: "the
need now is clearly to permit the colleges to put their own
house in order. ... For Congress to act now would be to
endanger both the pacification and the freedom of the
A_merican campus." 231 Andrew Cordier, pacifier at Columbia, told a Senate Subcommittee that "stability" on campus
~o~ld be b.est achieved not through federal legislation, but
With the mstrumentalities and procedures which the uni-
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versity itself must create or now has now at hand." One of
those instrumentalities, it developed, was the device of
responding to the McClellan committee's subpoenas of
names of activist students (and faculty advisers) by sending
only SDS names. University lawyers somehow found the
strength to negotiate to withhold the names of moderate
students, but as Cordier read the law, he had no choice but to
hand over the SDS names. 213
The same kind of double-think was evident far and wide as
crusaders for repression marched under the banners of
"academic freedom." During the summer of 1969 hundreds
of administrators showed the obverse of the banner, waving
their plans for pacification in various offices of the Nixon
administration. "There was a parade of these guys coming in
all summer about various matters, and naturally the talk got
around to campus unrest," said one ofthe New York Times'
"informed sources." 234 The Times commended the AAUP
for speaking out against disruptive students but urged the
organization to spell out its implied condemnation of faculty
members who condone or participate in such activities. 235
Congressional liberals claimed to be standing up to reaction
when they held hearings whichjustified liberal repression. 236
Hans Morgenthau wrote in the New Republic that "law and
order" means "violence in defence of the status quo," while
joining with Edward Shils and others at the University of
Chicago to oppose a "coercive" demonstration against the
manufacturer of napalm. 237 And the youth of the nation was
offered an extended statement of "a moral, ethical or
philosophical point of view about dissent and how it may
properly -and effectively -be expressed'' by Supreme
Court Justice Abe Fortas. 238
On campus, spies were at work: some "students" were
narcs, others were taking notes for the FBI, for HUAC, for
the local red squad, for the Chicago Tribune. 239 Universities
232

went into the same business: at first they were content with
still photographs, later they went into movies. 240 Information gathered by student spies for the FBI went to university
administrators. 241 Faculty members discovered that if they
made the mistake of learning their students' names, they
might be called up to name them for disciplinary purposes
and put in jeopardy if they were unwilling to do so. 242 On the
other hand, many were willing to serve as finger-men. 243
Admissions officers began to devote more attention to the
hair-length and politics of candidates for admission, and, as
we shall see, eminent faculty utilized the ideology of the
'fifties to justify this attention.
And there was, indeed, violence on the campuses. Less
than a week after Hoffer's exhortation to chancellors and
mayors to wake up with murder on their minds, James
Rector was murdered in Berkeley. 244 A few days before, the
attempt to murder and mutilate University of Chicago
Sociology Professor Richard Flacks occurred. 245 End of
ideology showed a starkly barbaric face in the responses of
university people. While the radical lay bleeding and
paralyzed with a crushed skull and a nearly severed right
hand, a university official told the press of the latter wound,
but not the former, and suggested that it was suicide. Some
senior sociologists also saw it as a suicide attempt and
publicly speculated about "what drove him to it." 246 The
event caused the department to delay the announcement that
Flacks was not being given tenure; they let the word out after
the last issue of the student newspaper had been published.*

* Professor Flacks was given tenure in the undergraduate college system
at the University of Chicago but was denied tenure within the Sociology
Department. In this instance, the clear outcome of the two-tiered system
was to deny scholarly legitimacy to a noted sociologist. -editors note
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So Flacks left the University of Chicago, together with
Marlene Dixon.* Staughton Lynd was never allowed in. The
same university had expelled forty-three students and suspended eighty -one in 1969. 247 The same thing was happening
across the country. Faculty members were being fired 248 and
students were being expelled: in the 1968-1969 academic
year on twenty-eight campuses over nine hundred students
were expelled or suspended for political offenses and more
than eight hundred fifty were put on probation. 249

VII. Historians as Activists, II
Historians, too, have been campus activists. At the University of Chicago, William McNeill urged what he called a
"counter revolutionary" policy in regard to the 1969
sit-in. 250 Arthur Mann was a member of the University of
Chicago disciplinary committee which handed down the
1969 expulsions, basing its sentences on students' political
beliefs rather than their conduct. 251 At Harvard in the spring
of 1969, while some students were thinking of ways to
abolish ROTC, Oscar Handlin was deeply involved in
organizing faculty on the other side. Together with Bernard
Bailyn, he presented a proposal whose effect would have
been to legitimize a more academically respectable ROTC
while at the same time de-legitimizing student-run and
student-initiated courses. 252 After the bust, Professor
Schlesinger of CUNY wrote that while "invoking the police
may on occasion be necessary to preserve academic free-

* Marlene Dixon is a left sociologist, then at the University of Chicago.
Her firing precipitated a sit-in in January of 1969 "skillfully" and
repressively quelled by University President Edward Levy, now Gerald
Ford's choice for U.S. Attorney General. Dixon has more recently been
involved in Quebec politics and political turmoil at McGill. -editor's note
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dom," it had been wrong at Harvard. Not precisely wrong
but rather, imprudent; it was not the fact of "cops clubbin~
Harvard and Radcliffe students'' that offended him but the
"spectacle" of it, which "obliged the S.D.S. and illustrated
its favorite thesis of the hidden violence of American
society." The "sadness of the recent trouble at Harvard"
was not that president Nathan Pusey had called the police,
but that he had done so before consulting with moderate
students and faculty. 253
.~ean':"hile, apparently finding the AAUP insufficiently
mthtant m defense of academic freedom, such historians as
Oscar Handlin, Daniel Boorstin, Dumas Malone, Marvin
~eyers, Louis Gottschalk and Leonard Levy·were joining
Stdney Hook's "University Centers for Rational Alternatives." (Other members of the new organization included
Bruno Bettelheim, Nathan Glazer, David Truman, Edward
Teller, S.I. Hayakawa, Lewis ~uer, Leo Strauss, and John
Roche.) The UCRA attacked the "extremist putschism"
and "extremist terrorism" of the "McCarthyism of the
Left," and sought "to promote the activism of nonextremists"; specifically, that activism aimed to oppose
"appeasement" and to strengthen the "backbone" of university adminis~rators by justifying the calling in of police to
protect academic freedom. UCRA described itself as "nonpolitical" and was tax-exempt. 254
At Columbia in the violent spring of 1968, Richard
Hofstadter was a leader of the pro-administration forces
volu_nteering his services to Grayson Kirk and working with
Davt_d .Tru~an to round up faculty support for the tottering
ad~ntstratton. In June, Hofstadter was Kirk's choice to
dehverthe commencement address in his place. There, after
the b~oody police charges called down upon the university
by Ktrk ~nd Truman earlier in the spring, Hofstadter spoke
of the umversity's neutrality and its commitment to "certain
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basic values offreedom, rationality, inquiry, discussion, and
to its own internal order .... '' Endorsing reform, he urged
that future plans be based on "an evolution from existing
structures and arrangements, not upon a utopian scheme for
a perfect university." A year later almost one thousand
Columbia faculty members, organized by Hofstadter, Fritz
Stern, Jacques Barzun and others paid for an advertisement
in the New York Times called "The University as a
Sanctuary of Academic Freedom.'' In what President Andrew Cordier called a "statesman-like declaration," the
signers reiterated the doctrine of self-regulation: "the university must put its own house in order. ... Ill-considered
intervention by outside forces may only jeopardize
academic freedom." Together with the historians named
above, and with Daniel Bell and Lionel Trilling, John A.
Garraty, Henry Graff, Virginia D. Harrington, William E.
Leuchtenburg, Chilton Williamson and other historians
insisted that "the tradition of the university as a sanctuary of
academic freedom and centre of informed discussion is an
honored one, to be guarded vigilantly .... It is our intention
not to surrender the safeguards of freedom that men have
erected at great sacrifice over several centuries." But when
Columbia surrendered the names of SDS members to the
Senator John McClellan's Subcomm·ittee on investigations,
these scholars did not feel called upon to release
statesmanlike declarations about the university as a sanctuary of academic freedom. 256
In the spring of 1967, a young University of Chicago
historian, not himself a radical, was shocked by what he
found while assisting in admissions work. One folder contained a description of an interview by the Director of
Admissions. The interviewer described the candidate as
"fingering his long tresses." The student said that he came
from a Left family, and that his father had lost his job during
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the McCarth~. period. In his report on this, the interviewer
commented, you can see what kind of a family he comes
fro~:" When the student acknowledged that he was an
activist, the interviewer commented, "We have enough kids
here who cause trouble. Better let him go to Reed or
B.erkeley.'' The historian let his indignation get the better of
his sens~ of pr?fessio.n~lism. -and let the word out. Shortly,
h~ was. m senous difficulties for his indiscretion. Those
difficulties were ca~sed i~ part by a statement written by five
facu!ty members, mcludmg Daniel Boorstin and a former
president of the campus AAUP. What is of interest to us here
IS not so much the difficulties of the young faculty member as
th~ response of Professors Boors tin et a!., for it illustrates
qmte sta~kly how ,it.w~s that t~e ideology of the 'fifties was,
once ag~m m the sixties, the Ideology of repression. While
the President of the University stated that Chicago did not
exclu~e st~dents for political views, the Boors tin statement
made It qmte clear that such exclusion would be legitimate:
Within the fremework of the law and in cognizance of the
?eneral va~ue c~n~ensus [.which Boorstin saw as] prevailing
m o~r. soc1~ty, It IS the nght of the University faculty and
ad?Umstrative officers to determine what shall be the orientation,. social mission, intellectual culture, curriculum, and
educational goals of the University.

~~was, the ~ocument concluded, the right of the university
to determme how the pursuit of these goals is to be
perpetuated through the choice of the succeeding generation
of scholars. "257
What Boorstin had offered was consensus ideology in its
most ~akedly ~xclusionist form. (Subsequently, a university
co.mmittee bmlt on Boors tin's doctrine when it defined the
cnme of "t
·
. reason " . agamst
the university .) 258 Assuming
c~nsensus m the society, and taking it upon himself to define
t e content of that consensus, Boors tin saw it as right and
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good that those who did not adhere to the consensus be
excluded from the university. Boors tin's "general value
consensus" was also used to justify the exclusion of faculty
who did not partake of the consensus. Writing for the
Associated Press in more than one hundred newspapers
across the country on' 'Good-By, Mr. Chips: The Dissenting
Professors," Boorstin noted that, more and more, we were
hearing of professors who support the Vietcong, profes.sors
who are not opposed to premarital intercourse, professors
who announce other" unpopular or outlandish" views. 259
Why were these people going against the consensus? In part,
not out of antagonism to the community but out of involvement with it as the profession grew and diversified and
professors had more to say about more things. Boorstin
looked with approval at the rapprochement between business and the academy, mentioning a university chancellor
who resigned to become a vice president of Standard Oil,
and the resignation of the president of the American Stock
Exchange to become president of Wesleyan University. But
there was a negative side to the dissent oft he professors, and
this was Boorstin's focus. They were out to advance
themselves, said Boorstin, and "publicity builds academic
careers .... " (He cited such noted dissenters as Daniel P.
Moynihan.) Dissent was idiosyncratic and it was no assurance of "vigor or independence of mind." Claiming to
favour true dissent, Boorstin worried about the bad effects
of what he imagined to be the dissenters' "academic
immunity." "Reputable institutions," he wrote, have been
overtolerant of dissenters, "doubly cautious lest they underestimate the professional competence of dissenters, not
infrequently they lean over backward to avoid the shadow of
intolerance." And what if the dissenting professor should be
fired? That was no cause for concern: "he is almost certain
to become some body's hero."
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This piece brings us full circle, back to Boors tin's Quakers
three centuries before. They are simply modern dissenters in
old-style dress. Boorstin shows as much concern for the
professors' freedom as he did for the Quakers'. In each
instance, the dissenter is a threat to social stability, and we
must not allow tolerance to endanger that stability.
In a 1969 commencement address, true to his reading of
past radical movements, Boorstin saw contemporary student radicals as "reactionaries," "dyspeptics and psychotics." Students, whether black or white, did not know how
well off they were: "about 40 per cent of the students are
women," and "even ten years ago, there were more
Negroes attending American colleges and universities than
the total college population of England or of France.'' This
sham comparison was followed by other versions of "you
never had it so good." If American students thought their
housing and social facilities inadequate, let them "take a
quick trip to Paris [the Sorbonne], where there are no social
facilities at all.'' Not enough democracy in the American
university? "Let ... them read the sign, yellowed with age,
at the entrance to the Sorbonne, warning that to use these
premi.ses for political . di~cussions is illegal." Speaking
especially of black admisston demands, Boors tin reminded
his audience that "In the university all men are not equal."
He endorsed Jefferson's "natural aristocracy." Those faculty members who believed in "the mission of their
universities'' must not become ''Professor Toms,'' must not
surrender to the growing tendency to ''Spiritual Appeasement." "The university must be a place of respect for and
preference for intellectual superiority": "every other kind
of non-intellectual exceptionalism," whether white racism
or "Black Brahminism," was "a cancer." 260
The term "cancer" ties together Boorstin's views of
dissent in the past and in the present, on campus and off.
Speaking on Vietnam, Boorstin told a convention of As-
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sociated Press Managing Editors, "It seems to me that
261
dissent is the great problem of America today .."
"Disagreements" -such as declarations ~r orga?Ize~
homosexuals-were "good", but dissent led to dissension,
"discord"; if "disagreement" was "the life blood of.democracy ," dissension was its "cancer." 262 • Choos~ng th,~
"sniper's bullet" as "an eloquent expre~~Ion. o.f dissent,.
Boorstin described dissenters in the familiar I~hosy~cratic
terms: the dissenter sought personal power, dissen~mg for
dissent's sake, setting up magazines which do nothmg but
dissent 263 The dissenters' "main object" was "to preserve
and co~ceal their separate identity as a dissenting min~rit~.''
Here lay the heart ofBoorstin's general theory.' a totaht~nan
ideology dedicated to the destruction of anythmg th~t hm~ed
at differentness. If the unwillingness of "the dissentmg
pack'' to compro~ise was ~ ttu:~at to so.ciet.y, so w~s the
immigrant's assertiOn of a nght to remam different. The
very "affirmation of differentness," whet~er the
dissenter's the immigrant's, or the black student s would
tend to de;troy our institutions. That is the id~ology w~i~h
Boorstin uses to justify contemporary repression, and It IS
only a somewhat more extreme form of the ideology whic.h
his "politically neutral" colleagues imposed on the Amencan past.
.
The number of historians who, like Boorstm, have become off-campus activists, is legion, and space does ~ot
allow a full description of their activities here. A s.amphng
might include urban historian Richard Wade, campatgnerfor
various Kennedys and for Mayor Daley. Wa~e .to_ld a 1968
American Historical Association meeting that It IS Impr?pe.r
for academics to identify their institutions with their mdividual political activities; 264 he neglected to recall that ~e had
allowed not only his name but also a photograph of himself
teaching a University of Chicago class to appear as part of
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"Faculty for Daley's" campaign literature. 261 As we shall
see, this very partisan activism had its effect on Wade's
reading of the American past. 266 (In the present, it led to
appointment by Daley as a Commissioner of the Chicago
Housing Authority.)
At the end of 1967, after the teach-ins and with rising
anti-war feeling on the campuses, Oscar Handlin felt that it
was time for the "moderate segment of the academic
community" to be heard. Handlin and a small group of
activists sponsored by Freedom House* urged that the
United States "stay the course with a limited war. ... "
Specifically, they endorsed a strategy of "seize and hold"
rather than "search and destroy"; there must be no "abandonment of our commitments." The tide of "isolationist"
sentiment had to be stopped, and those who criticized
Johnson's policy must be aware that they were contributing
as much, in their way, to the war's outcome as were the
troops in Vietnam. It was time to "desist from the excessive
spirit of mea culpa which permeates certain quarters of
American society." "We can be justly proud of our international accomplishments during the past twenty years. " 167
Handlin and his colleagues justified American Vietnam
policy in the context of a kind of international pluralism.
They accepted unquestioningly the goal of "political
equilibrium" as if equilibrium were democracy and there
were no victims of that equilibrium. And, true to pluralist
dogma, disequilibrium had its orgins in "externally directed
subversion." "For the foreseeable future," said the document, "the American nuclear umbrella will be a vital
element in any over-all Asian equilibrium." Such statements
lend strong support to C. Wright Mills' contention that end

* A New York City organization with a strongly anti-communist social
democratic flavour. -editor's note
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of ideology was simply "a consensus of a few provincials
about their own immediate and provincial position.'' And, as
we shall see, Handlin's activism, too, translated very
268
directly into the history which he wrote.
The activism of Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., of course
provides the example most envied by h~storians, the standard against which thousands of competitors must measure
themselves. As Gordon Craig has put it, it is the intellectuals
269
who, "after all, create the Came lots of this world, "
and
Schlesinger, who rejoiced in the title, "~ourt
philosopher,'' 270 did his part. He put hist01:y at the ser~tce ?f
power, rewriting the history of the Cuban RevolutiOn m
order to legitimize, in advance, the Bay of Pigs. 271 ''Defeated
by the moral issue,'' he had helped to keep the invasion story
out of the press. 272 Unable to find the internal resources to
"blow the whistle" on the Bay of Pigs in 1961, 273 in 1966 he
decisively proclaimed, "surely the time ~~s ~orne to bl?w
the whistle before the present burst ofrevtstomsm regardmg
the origins of the cold war goes much further." 274 Later, he
275
acknowledged that the last remark was "intemperate" ; he
has yet to say the same for the rest of his conduct. An_d in
December of 1968 the assembled members of the Amencan
Historical Association remained silent while Schlesinger
276
lectured them on the need for "civility."
In the late 'sixties, Schlesinger again agitated for a strong
executive, as he had a decade before. But by this time
Vietnam had brought home to him a possibility which he had
earlier ignored: presidential power might have its "excesses." So he devised a new scheme, which repeated his
earlier errors, but in new form: the president had too much
power in foreign affairs, but not enough ~n the dom_estic
realm. Thus, in a time of increasing repression, Schlesmger
opened the way to more, with such fictitious distinctions as
the claim that while acts in foreign policy were generally
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irreversible, domestic acts were generally reversible. After
all, he said-with amazing blindness in a time of internal
convulsion -the president "represents the whole people,
and the answer to the crisis of alienation surely does not lie in
the weakening of the centre. . . . " 277
Schlesinger does indeed write as he votes and vote as he
writes, and it is hard to find a line of demarcation between his
politics and his scholarship. But we have seen that, although
he has risen to greater eminence than most, Schlesinger is
but the archetype of his generation, a generation of activists.
This activism is amply reflected in the historical associations
and in their journals. It is there in a review which endorses
uncritically a book on chemical warfare written ''from the
policy standpoint" and without "emotionalism." 278 It is
there in articles and reviews which attack Left scholarship
with an acerbity unmatched by anyone on the Left. Oscar
Handlin set the style in 1962, when he characterized William
Appleman Williams' Contours of American History as "an
elaborate hoax," "uproariously funny," "farcical," a
"total diaster," "altogether incoherent. " 279 John Higham
described the review as "tasteless and irresponsible," "a
scandalously intemperate polemic," 280 and much the same
might be said of some of the reviews ofBartonJ. Bernstein's
Towards a New Past. Charles Mullett called the writers
"arrogant" and "selfrighteous" while characterizing my
essay on the American Revolution "from the bottom up" as
an attempt "to get at the feelings of dirty people with no
names," including merchant seamen, "scarcely to be regarded as an important sector of society. '' 281 John Garraty of
Columbia dealt with my work by remarking, inscrutably,
that I "represent the New Left's Left. " 282 David Donald
delivered himself of a similarly genteel polemic, 281 and Irwin
Unger found his "blood pressure" rising as he reviewed the
book. 284 Finally, a Columbia activist even found a review of
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a book about fourteenth-century Europe an appropriate
place for an attack on the ''intolerable self-righteousness'' of
the New Left. 285
Organizationally, we find the American Historical Association conducting itself in accord with pluralist practice:
when it appeared that the membership might, for the first
time in years, attempt actively to involve itself in the affairs
of the organization, the Council proposed to change the
constitution with measures which would centralize power in
the Council and lessen the possibility for meaningful debate
by doing away with the last institution within the organization which even remotely resembled a town meeting. All of
this was done, with traditional pluralist irony, in the name of
making the organization more responsive to ''the will of the
membership. "m
In the 'sixties, presidential addresses of the AHA and the
Organization of American Historians remained activist and
political, and, as in the past, reflected a very narrow range of
politics and activism. Samuel Flagg Bemis' "American
Foreign Policy and the Blessings of Liberty" 28 ' and John K.
Fairbank's" Assignment for the 'Seventies" 2 R" continued to
wage Cold War, the former more ostentatiously than the
latter, but both in agreement in opposing revolutions and in
denying the possibility of an American imperialism. Fairbank was ethnocentric and condescending in his approach to
"our China problem." Aggression came from China, not
from the United States. The war in Vietnam was a "disaster," but "inadvertent," brought about by "an excess of
righteousness and disinterested benevolence." It was our
"crown of thorns" -not Vietnam's. m
In his "Mythmakers of American History," Thomas
Bailey told the OAH that the "Robber Barons" were instead
industrial statesmen, and the Cold-War revisionists were
"the self-flagellation school," He incited to riot with the
following words from another era: "The luckless African-
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Americans ~hile in slavery were essentially in jail; and we
w<_luld certamly not write the story of a nation in terms of its
pns~n population." All of these remarks were presented as
commg forth from one who was himself above the battle one
who ~oul~ fret oyer ':?~~sentitis" and condemn histo;ians
f~r be~ng hystenans. Sometimes," the noted diplomatic
histonan
remarked,
"historians
d egenera te
. .
into
po Iemicists." 290
Finally, to return at .the end to history itself, let us note a
few exam~les ~f the histo~y ~roduced in the late 'sixties by
n~n-Le~t histor~ans. Here Is Richard Wade, in the course of a
di.~cussiOn of m.netee.nth ~~ntury New york reformer Jacob
Rns, surrendenng his cntical sense in the face of M
d' t'
f
ayor
Dale ,
Y s pre IC IOn o an imminent end to slums. 29! Daley,
W~d~ tells us, belon?s right up there among the great men of
Ilhn01s, along With Abraham Lincoln and Adl ·
Ste;~nson: 292 Here is Henry Steele Commager' contrastin~
the creat~ve and constructive character" ofthe revolution
of 17:6 ,~Ith the. "negative and destructive character" of
today s . re;,oiutiOnary fervor." Those who made the first
RevolutiOn broke up an Empire, to be sure," but
W~at is more important is what they put in the place of that
which t?~Y overthrew or destroyed. They were not blinded
by hostiht~ to the old system, or by personal enmity toward
the Establishment; they kne~ what they were about; they
h~d a program, and they earned it out, item by item to a
tnumphant conclusion.
'

They eve~," wor ke.d t?r~ugh political channels for realizable
end
s .. · · · . All this IS m sharp contrast with today's revol~tio~anes who are without a program and idiosyncratic in
motivation.293
This sort o f po 1·Itlca
· 1 harangue IS
· makmg
. its way into the
~xtbooks. ~hus Os~ar Handlin has translated Freedom
ouse doctnne on VIetnam directly into his History of the
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United States. 294 Handlin, a "Professor for Humphrey ," 295
uncritically defends American policy in Vietnam -where
Ho Chi Minh was "reckless about the cost in lives" -and
places that defense in the context of an overall justification
of recent American foreign policy:
For more than a decade, disruptive new forces touched off a
succession of incidents that kept the world on the verge of
war. Latin America, Asia and Africa seethed with unrest. In
those vast areas, nationalism and social revolution kept
disturbing existing conditions and readily spread across
established boundary lines. Through the difficult years after
1960, the United States pursued a tortuous course, struggling
to avoid war yet determined to honor its commitments to
freedom. 29 "

The unasked question here, as in other pluralist_analyse_s, is,
just what is disruptive? The rebellion of the Latm Amencan,
Asian, and African, or the conditions of their daily lives?
Why are existing conditions and established boundary lines
thought of as good? Is rebellion disruptive, or the conditions
which lead to it?
In conclusion, for a glimpse of a synthesis of America in
the 'sixties as seen through the lens of consensus, we may
turn to the sixth edition of Morison and Commager's Growth
of the American Republic. 297 The last chapter, written b_Y
Columbia faculty activist William E. Leuchtenburg, 298 ts
entitled "The Great Society at War." On Vietnam, he is
critical of Johnson, but critical because the President's
policy was not "prudent." "Month by month," writes
Leuchtenburg, "the war reeled farther out of control." It
was not as if anyone was making bad decisions; apparently,
just as Niebuhr and Schlesinger had argued many years
before, things, not people, were in controL Nonetheless, the
war was finally slowed by an anti-war movement. Where did
this movement originate? Apparently it started in the U.S.

Senate in 1965, where "hawks" were opposed to
""d
''299 s
ov~~.~nators Wayne Morse and Ernest Gruening
we:e doves ; later they were joined by other senators,
mamly_ Democrats. Leuchtenburg gives much attention to
the attitudes and activities of the war's "critics " "
_
' named
oppo
ne n t s, " "d oves. " Who were they? The only people
are some
Senators, Richard Goodwin, Harrison Salisbury, David M. Shoup, and James Reston. * 300 Some of us
remember it differently. Some of us remember that there
was, to ~egin with, an extra-parliamentary anti-war moveme~t whtch e~pende_d enormous energy in the attempt to
force the realtssues mto the vacuous bipartisan politics of
the day. Som~ of us remember that William Fulbright voted
for the Tonkm Bay Resolution when others knew better.
Some of _us remember the courage with which Robert
Kennedy mvested his charisma in the anti-war movement
oh so_ early, so alone. Some of us remember marches 0 ~
Washm~ton, the Assembly of Unrepresented People, the
I~ternattonal Days of_Protest, sit-ins, arrests, firings. 301 But
either our memory ts false, or this is really 1984. For
Leuc~ten?ur~, the first and only partial mention of such
extra-msti_tutwna1 struggles comes ({/ter a description of the
doves agamst the hawks. A.fter "the administration ignored
the counsel ~f op~o~~nts of its Vietnam policy, its critics
escalated their ~ctlvities too, from 'teach-ins' on campuses
and det?onstrattons at which draft cards were burned to
more VIolent confrontations with authority." 302 At first it
was doves against hawks, with responsible men leading the
peace movement, and then the irresponsibles took over.
. If the :esponsibles have Leuchtenburg's blessing, the
Irresponsibles do not. Anti-war leaders began to insist that

l!-S.
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what Leuchtenburg calls ''riots" were legitimate. John
Gardner is quoted on "the rage to demolish." And th~re
were other riots. The assassination of Martin Luther Kmg
set off" race riots" across the country. "Race riots": that is
what Leuchtenburg calls it when the army, the national
guard, and the police are at war with black people. But t~e
army, the national guard, the police play a ~ery sm~ll role m
Leuchtenburg's history. He tells us that the residents of
Resurrection City were routed with tear gas, and, the caJ?P
was demolished." Who did this? Leuchtenburg s passive
sky
voice leaves us with a vision of tear gas falling from the 303
like rain; once again, things were in control, not men.
Thus violence was on the upsurge in America: there were
assassinations and bombings, a rising crime rate, slaughter
on television, "coercion by students at Columbia and ot~er
universities," and "lobbying by the National Rifle3 Assoc~a
4
tion against effective gun control legislation.': ~ Aga_m,
there is the equation of Left and Right, the pohtics w~1~h
says that there is really no difference between a college s1t-m
and the bombing of a Birmingham church.
In 1968 Senator Eugene McCarthy's "Children's
Crusade" "demonstrated that the political process was
remarkably responsive to the popular will." But to Chic~go
there also came "itinerant revolutionists bent on provokmg
a violent confrontation." Their visit seems wholly irrational,
since says Leuchtenburg, ''In most respects the convention
was exceptionally democratic .... "Of course, some o,~ the
followers of McCarthy, McGovern, and Kennedy believed" that "the will of the people had been flouted" when
Humphrey was nominated, but in Leuchtenburg's boo~,
that is only a "belief." Meanwhile, out in the streets, this
"exceptionally democratic" convention was being "J?arred" by demonstrators, "a number of whom were deliberately provocative." Some of Daley's police used their clubs

"indiscriminately." Like the war in Vietnam, they were
"out of control." 101
* * * * *
Leuchtenburg's students just don't believe him any more.
Nor do they believe Professors Commager, Nevins, Boorstin, Schlesinger, Handlin, or Morison. It is the Left which
has spoken to them of real issues, of pain and suffering, and
of a better world which has not been seen before. The
politics which mainstream historians have admired are
unreal and unprincipled; their history has aimed further to
insulate those politics from reality. But the Left will continue
to present t~e. r~al alternatives, the alternatives which
e~pose the tnvmhty of America's politics of pragmatism.
F1re us, expel us, jail us, we will not go away. We exist, and
p~ople like us have existed throughout history, and we will
simply not allow you the luxury of continuing to call
yourselves politically neutral while you exclude all of this
from y~u.r ~istory. You cannot lecture us on civility while
you legihrmze barbarity. You cannot fire us for activism
without having your own activism exposed. You cannot call
apologetics "ex~ellence" without expecting the most rigorous and aggressive of scholarly replies.
We were at the Democratic Convention, and at the steps
of the Pentagon, and we will not go away. We are even in the
~hor~ham and the Sheraton Park.* And we are in the
hbranes, writing history, trying to cure it of your partisan
and sel!-congratulatory fictions, trying to come a little closer
to findmg out how things actually were.

1
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For, an e~rlier_ period, consider the circumstances of Charles A.
Be~~d sHr~stgn_atton from Columbia: Richard Hofstadter, The Prof?res5tve . 1stonans: T~rner, Be_ar~. Purrington (New York, 1968),
286-288, New York Tunes, edttonal ("Columbia's Deliverance"),
October_ 10, 1917, ~0. For the_ experience of Scott Nearing, a Socialist
econ~mtst, see l!ght?er Wttmer, The Nearing Case (New York,
1915), James Wemstem, The Corporate Ideal in the Liberal State·
1900-1918 (Boston, 1968), 129, 244.
·
7. LXXIV (December 1968), 531-533.
8. Due to the d_epa~ure of Staughton Lynd from Yale and of myself
from the Umverstty of Chicago.
9. For Lynd's co_nfl~~ts with Yale and with the other institutions noted
below, _see h_ts Academic Freedom: Your Story and Mine,"
Columbw Umversity Forum, X (Fall 1967), 23-28 (cf. Edmund S.
Morg~~. ~n_d C. Vann_ Woodward, "Academic Freedom: Whose
Story., lhi~.,XI.[.Spnng 19681, 42-43; reply by Lynd,ihid., 50-51);
(Jesse Lemtsch), No Work for Lynd" and "Draft Statement of
NUC Defence Committee," New University Conference
N~»:slette:, M~y 24, 1968; New York Times, July 18, 1967; Chicaw>
Ilhm (Um":erstty of Illinois, Chicago), July 31, 1967; Roosevelt
Torch, Apnl 22: ~9, ~ay 6, 13, 1968; Mary O'Connell, "Maguire
Vetoes Lynd Ht~ng, Loyola News (Chicago), May 10, 1968; fact
sheets of Commtttee for Academic Freedom in Illinois and correspo~den~e among the Committee, the American Association of
Umverstty Professors, and Staughton Lynd, 1967-69 (in possession
of the author).
10. William Hardy McNeill, in conversation with the author, Chicago,
D~cemb~r 16, 1966. For some of the factors in my non-renewal-tnclu_dmg both my scholarship and my participation in a 1966 sit-in
prot~stmg t_~e sending of class rank to Selective Service -see Jesse
Lemtsch,
Some Re~arks on the Lemisch Case," Chicaf?o
~a roan, May 19, 19_67;ldem, let~e~to the editor, ibid., November 3,
967. _For a suggestio~ of McNetll sown capacity for partisanship,
see hts The Greek Dilemma: War and Aftermath (Philadelphia
~ii)[. (Cf. review by L.S. Stavrianos, American Historical Rn·iew'
Th
October 194?], 143-144; Gabriel Kolko, The Politics of War.:
e World and Umted States Foreif?n Policy, 1943-/945 [New York,
1
;:81;) ~ee also F~ank Smothers, William Hardy McNeill, Elizabeth
C rbtshtre McNetll, Report on the Greeks: Findin[?s of a Twentieth
entury Fund Team Which Surveyed Conditions in Greece in 1947
(N ew York, 1948).
For the convictions and scholarship of Daniel J. Boors tin, Richard

NOTES
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I. Merle Curti chaired the session; the other panelists were John
Braeman, William Appleman Williams, and Lawrence R. Veysey.
Unger's paper was published as "The 'New Left' and American
History: Some Recent Trends in United States Historiography,"
American Historical Review, LXXII {July 1967), 1237-1263.
2. Ibid., 1261, 1259, 1244n., 1'!42, 1249, 1246. See, for instance,
Unger's summary of New Left interpretations of American foreign
policy: "Free trade, foreign investment, Point Four aid-all,
presumably, have been tools of American hegemony" (1248; see
also 1249).
3. Ibid., 1249, 1253.
4. Ibid., 1249, 1253, 1252, 1263.
5. Ibid., 1262, 1243.
6. Consider the academic careers -or, more precisely, the lack of
academic careers -of such historians as PhilipS. Foner and Herbert
Aptheker. (It should be noted that Aptheker's appointment as
visiting lecturer in the Black Studies programme at Bryn Mawr
College in 1969-70 came about as a result of student initiative.
Aptheker has told the author that in the twenty-four years preceding
he actively sought employment at approximately fifty institutions
without success.) For a discussion of academic repression in the
period after World War II, see below. For the early 'forties, consider
especially the Rapp-Coudert investigations in New York City
(1940-41) which led to the firing, suspension, or resignation under
pressure of approximately fifty faculty members employed by the
Board of Higher Education, including historians Philip S. Foner,
Jack Foner, Herbert Morais, and Irving Mark. See Lawrence H.
Chamberlain, Loyalty and Legislative Action: A Survey of Activity
by the New York State Legislature, 1919-1949 (Ithaca, 1951), 68-186;
Robert W. Iversen, The Communists and the Schools (New York,
1959), 208-223. Morris Schappes, who was in the English Department at City College at the time, was convicted ofpeijury and served
thirteen and one half months in jail. (See Louis Lerman, ed., Morris
U. Schappes: Letters from the Tombs [New York, 1941]. I am
indebted to Schappes and to Philip S. Foner for information
concerning Rapp-Coudert.)
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Wade, and Arthur Mann of the History Department at the University
of Chicago, see below.
11. Consider, for instance, the political difficulties of Eugene D.
Genovese at Rutgers, before his appointment at Rochester, and at
other institutions which made preliminary approaches to him but did
not follow through with offers of employment. Or consider the fact
that when the ChicaRo Tribune carried an account of a paper which
Christopher Lasch presented at the Socialist Scholars' Conference
in September 1968 on the role of socialist intellectuals, Northwestern
University's president saw fit to make inquiries of Lasch's chairman, and the chairman thought it entirely appropriate that he do so:
telephone conversation between Richard Leopold and the author,
November 5, 1968. (Lasch and Genovese are somewhat special
cases in that, despite Unger's label, they do not choose to identify
with the New Left and they are in some ways hostile to student
activism and in disagreement with the New Left's anti-
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16. This is of course a historiographical question of limited importance,
since the primary question must be whether the history itself is
sound, regardless of the historian's motivations. But the contention
is so nearly an article of faith and has been so largely
unchallenged -with the exception of some of the items listed in my
acknowledgments, above, and a few other instances cited below-that it requires consideration in itself. And such consideration
inevitably involves us, to some degree, in an evaluation of the
content and validity of the history.
17. For a summary and discussion of works by Gar Alperovitz, David
Horowitz, D.F. Fleming, William Appleman Williams, and others,
see Christopher Lasch," The Cold War, Revisited and Revisioned."
New York Times Maga::tne, January 14, 1968, 26 ff.; see also Kolko.
Politics 1~( War, and idem, The Roots 1~( American Foreign Policy:
An Analysis of Po~t·er and Purpose (Boston. 1969).
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29. Harvard Crimson, June 17, 1952, M-9.
30. New York Times, June 22, 1949, 34.
31. This is only a small fraction of the institutions involved. See many
footnotes throughout this paper. There is not space here for
adequate citation, but a general account can be found in the Annual
Reports of the ACLU, and in such sources as Harvard Crimson,
June 17, 1952; U.S. News & World Report, July 31, 1953.
32. Harvard Crimson, June 17, 1952, M-9; Thomas I. Emerson and
David Haber, eds., Political and Civil Rights in the United States: A
Collection ofLegal and Related Materials (Buffalo, 1952), 834-836.
33. New York Times, January 26, 1953.
34. Harvard Crimson, November 10, 1953.
35. New York Times, June 22, 1949, 34; ibid., February 18, 1952.
36. Harsha, "Broyles Commission," 100, 97, 96. Hutchins indicated
that he did indeed oppose the employment of those who were
"engaged in subversive activities" (103).
37. New York Times, March 31, 1953, 1, 12, 13. Perhaps more basic than
the issue of the Fifth Amendment was the fact that there is no Fifth
Amendment intramural/y. According to the AAU statement, the
professor "owes his colleagues ... complete candor. ... " The
American Association of University Professors concurred:
The professor who elects to answer his institution's questions may run
the risk of losing the protection of the Fifth Amendment, if he has
previously invoked the privilege against self-incrimination in refusing to
answer similar questions put to him by a government agency. But this
consideration should yield to the institution's interest in knowing the
facts. Under these circumstances the institution ought to be willing to
accept an offer by the professor to answer privately and off the record, or
to recognize that such an offer is in itself some evidence of candor and
sincerity on the part of the teacher.

Conversely, the professor not making such an offer" must accept the
burden of explaining his refusal." If he were attempting" to conceal
derogatory information, his silence may reflect unfavourably upon
him." On the other hand, if his refusal were based on "honest
adherence to principle," although "his silence should not, in itself,
be viewed as discreditable," the professor who' 'persists in silence"
should remember that his silence might leave unchallenged evidence
questioning his "professional fitness." See Robert K. Carr,
"Academic Freedom, the American Association of University
Professors, and the United States Supreme Court," AA UP Bulletin,
XLV (March 1959), 8-10.
38. New York Times, March31, 1953,12.
39. For a classic statement of the position that "the enterprise of higher

40.
41.
42.
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education is essentially aristocratic," see Howard Mumford Jones,
"The American Concept of Academic Freedom," AAUP Bulletin,
XLVI (March 1960), 70-71.
See New York Times, March 21, 1958.
See accounts of Lloyd Barenblatt, H. Chandler Davis, and Paul
Rosenkrantz in Committee of First Amendment Defendants, Behind
Bars for the First Amendment (New York, [1960]).
For the Barenblatt decision, see New York Times, June 9, 1959;
Ralph F. Fuchs, "The Barenblatt Decision of the Supreme Court
and the Academic Profession," AAUP Bulletin, XLV (September
1959), 333-338.
For the attempt to murder Professor Tom Parkinson which resulted
in the death of graduate student Stephen Mann Thomas, see David
Wesley, Hate Groups and the Un-American Activities Committee
(New York, 1962), 3-4.
Joseph P. Lyford, "Social Science Teachers and the 'Difficult
Years'," AAUP Bulletin, XLIII (December 1957), 636-645.
See above, note 26.
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46. America, Russia, and the Cold War, 1945-1966 (New York, 1967),
40.
47. The Irony of American History (New York, 1962 [1st ed., 1952]), 16,
6, 13.
48. •Quoted in Aptheker, Laureates, 86. My account has been influenced
by Aptheker's essay on Niebuhr and other "New Conservatives"
(ibid., 78-93) and his essay on Schlesinger in Era of McCarthyism,
115-129.
49. Niebuhr, Irony, 159, 108, 75, 88, 89, 67.
50. Ibid., 89.
51. Schlesinger, Vital Center, 240; idem, The Politics of Hope (Boston,
1963), 73.
52. Vital Center, 40-41.
53. Ibid., 254. For a qualification, see ibid., 55: " ... most basic
problems are insoluble."
54. See, for example, ibid., 10; Politics of Hope, 70.
55. Vital Center, 10. Power modified Schlesinger's ideology a bit;
perhaps he realized that an unqualified pessimism made the politics
which became his primary occupation seem pointless. As an adviser
to President Kennedy, he looked back at the "forgotten nightmare"
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of the Eisenhower era. Rejecting the complaint of the 'fifties-presumably including his own- "that our capacity for progress is
extinct," he complained instead that not enough progress had been
made. Still, it would not do to overdo this optimism: even what
Schlesinger called "the Party of Hope" had "no belief that mortal
men can attain Utopia, no faith that fundamental problems have final
solutions" (Politics of Hope, xi).
Ibid., 47, 125; Vital Center, ix. See also the discussion below of
Schlesinger's essay on the causes of the Civil War.
For example, Politics ofH ope, 124; Vital Center, 147; cf. Niebuhr,
Irony, ix.
Ibid., 17, 29; emphasis added.
Vital Center, 39.
Ibid., xxiii, 7, 39, 57, 40, 165, 45.
For some of the experimental work upon which I base my conclusions, see Stanley Milgram's experiments on obedience and authority cited in Jesse Jemisch, "Listening to the 'Inarticulate': William
Widger's Dream and the Loyalties of American Revolutionary
Seamen in British Prisons," Journal of Social History, Ill (Fall,
1969), note 10. For a discussion of work by Milgram, Stanley
Schachter and J .E. Singer, and other psychologists, and the implications of that work for theories of human nature and behaviour, see
Naomi Weisstein, "Woman as Nigger," Psycholo~?y Today, October 1969, 22, 58. (It should be noted that Milgram did not test
subjects for political orientation.)
Niebuhr, Irony, 45, 29, 57.
Schlesinger, Vital Center, 2, xiv.
Reprinted in idem, Politics of Hope, 92.
Niebuhr, Irony, 14, 102, 103.
Ibid., 101; see also 31.
See ibid., 100.
John Kenneth Galbraith, American Capitalism: The Concept of
Countervailing Power (Boston, 1952).
See works by David Truman, Talcott Parsons, Nelson Pols by,
Robert Dahl, Daniel Bell, IYavid Riesman, Seymour Martin Lipset,
and others.
Daniel Bell, "Passion and Politics in America," Encounter, VI
(January 1956), 61.
Those who adhered to the ideology did not, in every case, adopt it in
its totality. Niebuhr, for instance, dismissed the idea of managing
human affairs through social science as "the speculations of our wise
men" (Irony, 18; see also 80).
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Bell, "Passion and Politics," 61, 54.
Schlesinger, Vital Center, 104.
See New York Times, May 14. 1968.
See numerous CBS television programs in the late 'sixties.
For excellent analyses, see Paul Breines and Peter Wiley, Would
You Believe ... ? An Introductory Critique of The True Be/in·er;
and Eric Ht~f(er and Cold War Ideology (Madison, Wisconsin [n.d. J).
Tocqueville was widely admired, assigned, printed and re-printed,
and abundantly quoted. Invoking Tocqueville -or sometimes Henry
Adams -was in the 'fifties a way in which liberals could sanctify
their own essentially conservative thought without having to identify
themselves with Burke; nonetheless, many seemed not to mind such
identification (see, for instance, Niebuhr, Irony, 89; Schlesinger,
Vital Center, 240; idem, Politics of Hope, 73).
Roche, "We've Never Had More Freedom," January 23, 1956, 12.
Fiedler, End to Innocence, 87, 57, 81, 76.
See Clifton Brock, Americans ji1r Democratic Action: Its Role in
National Politics (Washington, D.C., 1962).
See Lasch, "Cultural Cold War." The National Association of
Manufacturers also adopted the ideology. "Watch Out for Big
Talk!" a comic book published in 1950 by the N.A.M.'s United
Business Committee and addressed to workers, warned of the
dangers of the radical's" 'Big Plan' Malarkey."
For unrepentant responses to the CIA revelations, see comments by
Daniel Bell, Sidney Hook, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr .. and others in
"Liberal Anti-Communism Revisited: A Symposium,"
Commentary, September 1967. 31-79 (but cf. the response of
Richard Rovere, ibid., 67-68). On the question of conspiracy, the
later reaction of Irving Kristol, who was editor of Encounter. is
especially interesting. During his editorship, Kristollater recalled,
Rumours there were, but they were not particularly credible. Most of
these rumours issued from sources -Left·wing, anti-American, or
both -that would have been happy to circulate them. true or not, and one
discounted them in advance. [Irving Kristol, "Memoirs of a 'Cold
Warrior'," New York Times Magazine. February II, 1968, 25.]

In other words. any evidence of conspiracy was false because its
source was tainted. This is a suggestion of how the end of ideologists
handled evidence.
83. See Rogin, McCarthy, 84-103; quotations at 100, 99, 84.
84. Ibid., 136-247; see also 261-262 for a general summary of the
differences in electoral support between McCarthy and agrarian
radicalism. Rogin alludes, of course, to Daniel Bell, ed., The New
American RiRht (New York, 19551republished as The Radical Right:
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"The New American Right" Expanded and Updated (New York,
1%4)]).
For earlier studies of the bases of McCarthy's support offering
results generally similar to Rogin' s and criticizing Bell et. a/., see
Martin Trow, "Small Businessmen, Political Tolerance, and Support for McCarthy," American Journal of Sociology, LXIV
(Nqvember 1958), 270-281; Nelson W. Pols by, "Towards an Explanation of McCarthyism," Political Studies, VIII (October 1%0),
250-271.
Rogin, McCarthy, 221, 222, 225, 103, 248.
Ibid., 253, 254. Rogin suggests a liberal role but does not put it so
strongly as I have here, 256.
Ibid., 278, 279, 282.
Michael Rogin, "Wallace and the Middle Class: The White Backlash
in Wisconsin," Public Opinion Quarterly, .XXX (Spring 1966),
98-108 (quotation at 100).
J. David Valaik, "Catholics, Neutrality, and the Spanish Embargo,
1937-1939," Journal of American History, LIV (June 1%7), 73-85.
See Sidney Verba, et. a/., "Public Opinion and the War in
Vietnam," American Political Science Review, LXI (June 1%7),
318.
Ibid., 320. For a bizarre misreading by a pluralist journal which
concludes from the same data that pressure from below for escalation was increasing, see "Current Reading" (apparently written by
Irving Kristol or Daniel Bell), The Public Interest, number II (Spring
1968), 89.
New York Times, March 17, 1966; quoted in Verbaet. a/., "Public
Opinion and Vietnam," 322.
Many other instances which do not fit the pluralists' portrayal of
popular conservatism could be cited, for example: the Dearborn,
Michigan anti-war referendum of 1966; the California right-to-work
referendum of 1958; the responsible conduct of the Chicago electorate on referenda (Theodore J. Lowi, "Machine Politics -Old and
New," The Public Interest, number 9 [Fall 1%7], 91-92); the 1962
"anti-subversive" Francis Amendment in California (see Rogin,
"Wallace," 106n.)
Martin Trow, "Small Businessmen," 270, describes the essays in
The New American Right as "based on almost no empirical evidence
at all, at least so far as their efforts to explain the popular support of
these [conservative l movements are concerned." Pols by, "Towards
an Explanation of McCarthyism," 254-256, offers similar criticisms.
Irving Kristol, "Historians and the Idea of Democracy," paper
delivered at 1%9 meeting of Organization of American Historians.

%. Rogin concludes that pluralism "may best be judged" as a venture
into conservative theory rather than "as the product of science"
(McCarthy, 282).
97. Bell, "P.assion and Politics," 61.
98. Kristol, .. Historians and the Idea of Democracy," 26.
99. Reprinted in Schlesinger, Politics o.f"Hope, 5, 9, 18, 19.
100. Niebuhr, Irony, 163, 166, 164.
101. Ibid., 112, 113, 115. LaFeber, America, Russia, and the Cold War,
133.
102. C. Wright Mills, "On the New Left," Studies on the Left, II (1%1),
number I, 64-65.
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103. United States, House of Representatives, Committee on UnAmerican Activities, 83rd Cong., 1st Sess., Communist Methods of
Infiltration (Education), Part I, 47, 53, 56. Boors tin had previously
testified in executive session, apparently during the summer of 1951
(see ibid., s 1), and I have been unable to locate any record of that
testimony.
104. Ibid., 59, 60, 49. Boorstin has acknowledged membership in the
Party "for a period of something less than a year. .. That is about 14
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episode in my life .... " (49).
105. /hid., 51.
106. Through the Hillel Foundation at the University of Chicago (ibid.,
51).
107. Ibid., 52.
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gathering of American History teachers at Stanford in August of 1951
and to the Society of American Archivists at Dearborn, Michigan,
September 14, 1953 (see ibid., 7; Edward N. Saveth, "What
Historians Teach about Business," Fortune, April 1952, 118; Allan
Nevins, "New Lamps for Old in History," American Archi1·ist,
XVII [January 1954]. 3-12 [from which Nevins adapted his Saturday
Rn·iew article]). For a warning against "overcorrection," see
Fortune, September 1951, 83.
Ill. Nevins, "Should American History be Rewritten?" 47-49.
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112. Debating with Nevins, Matthew Josephson saw a touch of 1984 in
Nevins' arguments and asked, "Will the New History of this country
[like that of Germany and the Soviet Union], too, be rewritten as
crude propaganda for the party in power?" He saw in Nevins'
history a "big-business version of the American Century," and he
thought Nevins' call to rewrite history "ill timed" when anticommunism was making it all the more difficult to talk about possible
flaws in the American past. (!hid., 10, 46).
113. American Historical Review, LVI (January 1951 ), 261-275; reprinted
with a few changes in Samuel Eliot Morison, By Land and By Sea
(New York, 1953), 346-359. (Citations below are to version in
American Historical Review.)
114. /hid., 265-270. For a claim that Morison misrepresented Beard, see
Howard K. Beale, "The Professional Historian: His Theory and His
Practice," Pacific Historical Revint·, XXII (August 1953), 251.
115. Morison, "Faith," 266-273. By December of 1968, Morison had
apparently forgotten his earlier admonition when he complained that
"most history textbooks are smooth as grease. They avoid the
conflicts and disorders that have taken place in our past." In the
same interview, Morison told the New York Times (December 16,
1968), "We should regard the black people as potential good citizens
and make a place for them in the power structure." (The racism of
earlier editions of the Morison and Commager textbook, The Growth
of the American Republic, is notorious. For examples, see a
pamphlet published by black students at New York's City College in
1950 and reprinted by·Queens College Committee on Democracy in
Education; Leo Field, "Morison and Commager vs. Negro History," Ne1r Foundations, IV (November 1950), 10-12.
116. But for some sensible criticisms, see Beale, "Professional Historian," 251-252. Another call for what might be called an "applied
history" echoed Morison's. Aiming not so much at the red menace
as at Harry Truman, Saveth, "What Historians Teach about
Business," urged a "conservative synthesis" in order "to challenge
the Fair Deal influence in historical writing, and at the polls as well"
(174).
117. Oscar Handlin, Arthur Meier Schlesinger. Samuel Eliot Morison.
Frede1ick Merk, Arthur Meier Schlesinger, Jr., Paul Herman Buck,
llarl"llrd Guide to American Historv (Cambridge, 1955), 12. (For the
authorship of individual sections, see ix).
118. Not considered here. although of great importance, are innumerable
ways in which the Harl"(lrd Guide is a political document. Consider,
for example, the blatant political bias in the selection of I) magazines
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119.
120.
121.
122.

123.
124.

125.

and newspapers as "historical sources" for the recent period
(172-173, 177 and 2) "opportunities for research"; consider especially exclusions from the list (37).
Ibid., 12.
ibid., 49. Morison's remarks here are derived from his'' History as a
Literary Art: An Appeal to Young Historians," Old South Association, Leaflet, Series II, no. 1 (Boston, [1946?]).
Harvey Breit, "Talk with Mr. Schlesinger," New York Times Book
Review, September 18, 1949, 19.
Arthur Mann, "The Progressive Tradition" in John Higham, ed.,
The Reconstruction ofAmerican History (New York, 1962), 174. To
the writer these remarks convey a special irony, since Mann was on
the committee which reached the decision to dismiss me from the
University of Chicago because my "convictions" allegedly interfered with my scholarship.
Conyers, Read, "The Social Responsibilities of the Historian,"
American Historical Review, LV (January 1950), 275, 281-284.
See Beale, "Professional Historian," 254. For an acknowledgment
that historians had "relaxed their skepticism," together with a
denial, in apparent response to Read, that historians "have been
enlisted, like physicists, in the cold war," see Arthur M.
Schlesinger, Jr.,Politics of Hope, 52. Schlesinger continues, "there
has been neither the effort to do this on the part of government nor
the desire on the part of the profession" (ibid.).
Higham, "Beyond Consensus," 609,616,619-625. It goes without
saying that Higham was not responsible for the renovation; for an
instance of hostility toward him on the part of a leading consensus
historian, see Oscar Handlin, "Communication," Mississippi Valley
Historical Review, XLIX (September 1962), 408.
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126. The following glimpse into the writing of history is only that; it is far
from a complete survey of all the history written since World War II.
But I believe that it is more than merely impressionistic. It covers a
wide range chronologically and topically, and it deals with authors
who will generally be conceded to be among what one of them once
called the "pacesetters" of the profession. This does not mean that it
was the only kind of history being written at the time. But unless -in
the style of the 'fifties-we refuse to acknowledge the possibility of
generalizing, I believe that it will be conceded that what follows
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130
represents the dominant trend in the writing of American history in
the period.
127. Daniel J. Boorstin, The Americans: The Colonial Experience (New
York, 1968), 1. My reading of Boorstin has been influenced by
remarks on Boorstin and other consensus historians in John
Higham's two landmark articles, "The Cult of the •American
Consensus,'" and "Beyond Consensus."
In this and the subsequent volume of The Americans (The
National Experience [New York, 1965]) Boorstin acknowledges the
support given him by the Relm Foundation. This organization has
also supported the Hoover Institution on War, Revolution, and
Peace, the Georgetown Centre for Strategic Studies, Gerhard
Niemeyer and Robert Strausz-Hupe. For more on the Foundation
and the anti- communist crusades of its director, see Judith Coburn,
"I Wonder Who's Kissinger Now?" Mayday, December 20-27,
1968, 4.
128. Boorstin, Americans: Colonial Experience, 29. Boorstin felt that
Perry Miller often took the Puritan distinctions "more seriously and
more precisely" than did the Puritans themselves (380). Although
Miller may be vulnerable to the claim that he allowed the theology of
an elite to stand for the thought of the many, this is not what Boorstin
meant. Puritan orthodoxy, Boors tin said, had a "peculiar character"; the Puritans were "less interested in theology itself, than in the
application of theology to everyday life"(5). Boorstin's evidence
was often unpersuasive: he might describe Puritan sermons as a form
ofentertainment(14), a way of'' passing the time'' (3) in an era before
television and movies(14), but we have no more evidence of this than
we have evidence that the Pope reads his beads for kicks. That the
Puritans saw biblical parallels for even the most trivial of everyday
events (19) seems more nearly evidence that they were deeply
theological than that, as Boorstin seems to contend, the end of
ideology was Puritan dogma.
129. Ibid., 9.
130. Ibid., 35-37.
131. ibid., 68, 67, 34, 63, 47; for an alternative view, see several essays in
Frederick B. Tolles, Quakers and the Atlantic Culture (New York,
1960), especially "The Culture of Early Pennsylvania," 114-131.
132. Boorstin, Americans: Colonial Experience, 58, 54, 55.
133. Ibid., 96, 80, 88, 71. Cf. Daniel J. Boorstin, The Image of What
Happened to the American Dream (Harmondsworth, England,
1963), where the term ••extravagant expectations'' is used to express
essentially Burkean ideals.
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135.
136.
137.
138.
139.

Relat~d

themes t? be ~ound in Americans: Colonial Experience are
;\mencan except10nahsm and superiority and the implacable hostilIty of the enemy -in this instance, the Indian. Also, the evils of
cosmopolitanism: Boorstin quotes Jefferson likening the• Quakers to
~he Jews or the Jesuits, while himself calling these utopian
Ideologues "a kind of international conspiracy." (64).
Idem, The Americans: National Experience, 399.
American Political Science Review, XLV (December 1951),
1086-1099.
Ibid., 1096,1086, 1098, 1095, 1099, 1089.
Ibid., 1086, 1097.
~ore recently, w~ting of the making of the Pennsylvania ConstitutiOn of 177~. ~avid Hawk.e has paid his respects directly to Hoffer.
That constitutiOn, reflectmg the thought which John Adams found
"too democratical" in Paine's Common Sense, was put over by "a
sm~ll band .of men," says Hawke in In the Midst of a Revolution
(Philadelphia, 1961), 13. These men refused to face the fact that
~umans a~~ not very ••malleable'' ( 197) and tried ••to translate theory
mto f~ct (1~0) .. Hawke describes the six key men in this
operati?n -Pa~ne IS one of them -variously as failures, bankrupts,
men with manta) and other family troubles (103-104); one, about
who~ Hawke admits little is known, is thus described as "quietly
teachmg school, not once creating a public stir" and therefore
"slowly accumulating a bitter feeling toward the world around him"!
(105). All six "had reason to be discontent with themselves and with
the way the world had treated them" (103):
Each believed his talents were going to waste, unrecognized by society.
Each detested the present and found happiness only in the future ....
Out of the depths of their frustration and faith in the future emerged their
passwnate attachment to independence. And out of their innocence
developed their common belief that this perfect world would come
quickly, instantly once evil had been crushed. (106)

Hoffer, whose work Hawke tells us is indispensable to an underof the American Revolution, is called in to explain this
bizarre conduct:

s~anding

The craving to change the world [Hawke quotes Hoffer] is perhaps a
reflection of the cravmg to change ourselves. The sick in soul insist that it
~s humanity that is sick, and they are the surgeons to operate on it ( 103).

140. Ne1buhr, Irony, 30.
141. Forrest McDo~ald, The Formation of the American Republic,
1776-1790. (Baltimore, 1965), 235-236. This passage was brought to
my .attentiOn by Staughton Lynd, Class Conflict, Slaven·, and the
Umted States Constitution: Ten Essays (Indianapolis, 1967), 7.
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142. Kenyon, "Where Paine Went Wrong," 1095-1096.
The preceding account of course only scratches the surface .of the
present- mindedness of recent historiography of early Amen.ca. It
should also be noted that the interpretation of mass conduct m the
American Revolution which focuses on manipulation and skilful
propaganda is essentially a conspiracy theory. See the discussion of
Hawke, immediately above, for one such instance; more generally,
see Jesse Lemisch, "The American Revolution Seen From the
Bottom Up" in Bernstein, Towards a New Past, 3-45.
143. Stanley M. Elkins, Slavery: A Problem in American Institutional
and Intellectual Life (New York, 1963 [1st ed., Chicago, 19591). My
perception of the abolitionists in the following discussions of Elkins
and Schlesinger has been influenced by Martin B. Duberman, "The
Abolitionists and Psychology," Journal of Negro History, XL VII
(July 1962), 183-191.
144. Elkins, Sa/very, 158, 157, 141, 146-147.
145. lbid.,\!4!, 147.
146. Ibid., 147-148.
147. Ibid., 161, 150-151, 176.
148. Ibid., 156.
149. Ibid., 151-152.
!50. Ibid., !58, 164, 161. For an illuminating discussion of the meaning of
"guilt" as an abolitionist motive, see Duberman, "Aboli~ionis~s and
Psychology." Duberman notes that "Under the Freudmn microscope, it would be a rare man indeed whose life showed no evidence of
pathological behaviour" (186). "B~t an indivi.dual's. publi.c inv?lvement is never completely explamed by discussmg his pnvate
pathology" (188).
151. Elkins, Slavery, 36.
152. lbid.,l85,188, 188n., 189n. Underlyingtheseanti-radicalattitudesis
the complex of conservative values associated with end of ideology:
a Neibuhrian pessimism about man and his nature, and about social
change, doubts about human perfectibility and equality (see, for
example, 85, 153, 160, 169-170). At bottom, Elkins subs~ri?es ~o
'fifties notions of the intractability of human nature, and It IS this
theme which links his consideration of the abolitionists to his
examination of the social psychology of the salve. The abolitionists,
says Elkins, erroneously "thought that nothing could actually. be
said about the Negro's 'true' nature because that nature was vei~ed
by the institution of slavery. It could only be revealed by teanng
away the veil" (83). Cf. Weisstein, "Woman as Nigger".:
It is obvious that a study of human behaviour requires a study of the soc1al

contexts in which people move, the expectations as to how they will
behave, and the authority that tells them who they are and what they are
supposed to do ...
Except for their genitals, I don't know what immutable differences
exist between men and women. Perhaps there are some other unchangeable differences; probably there are a number of irrelevant differences.
But it is clear that until social expectations for men and women are equal,
until we provide equal respect for both sexes, answers to this question
will simply reflect our prejudices. [58]

153. Partisan Re1·iell' ,, XVI (October 1949), 969-981. Citations below are
to the essay as it appeared in Politics of Hope, 35-47.
154. Ibid., 37-38.
155. Ibid., 38.
156. See Jesse Lemisch, "Who Won the Civil War, Anyway?" The
Nation, AprilS, 1961, 300-302; this article is, in part, derivative from
Schlesinger.
157. Schlesinger, Politics cd Hope, 45, 39.
158. Ibid., 41-42. 46-47; idem, Vital Centre, 254.
159. Idem, Politics ofHope, !05; Vital Centre, 159, 38, 37.
160. Ibid., 77;Politics ofHope, 39, 43.
161. Ibid., 39; Vital Centre, xxii, 65, 98.
162. Politics of Hope, 43; Vital Centre, 10.
163. Pollack, "Fear of Man," 2. (Hobbs-Merrill Reprint)
164. Ibid., 3, 4, 7, 8.
165. Oscar Handlin, "Reconsidering the Populists," Agricultural
History, XXXIX (April 1965), 10, II, 12.
166. Irwin Unger, "Critique of Norman Pollack's 'Fear of Man'," ibid.,
17.
167. While not finding the Populists revolutionary (McCarthy, 186),
Rogin offers much evidence in support of Pollack on the nature of
Populism. Considering the Populist tendency to explain certain
events as conspiracies, Rogin notes that conspiracies did occur and
that the Populists' ''perception of courthouse 'rings' making political
decisions was close to the truth" (172). Rogin notes that Hofstadter
supports the contention that the Populists were jingoists by finding
evidence of jingoism in Populist areas -without noting that his
evidence may be coming from the Populists' opponents (177, 318).
Rogin often finds among the Populists' opponents "apocalyptic,
conspiratorial, and utopian preoccupations" (56; see also 170, 17ln .,
177, 315).
168. Schlesinger, Vital Centre, 44.
169. Allan Nevins, Study in Poll'er: John D. Rockeji,ller, Industrialist and
Philanthropist (2 vols.; New York. 1953).
170. Ibid., I, viii-ix. Cf. Schlesinger, Vital Centre, 44:
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... to save the nation from the "robber barons," would the Doughface
reduce our industrial capacity to the point where it was when the" robber
barons" came on the scene? ... the price we paid [for industrialization],
though perhaps exorbitant, was infintely less in human terms than the
price paid by the people of Russia ....

171. Allan Nevins, John D. Rockefeller, The Heroic Age of American
Enterprise (2 vols.; New York, 1940), II, 721.
172. Nevins, Study in Power, II, 480. Emphasis added.
173. Aptheker, Laureates, 37.
174. Rogin, McCarthy, 292.
175. Allan Nevins, "What Leadership Means in a Democracy," New
York Times Magazine, November 17, 1957, II. For more cold-war
journalism by Nevins, see his "Tyrannies Must Fall " Collier's
October20, 1951, 16ff.
'
'
176. Schlesinger, Politics o.f'Hope, 18.
177. Thomas A. Bailey, The Man in the Street: The Impact ofAmerican
Public Opinion on Foreign Policy (New York, 1948), 13.
178. Henry Steele Commager, "Presidential Power: The Issue
Analyzed," New York Times Magazine, January 14, 1951, 11.
179. /hid., and "Does the President Have Too Much Power?", ibid.,
April 1, 1951, 15 ff.
180. Commager, "Presidential Power," II.
181. Ibid.
182. Idem, "Does the President Have Too Much Power?" 15.
183. /hid., 35, 33.
184. In connection with cold war revisionism of another sort, the New
York Times, December 14, 1951, describes Frances Friedman's An
Outline of American History as ''the outstanding best-seller of the
State Department, with 2,400,000 copies distributed thus far ... Iall
apparently outside of the U.S.]. It was reviewed by Dr. Wood Gray
of George Washington University and the final chapter was rew1itten
by Dr. Richard Hofstadter of Columbia University to adapt it more
closely to the more recent United States aims in Germany." I have
been unable to obtain a copy of this publication.
185. Henry Steele Commager, "Analysis of the American Character,"
New York Times Magazine, January 2, 1949, 5. For some more
recent assertions reflecting the same assumptions, see idem, "The
Ambiguous American," ibid., May 3, 1964, 16 ff("Notwithstanding
the massive denial of equality to the Negro, and to other colored
peoples as well, equality is still the greatest common denominator of
the American character" [ibid., 144]; this is true only because
Commager has chosen a perspective which defines it as true).
186. As an undergraduate in the field at Yale (B.A., 1957), I recall much
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188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.

class time and reading devoted to definition and justification of
"American Studies." My strongest recollection ofthe content which
I was taught in undergraduate seminars relate to American abundance, homogeneity, social mobility, the "culture concept," and-especially in discussion of Ortega y Gas set, the mass media, and
foreign policy -a tremendous condescension in attitudes toward
popular _judgment and democracy. In the summer of 1957, just after
graduation, I recall the astonishment with which I discovered as a
hitch-hiker, that people in one-newspaper towns in the P~cific
Northwest had sufficient intellectual resources to laugh at those
newspapers when they ridiculed public power as "socialistic"; and
my undergraduate education had ill prepared me for both the title and
the substance of an article which I saw in a magazine for sale in a
Cleveland bus station: Harvey Swados, "The Myth of the Happy
Worker," The Nation, August 17, 1957, 65-68.
For some of American Studies' literature of definition see
Tremaine McDowell,American Studies (Minneapolis, 1948); R~bert
H. Walker, American Studies in the United States: A Survey qf'
College Programs (Baton Rouge, 1958); Edward F. Grier, "Programs in American Civilization," Journal ofHigher Education,. XXV
(April1954), 179-190; American Quarterly (21 vols. to date; Spring
1949). Studies need to be done on the financing of American
Studies and, in general on the increased availability of funds for
various projects which, while doubtless valuable, clearly have
poli.tical meaning (for instance, the publication of the papers of
vanous past American political leaders). See also the increased
interest in the place of U.S. history in the college curriculum:" Study
of U.S. History Gains as More Colleges Require It," New York
Times, April 17, 1950, Iff.
David M. Potter, People of Plenty: Economic Abundance and the
American Character (Chicago, 1954), 117-118, 84. For end of
ideology, see 121-122; for a benevolent view of American relations
with Latin America, see 130-131.
Henry Steele Commager, "Analysis of the American Character," 5.
Idem, "The U.S. in 1970-Three Forecasts," New York Times
Magazine, May 17, 1959, 76.
Idem, "Brave Worldofthe Year2000," ibid., November I, 1959,26.
Schlesinger, Vital Centre, 33n. See also above for Schlesinger's
prediction of increasing rigidity in the U.S.S.R.
Ibid., 24.
Ibid., !90.
Commager, "U.S. in 1970," 76; "Brave World," 26, 28, 30, 32.
Allan Nevins, "U.S. in 1970," 25.
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196. Staughton Lynd, "Beyond Beard," in Bernstein. Towards a New
Past, 49.
197. Bell, "Passion and Politics," 59.
,
198. Kenyon, "Where Paine Went.Wrong," 1098.
199. Lemisch, "American Revolutwn from the Bottom Up, 10-15 ..
200. See, for instance, Leonard D. White, The Federalists: A Study tn
A dministratin• History (New York, 1959); idem. The 1(/fersonians:
A Study in Administrati1·e History, /801-1829 (New York, 1951). The
latter concludes:
.... the republicans brought no revolution in administration. They
found a system in full order ... and it was taken over with hardly a ripple
and maintained substantially intact for over a quarter century [546] ...
. . . One circumstance of special importance was the uninterrupted
control of government and the administrative system after 1801 by
gentlemen. The same social class that had set up the new system in 1789
carried it forward .... The basic outlook, predispositions, habits, and
ways of life of men in the public service were unchanged; and the ethical
standards of the civil servants of 1820 were identical with those of 1800.

206.
207.
208.
209.

210.

[548] ...

201. For one amusing item of documentation from a nonpluralist, ~ee
Gabriel Kolko 's quotation of an exchange between Henry Clay Fnck
and Andrew Carnegie on the election of 1892: "I am very sorry for
President Harrison," wrote Frick, "but I cannot see that our
interests are going to be affected one way or the other by th.e change
in administration." Carnegie replied: "Cleveland! Landshde! Well
we have nothing to fear and perhaps it is best. People will now think
the Protected Manfrs. will be attended to and quit agitating.
Cleveland is pretty good fellow. Off for Venice tomorrow" (The
Triumph of Conservatism: A Reinterpretation ofAmerican History,
/900-19/fJ !Chicago, 19671, 62-63).
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212.

213.

214.

VI
202. Andrew Kopkind, "The Future-Planners," New Republic, February 25, 1967; here cited from reprint in American Psychologist.
XXII (November 1967), 1036-1041. Bell subsequently headed a task
force for presidential candidate Hubert Humphrey on "The Future": Village Voice, August I, 1968, 3.
203. ·Quoted in Kopkind, "Future-Planners," 1036.
204. "Liberal Anti-Communism Revisited," 42.
205. New York Times. October 28, 1968, 2; ihid., December 4, 1968, 62.
At the same time, Irving Kristol's publishing firm brought out
Talcott Parsons' collection of essays by Lipset, Bendix, and others,

215.
216.

217.
218.
219.

originating in a Voice of America series. A reviewer in Science called
it a" self-congratulatory celebration," "a hymn of thanksgiving for
America the affluent, and a benediction for a modern society in
which the traditional distinctions between ruler and ruled are
allegedly no more": Talcott Parsons, ed., American Sociology:
Perspectives, Problems, Methods (New York, 1968); reviewed by
Alvin W. Gouldner in Science, 162 (October II, 1968), 247-249.
New York Times, October 26, 1968, 65.
Ibid., May 10, 1969.
Frank Donner, "The Colleges Play Ball," The Nation, August II,
1969, 112.
For some interesting comments on coercive aspects of end of
ideology, see Conor Cruise O'Brien, review of Chaim I. Waxman.
ed., The End of Ideology Debate in New York Times Book RCI·iew,
February 16, 1969, 12.
Chicago Tribune, January 31, 1969, I; February I, 1969, 2;New York
Times, February I. 1969; Chicago Sun-Times, February 16, 1969,
section L., 2; Time, September 5, 1969, 58.
Chicago Today, August 27, 1969.
James Petras, "Berkeley and the New Conservative Backlash,"
New Left Review, number 31 (May-June, 1965), 62. Fora description
of sit-inners at the University of Chicago as "coprophilac," see
statement by Physiology Professor Elwood U. Jensen, February 10,
1969 (mimeographed; distributed by University of Chicago).
Lewis S. Feuer, The Conflict of Generations: The Character and
Significance (~(Student Movements (New York, 1969). See also
Joseph Schwab, College Curriculum and Student Protest (Chicago,
1969).
Ibid., 16; Franklin L. Ford of Harvard, New York Times, April 12,
1968, 18; editorial, ibid., December 27, 1968; Anthropology Professor Milton Singer in speech to sit-in, University of Chicago
Administration Building, May 1966; Chicago Sun-Times, February
16, 1969, section 2, 1-2; Chicago Maroon, May 9, 1969, 7.
Petras, "Berkeley," 62-63.
Professor Charles Huggins: see Chicago Maroon, May 9, 1969, 7. A
recordingofhis press conference of February 6, 1969, was broadcast
by a Chicago radio station. Adolph A. Berle has had the same insight:
New York Times, July 17, 1969.
New York Times, April 12, 1969, 18. Cf. Lemisch, "American
Revolution from the Bottom Up," 25.
Petras, "Berkeley," 60.
Commentary, XLVI (July 1968), 38.
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220. New York Times, May 10, 1969.
221. New York Times, April4, 1969, 1, 18; Civil Liberties, June, 1969,4.
Four lawyers in the New York Civil Liberties Union dissented,
saying that the statement would "add the voice of the A.C.L.U. to
the repressive forces already at work against social change in our
society ... (New York Times, April6, 1969, 51).
222. Personal experience, April1969.
223. See New York Times, Aprill, 1967.
224. Louis Joughin, ed.,Academic Freedom and Tenure: A Handbook of
the American Association of University Professors (Madison, 1967),
132, 134, 133.
225. President R. A. Wei! of Roosevelt University, mentioned in statement by J.J. Roth et. a/., on Lynd case, April 22, 1968 (mimeographed).
226. Joughin, Academic Freedom, 7, 136-137.
227. Conversation with Louis Joughin at American Historical Association Annual Meeting, New York, 1966.
228. Bertram H. Davis to Alfred Young, October 31, 1968, quoted in
Alfred Young, Christopher Lasch, et. a/. to Bertram H. Davis,
March 17, 1969, 3 (mimeographed). As of October 1969, the AAUP
has taken no further action on the case.
229. Experience of Marvin L. Michael Kay, who was an associate
professor at Alfred University when these events took place (May
1968). In February of 1969the A A UP's observer recognized a prima
facie breach of academic freedom, but Professor Kay has since
heard nothing further from the national organization.
230. See below. More recently, the same man has equated the conduct of
students sitting in with that of Minute Men who invaded the sit-in and
assaulted students: statement by Professor James E. Miller, Jr.,
February 9, 1969 (mimeographed and distributed by University of
Chicago).
231. New York Times, editOiial, June 16, 1969; see also editorial, ibid.,
September 23, 1969: "A strengthening of the vital centre is imperative to the pacification as well as the reform of the campuses."
232. Ibid., August 6, 1969, 16.
233. Donner, "Colleges Play Ball," 114 also describes cooperation by
CCNY, Brooklyn College, Cornell, Harvard, University of California, Stanford.
234. New York Times, August 21, 1969.
235. Ibid., editorial, November 1, 1967.
236. Edith Green, for instance; see Andrew Kopkind, "Green Stuff,"
Hard Times, May 19-26, 1969.
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237. Hans J. Morgenthau, "What Ails America," New Republic, October 28, 1967, 21; Morgenthau et. a/., "Academic Freedom,
Autonomy and Protest," November 2, 1967 (mimeographed; circulated to University of Chicago faculty by Secretary of the Faculties).
238. Abe Fortas, Concerning Dissent and Civil Disobedience (New York,
1968), vi.
239. Daily Northwestern, October 3, 1969, I; Roosevelt Torch, September 29, 1969, 4; Chicago Maroon, August 21, 1969, I, 5; New
York Times, August 17, 1969, 52; Hard Times, September
29-0ctober 6, 1969, 1-4; Chicago Journalism Review, II (February
1969), 8; Chicago Sun- Times, August 8, 1969.
240. For instance, University of Chicago, May 1966; Northwestern
University, May 1969.
241. See,forinstance, HanryW. DeZutter, "IWasaCampus Spyforthe
FBI," Chica{?o Daily News, May 12, 1969.
242. Personal experience, Northwestern University, November 1968.
243. For instance, at the University of Chicago 1969 sit-in.
244. Technically, off-campus; shot Thursday May 15, 1969, died Monday, May 19, 1969: Ramparts, August 1969, 58-59.
Hoffer cannot be held directly responsible for this event. But, so
long as we believe that ideas have consequences, we must assume
that there is some sort of connection between murder by university
and municipal officials and the incitement of university and municipal officials to murder. Recommendations by a nationally known
member of a presidential commission, who is a research professor at
the University of California, legitimize the conduct which he
recommends, no matter how barbaric that conduct may be.
245. Chicago Maroon, May 6, 1969, 1, 3.
246. The Chicago police conducted the investigation in accord with their
ideology; they announced that they had a list of forty-three
suspects -the students who had been expelled for sitting in over the
firing of sociology professor Marlene Dixon. Six months later, no
one has been brought to trial. (For an attempt to murder historian
Herbert Aptheker, see "Anti-Red Bomb Plotter in Bronx Gets 2
Years," New York Times, February 6, 1968,20: "Police experts said
that the blast had actually been timed for his [Aptheker's] appearance, but had occurred late because of faulty construction."
247. University of Chicago, "Report on Disciplinary and Appeals Decisions," April 8, 1969 (mimeographed). The University of Chicago
had suspended fifty-eight students in 1967.
248. As Left political activities are more and more openly defined as
"unprofessional conduct," there are fewer and fewer arguments
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about whether a particular dismissal was "political." The files of the
New University Conference contain extensive records of political
firings and suspensions. For a few cases in addition to those
mentioned elsewhere in this paper, see Guardian, September 13,
1969 (Dartmouth and Tulane); ibid., October 4, 1969 and New York
Times, September 21, 1969, 48 (U.C.L.A.); Newsweek, September
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